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Executive Summary  
 

The overall aim is to investigate how an NGO can benefit from strategic partnerships with 

commercial companies. This thesis investigates the strategic partnership between the NGO, 

Plastic Change and the commercial company, Naturli’ Foods A/S based on the co-created 

product, Naturli’ Hakket. The research is conducted through the following research question:  

 

How does the partnership with Naturli’ create value for Plastic Change in order to attain its vision? 

And how can Plastic Change use its marketing knowledge in order to establish suitable 

partnerships in the future? 

 

This is investigated through the use of primary and secondary data. Of qualitative data, 

interviews are conducted with Plastic Change employees, consumers of Naturli’ Hakket, a 

member of Plastic Change and an expert within partnerships. Of quantitative data, a study of 

427 respondents is conducted to gain insight in the buying patterns and segments of customers 

of Naturli’ Hakket. 

 

The analysis shows that Plastic Change gains value from the partnership with Naturli’, which 

enables it to attain its vision. Value is here referred to as the outcome Plastic Change gains from 

the partnership that it would not have gained on its own. Plastic Change has had three main 

goals of entering the partnership:  

1. Earn money based on the sales of Naturli’ Hakket 

2. Introduce sustainable packaging to create a long-lasting change 

3. Increase brand awareness of the organisation and cause.  

 

Based on the analysis it is possible to conclude that all of the goals to some extent has been 

achieved but has not reached their full potential yet. The first goal has not reached its full 

potential since the great media coverage of the product launch in the first quarter of 2018 has 

only generated 60,000 DKK to Plastic Change. The attention from the media is expected to 

decrease and thereby the consumer interest of the product is likely to do the same which lowers 

future donations.   
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The second goal has not reached its full potential yet since a long-lasting change is happening 

gradually over time and especially consumer’s behaviour must follow suit. Plastic Change has 

initiated the change by creating a minimum 50 percent recycled container allowing consumers 

to make a conscious choice when purchasing food products and set similar demands to other 

food producers. 

 

The third goal has not reached its full potential as Plastic Change has not managed to increase 

its brand awareness. This is clear in the questionnaire where only 5.8 percent out of 427 

respondents know Plastic Change is part of Naturli’ Hakket.  

 

The analysis of the goals allows the researchers to create four recommendations for Plastic 

Change to strengthen future partnerships. This is done in order to reach the full potential of 

value creation in all aspects of the partnership. The four recommendations are:  

1. Exploit the marketing channels to create brand awareness 

2. Use the potential of the segment 

3. Pursue larger capital increase 

4. Base future partnership on shared values and goals 

 

The four recommendations are created to give Plastic Change the prerequisites to excel the 

strategic partnerships and gain more from them in the future in order to attain its vision.  
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION 
 
”Soon more than 9 billion people will share our planet. Increasing demands for food, water, energy 

and infrastructure are pushing nature to its limits” states Mark Tercek, the president and CEO of 

The Nature Conservancy in the report The Biggest Environmental Challenges of 2017 

(Lauridsen, 2017). As the quote implies, nature is pushed to the limits and if we proceed to 

mistreat nature in this manner it will be difficult to maintain our current living standards. 

Therefore, the importance of action against environmental challenges is not to be ignored. 

Topics such as energy, air, technology, transport, water and oceans and seas are highly relevant 

when it comes to environmental challenges. Oceans and seas are, especially, contemporary 

topics. The oceans are being exposed to plastic pollution daily, since large quantities of plastic 

leak into the environment both in nature and at sea. On a global scale, 5 to 13 million tonnes of 

plastic end up in the ocean every year, which accounts for 1.5 to 4 percent of the global plastic 

production (European Commission, 2018). The plastic debris circulates in the oceans and 

gathers in “plastic soups”, which was defined by Captain Charles Moore back in 1997. He sailed 

from Hawaii to southern California through the North Pacific Gyre. Every day, he saw various 

pieces of plastic floating around in the middle of the Pacific Ocean. He kept returning to the area 

and realized that this particular place had a higher concentration of plastic than elsewhere in 

the ocean. He studied the plastic and realized that not only did the plastic float in the water but 

due to the water column, the plastic was gathered in soups (Plastic Soup Foundation, 2018).  

 

Due to harsh weather conditions, the larger pieces of plastic turn into microplastics. 

Microplastics consist of tiny fragments of plastic below 5 mm in size and because of the small 

size, fish and shellfish cannot tell the difference between the microplastics and food (European 

Commission, 2018). Research on oysters showed that after two months of consuming plastics, 

the oysters produced 41 percent fewer offspring, which in turn grew more slowly than normal 

offspring (Mathewson, 2016). This is clearly critical both because the breed can become extinct 

but also because humans eat the oysters and absorb the microplastics into their bodies. 

  

Multiple actors should help solve the environmental challenges. Governmental institutions, 

NGOs, commercial companies and consumers are all parties that must take responsibility. This 

thesis focuses on the collaboration between NGOs and commercial companies since it is a 
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contemporary topic. NGOs all around the world have started to engage with commercial 

companies to raise capital and spread reciprocal brand awareness. As a case throughout the 

thesis, the researchers use the Danish NGO, Plastic Change as an example of an NGO’s 

partnership with a commercial company. In this case, the partnership with Naturli’ Food A/S 

was chosen since the partnership is newly established and therefore interesting to investigate.   

 

1.1 Plastic Change 
 
Plastic Change fights for a future without plastic in the oceans. The organisation was founded 

by a Danish marine biologist, Henrik Beha Pedersen (Plastic Change Story, 2017). Besides the 

founder, the organisation has a management team, a staff of project managers, consultants and 

a lot of volunteers (Plastic Change Who we are, 2017). Plastic Change works internationally to 

raise awareness of the consequences of the increased plastic pollution in the oceans and 

environment. Plastic Change relies highly on its volunteers when it comes to spreading 

awareness and the execution of specific tasks e.g. cleansing beaches for plastic and other waste 

material (Plastic Change Beach Cleaner, 2017).  

  

Plastic Change’s vision is to ensure that: “human beings are entitled to live in an environment 

free of plastic pollution” (Plastic Change Vision/Mission, 2017). The organisation further 

explains that: “future generations should be able to continue living off marine resources and eat 

plastic-free fish (…) and enjoy living in a nature that is not polluted by plastic waste” (Plastic 

Change Vision/Mission, 2017) Plastic Change strives towards its vision by using 

documentation, information and education, which raises awareness of plastic pollution of the 

population (consumers), commercial companies and political system (Plastic Change Who we 

are, 2017). 

 

Plastic Change seeks to do this in multiple ways, one of which is by establishing partnerships. 

An example of such a partnership is Plastic Change’s collaboration with the Ecological Council 

(Det Økologiske Råd) on the “Plastic Free Ocean” project. The project aims to: “engage the 

Danish population in taking action against the rising quantity of plastic in the oceans” (Plastic 

Change Plastic Free Ocean, 2017). This thesis acknowledges partnerships with governmental 

institutions and the fact that they are important to overcome plastic pollution.  
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1.2 Strategic Partnerships 
 
Traditionally, partnerships are made between companies in order to share resources and 

increase income. Today, partnerships are made across organisational sectors, not just company 

to company, but also between governmental institutions, companies and NGOs etc. (Ählström 

& Sjöström, 2005). Several definitions of partnerships exist. One definition of a partnership is 

described as coordinated activities between parties, possibly long-term (Hooley, Piercy, & 

Nicoulaud, 2012). Strategic alliances are defined as a formal agreement between parties to 

collaborate and act jointly (Hooley et al., 2012). In this thesis, we merge the concepts of 

partnership and strategic alliance into the definition “strategic partnership”. We define 

strategic partnership as a formal agreement between an NGO and commercial company to 

collaborate, act jointly and coordinate activities in specific projects. 

  

Strategic partnerships are often used in order for parties to join forces by sharing resources to 

address challenges ahead, across organisational sectors (Ählström & Sjöström, 2005). “Across 

organisational sectors” implies partnerships between and across different types of 

organisations such as NGOs, governmental institutions, commercial companies etc. (Ählström 

& Sjöström, 2005). Strategic partnerships are a way to attain goals through cooperation. 

Obviously, not all strategic partnerships work as intended if the parties involved are not aligned 

on strategy, length of the partnership and shared goals. Hence, it is important for the parties to 

be aligned on social norms, culture and to trust one another etc. in order attain the goals they 

would not have been able to reach alone (Hooley et al., 2012).  

  

In this thesis, the term strategic partnership is used to investigate the partnership between an 

NGO and a commercial company. Such a partnership allows both parties to address global 

challenges more efficiently and effectively than they would have been able to on their own 

(Ählström & Sjöström, 2005). Several scholars have identified that the number of partnerships 

between NGOs and commercial companies has increased within the last years. Most agree that 

we are living in the age of alliances, and that co-creation in strategic partnerships between 

NGOs and commercial companies will grow in importance (Austin, 2000; Ählström & Sjöström, 

2005).  
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1.3 Marketing In Relation To Partnerships 
 
Marketing has been widely used to obtain organisational goals. The concept of marketing has 

evolved since it was defined by Felton in 1959 (Hooley et al., 2012). One of the concepts is social 

marketing, which has a primary purpose of achieving a particular social or public good by 

benefiting individuals, groups, communities and societies (French & Russell-Bennett, 2015). 

 

In this thesis, the researchers look at the concept of marketing from Plastic Change’s point of 

view, to investigate how the organisation can use marketing to earn money to support its cause. 

Seeing marketing from Plastic Change’s point of view can be done in multiple ways. In this 

thesis, the researchers focus on how Plastic Change can market its partnerships with 

commercial companies. This is done by conducting an analysis of Plastic Change’s and Naturli’ 

Foods A/S’ segments to investigate whether the segment of Plastic Change is aligned with the 

segment of Naturli’ Foods A/S. The investigation is conducted to see if there is potential for 

Plastic Change to reach an even broader segment in order to raise capital to attain its vision.  

 

Furthermore, Plastic Change’s segment is important when it comes to establishing strategic 

partnerships with commercial companies. The importance of targeting the same segment is not 

to be neglected when establishing strategic partnerships, especially when pursuing a shared 

goal. This also impacts the marketing efforts of the partners since different segments require 

different marketing efforts. Therefore, it is necessary for Plastic Change to have knowledge 

about its own segment as well as knowledge about the segment of the strategic partner, before 

entering such a partnership. 

 

The purpose of using social marketing in this thesis is to investigate how Plastic Change can use 

social marketing to gain even bigger attention and raise capital for its cause. Additionally, it is 

used to understand if the segments of the established partnership are aligned. The knowledge 

of segments can also be used as an indicator of which partnerships Plastic Change should 

establish in the future. 
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1.4 A Case Of Strategic Partnership: Plastic Change And Naturli’ Foods A/S 
 
As written above, strategic partnerships are found in many constellations when it comes to 

coping with environmental challenges. A simple version of how all the actors are connected to 

environmental issues is illustrated in figure 1. Plastic Change is a small but important actor in 

the fight against plastic pollution. As mentioned, Plastic Change has already entered strategic 

partnerships with other environmental NGOs and governmental institutions. One of the newest 

initiatives from Plastic Change was to enter into a strategic partnership with a commercial 

company, Naturli’ Foods A/S. 

 

 

Figure 1: Actors in the environmental challenge 

 

1.5 Naturli’ Foods A/S 
 
Naturli’ Foods A/S (Naturli’) is owned by the Norwegian food group, Orkla and has been on the 

Danish food market since 1988 (Orkla, 2018). The company refers to itself as a pioneer on the 

Danish market when it comes to plant-based products. The company has a large variety of both 

ecological and non-ecological plant-based products, which it offers as alternatives to meat in 
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cooking. The concept behind the brand is to eat healthier and do it in an environmentally-

friendly manner (Naturli´ Foods A/S, 2018; Orkla, 2018). The production of plant-based meat 

is better for the environment, as it produces less CO2 compared to the production of meat 

(Fuglø, 2017; Naturli’ Foods A/S, 2018). Naturli’ aims to create a change in consumption 

patterns by making it easier to substitute traditional food products with environmentally-

friendly ones. In short, Naturli’s vision is to restore the balance between nature and humans 

through plant-based products and to encourage consumers to be the change (Naturli’ Foods 

A/S, 2018).  

  

The newest addition to the product portfolio was launched in Danish stores in January 2018. 

The product “Naturli’ Hakket” is one of the first of its kind in the world (Dahlager, 2018). It is 

sold in all grocery stores belonging to the chain, Dansk Supermarked, with over 600 stores in 

Denmark. Naturli’ Hakket is a 100 percent plant-based substitute for meat with the same 

structure and amount of protein as normal meat (Naturli’ Hakket – 100% Plantebaseret, 2018). 

As a 100 percent plant-based product, it helps to reduce the CO2 emission compared to meat 

production, which is good for the environment. Another environmentally-friendly component 

in Naturli’ Hakket is the fact that the plastic containers are made from a minimum of 50 percent 

recycled plastic compared to normal plastic containers, which are not made from recycled 

plastic (ibid.). Naturli’ Hakket is an all-around environmentally-friendly product, as the 

production reduces the amount of CO2 (ibid.).   

 

Plastic Change and Naturli’ work together to overcome environmental issues and plastic 

pollution. They created the product, Naturli’ Hakket where 0.20 DKK is donated to Plastic 

Change every time a product is sold (Naturli’ Foods A/S, 2018). The money gained from the 

partnership with Naturli’ is used to clean up plastic all around Denmark and in recruiting and 

educating Plastic Change agents, who can spread the word about plastic pollution and the 

environmental consequences the world faces (Fuglø, 2017). 

 

The strategic partnership between Plastic Change and Naturli’ is based on shared goals as 

shown in figure 1. The overall goal is to solve environmental issues (Naturli´Foods A/S, 2018). 

A shared goal of both organisations is to get people to act to solve environmental challenges by 

creating a change in consumption patterns. The result of the strategic partnership between 
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Plastic Change and Naturli’ has already started to impact people’s consumption. Within two 

months, Naturli’ Hakket has managed to gain 3 percent of the total meat market sold in Dansk 

Supermarked’s stores. The original aim was for Naturli’ Hakket to gain 5 percent of the market 

within three to four years, this goal has almost been achieved in two months (Dahlager, 2018). 

The product has gained attention from abroad and will be launched in Germany, Sweden, 

Australia and Great Britain in spring 2018 (ibid.). Of course, it should be taken into 

consideration that the product was newly launched and due to great media coverage, the 

interest of consumers was high. This can impact the sales figures and market share initially; 

however, the question is whether the market share persists when the media attention 

disappears. The popularity of Naturli’ Hakket also makes it more interesting to further 

investigate how Plastic change can benefit and create value through the partnership since the 

partnership is newly established and therefore is a highly contemporary partnership. 

 

1.6 Problem Formulation 
 
This thesis focuses on Plastic Change and its partnership with Naturli’ Foods. The purpose is to 

gain insight into the partnership between Plastic Change and Naturli’ to get a contextual 

understanding of how partnerships with commercial companies can create value. Based on the 

aforementioned partnership, the researchers investigate how Plastic Change can use its 

learnings when it considers establishing new partnerships with commercial companies in the 

future. 

 

In order to investigate this, the researchers have developed the following research question: 

  

 

If we are to elaborate on the research question, we divide it into two sections. The first part of 

the research question is: “How does the partnership with Naturli’ create value for Plastic 

Change in order to attain its vision?” 

 

How does the partnership with Naturli’ create value for Plastic Change in order to attain 

its vision? And how can Plastic Change use its marketing knowledge in order to establish 

suitable partnerships in the future? 
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To get a better understanding of the question, the different keywords in the research question 

are now explained. First of all, the word “partnership” is important. We define partnership as 

two or more actors who join forces to work towards a shared goal.  

 

The next keyword is “create value”. The aim of the partnership is to create value to reach the 

end goal. Therefore, value creation can be said to be the outcome of the partnership and how 

the value is created through the process of the partnership. Thereby, the keyword “create” 

value contains both value creation in itself as a concept but also the process of which value is 

gained/created.  

 

The last keyword is “vision”. When used in the research question, the word refers to Plastic 

Change’s vision and how Plastic Change can use the partnership and the value created in it to 

attain its vision, which is: “Plastic Change has a vision that human beings are entitled to live in 

an environment free of plastic pollution. This means that future generations should be able to 

continue living off marine resources and eat plastic-free fish and shellfish, for instance, and enjoy 

living in a nature that is not polluted by plastic waste.” (Plastic Change Vision/Mission, 2017). 

 

The second part of the research question is: “How can Plastic Change use its marketing 

knowledge in order to establish suitable partnerships in the future?” 

 

The first keyword is “marketing knowledge”. When talking about marketing knowledge, the 

researchers mean the knowledge of segmentation and consumer behaviour. Segmentation is 

especially important here due to the fact that the segment of Plastic Change should be aligned 

with the segment of the commercial company. With this knowledge in mind, Plastic Change can 

use this marketing knowledge proactively, both in its direct marketing efforts to target the right 

audience and also in the process of finding suitable partners for strategic partnerships.  

 

Marketing knowledge provides a knowledge of segmentation and can thereby be used to gain 

an idea of whether a potential partner wants to target the chosen segment. This can be used as 

an indicator of whether the partner is suitable for Plastic Change or not.  
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This leads to the last keyword, which is “suitable partnerships”. By suitable partnerships, it is 

meant that marketing knowledge can provide indicators to determine whether or not a 

partnership is a suitable fit for Plastic Change. An indicator taken from marketing knowledge 

could be the knowledge of segmentation, which can be used to gain an idea of whether a 

potential partner wants to target the same segment as Plastic Change. This is important, as, if 

partners are not approaching the same target audience the chance of the shared goal being 

obtained is low.  

 

1.7 Delimitations 
 
The focus of this thesis is to investigate the strategic 

partnership between Plastic Change and Naturli’. As 

shown in figure 2 the researchers are aware that for 

an NGO to attain its vision many actors must be 

affected. To recap, the three most important sectors 

affecting Plastic Change are governmental 

institutions, companies and the population 

(consumers), as shown in figure 2. All actors must 

act together in order to reach the core problem of 

plastic pollution. The researchers have chosen to 

focus on partnerships between an NGO and a company in this thesis. Therefore, not all actors 

affecting the NGO are investigated in detail.   

 

Companies are part of the circle as shown in figure 2. The researchers investigate companies 

and their impact on the partnership by looking at a commercial company. Investigating a 

commercial company is done as it is the first time Plastic Change has entered a strategic 

partnership with a commercial company to co-create a product.  

 

To maintain a clear focus on partnership strategy and the use of social marketing to attain 

Plastic Change’s vision through the partnership with Naturli’, the researchers chose not to 

investigate the governmental institution sector and its impact on the partnership. It is obvious 

that governmental institutions are important to NGOs to get their causes implemented and 

Figure 2: Plastic Change's circle of actors 
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integrated into the society. The researchers consider governmental institutions important 

actors when it comes to environmental issues. Especially since the European Union, United 

Nations and local governments set out targets, rules and laws that impact the work of Plastic 

Change. The effects of rules and regulations are not investigated and could be considered a 

margin of error. However, it is recognised that governmental institutions play an important role 

for NGOs. 

 

The researchers investigate the population and its impact on the partnership seen from a 

marketing perspective. As it can be seen in figure 2, the population is one of the actors impacting 

Plastic Change. In this thesis, the population is investigated and is divided into two consumer 

groups. The first group is consumers/members that support Plastic Change and its vision. The 

second group consists of consumers who purchase the product Naturli’ Hakket. These two 

groups of consumers are investigated to understand why Plastic Change entered the 

partnership with Naturli’, what both parties gained from it and whether or not the partnership 

should be developed further. The segment of consumers that support Plastic Change is 

investigated to understand who Plastic Change targets and if the segment corresponds to the 

consumers who purchase Naturli’ Hakket. Analysing the segment is done to see if the focus 

should be moved to other segments and to investigate if the current strategy behind the 

partnership works as intended.  

  

The main focus of the thesis is to investigate the strategic partnership from Plastic Change’s 

perspective in order to understand what drives Plastic Change into such an alliance. The 

researchers investigate the partnership between Plastic Change and Naturli’ from an outside-

in perspective. This means that the researchers look at the partnership from an external point 

of view and thereby consider both Plastic Change and Naturli’s partnership as a black box with 

the purpose of investigating the partnership to understand how value is created. However, as 

the researchers have interviews from Plastic Change it provides the possibility to get a more 

nuanced picture of the partnership from Plastic Change’s perspective.  

 

The investigation is limited to look at the partnership in the period from 1/1-2018 up until now 

as the product has only existed since then. The investigation of the partnership within this 
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timeframe concerns the Danish market. The partnership is limited to the Danish market at this 

point in time which is why the investigation only looks at this market.  

 

In the partnership between Plastic Change and Naturli’, the researchers have chosen to focus 

the investigation from Plastic Change’s point of view. This is done in order to gain an 

understanding of what an NGO gains from a partnership with a commercial company.  

 

1.8 Thesis Structure 
 
This thesis follows the structure in the figure 3: 
 

 
 
Figure 3: Thesis structure 
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CHAPTER 2 – METHODOLOGY 
 
In this chapter, the philosophy of science and methods used are presented and explained in 

order to understand how data is collected and analysed. This is used to establish the validity 

and reliability of this thesis. The following chapter is based on the research onion in figure 4 

below by, firstly, arguing why the researchers use the interpretivist philosophy in the study. 

Later, the deductive approach to the research is explained where it is argued that the 

combination of surveys and interviews provide a holistic view of the research (Saunders, Lewis, 

& Thornhill, 2009). The researchers outline why the mixed method is chosen and what it 

contributes to the case study of the partnership between Plastic Change and Naturli’. This is 

done by employing a cross-sectional time horizon looking at the partnership in a snapshot.  

Finally, it is presented how the data is collected and how the data is analysed.  

 

 

Figure 4: The research onion 

 

2.1 Philosophy of Science 
 
When it comes to any academic work it is necessary to clarify the researchers’ scientific 

theoretical framework. The approach can affect the way in which the research is done and how 

information and material are interpreted. In the philosophy of science four main paradigms 

exist; positivism, realism, interpretivism and pragmatism. A paradigm can be defined as a way 

to examine social phenomena and thus gain an understanding and possible explanations 
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(Saunders et al., 2009). The choice of a specific paradigm affects the outcome of the research, 

analysis and conclusions (ibid.). Throughout the research of this thesis, the researchers have 

used interpretivism as their scientific theoretical framework.   

  

2.1.1 Interpretivism  
 
The main point of interpretivism is that there is no such thing as one truth and the truth can 

never be objective. This is due to fact that interpretivism believes truth is socially constructed 

and therefore the truth will differ depending on who observes and investigates the 

phenomenon or event. Therefore, the preconceptions the researchers bring to the investigation 

will have an impact on what is perceived to be true. The preconceptions are impacted by 

historical and societal perspectives of the world and individual experiences, values etc. 

(Saunders et al., 2009).   

 

The paradigm interpretivism argues that it is necessary for the researchers to know the 

differences between people in the roles of social actors (Saunders et al., 2009). This clearly 

emphasizes the difference between conducting research on humans instead of objects such as 

e.g. computers. The point of departure of the paradigm is that the social reality is never 

organized for unique reasons and effects (Esmark, Laustsen, & Andersen, 2005, p. 10). This 

means that everything is up for interpretation of the social actor and its own social reality. 

Therefore, the researchers interpret the social roles of others in accordance with their own set 

of meanings (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 115). This means that the researchers have their own 

beliefs, and understandings are subjective, which is why it is impossible to make definite 

conclusions. 

  

Ontology in the interpretivism paradigm is defined as: “the researcher’s view of the nature of 

reality or being” (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 119). The ontology of interpretivism is that the 

researcher's view is socially constructed. This means it is created by subjective beliefs, opinions 

and experiences. This may, however, change over time (ibid.). This implies that the findings 

discovered during the investigation might not have been the same if the research was 

conducted in the future, as the researchers’ preconceptions are likely to change over time. 
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Turning to the epistemology, the interpretivism paradigm is defined as: “the researcher’s view 

regarding what constitutes acceptable knowledge” (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 119). This means 

how the researchers acknowledge the nature of reality or being. In other words, it affects the 

researchers’ point of view when analysing the nature of reality or being. The epistemology 

within interpretivism is subjective. The interpretivist acknowledges subjective meanings and 

social phenomena (Saunders et al., 2009). The focus is on the detail of the situation and the 

reality that lies behind these details. Furthermore, it is recognized that actions are motivated 

by subjective meanings. 

The data collection technique of interpretivism is often through small samples of data. This 

means in-depth investigations of subjects (Saunders et al., 2009). This is often done through 

the qualitative method by either doing interviews or focus groups. In this thesis, the main data 

collection comes from a survey of 427 participants, regarding the product Naturli’ Hakket that 

is the essence of the partnership between Naturli’ and Plastic Change. Furthermore, data 

collection relies on interviews with subjects who have knowledge of the partnership between 

Naturli’ and Plastic Change or Naturli’ Hakket. This is further elaborated in the section about 

quantitative and qualitative data.  

When conducting and analysing the interviews it is done with the researchers’ preconceptions 

and attitudes towards the chosen subject. The interviewees tell about their experiences and 

understandings, which also are affected by their preconceptions and their biased knowledge. 

Therefore, no objective truth exists (Saunders et al., 2009).  

 

By using the interpretivism paradigm, the researchers are interested in the specific 

interviewee’s experiences and perceptions within the field of research. Through the interviews, 

the researchers focus on the interviewee’s reflections, which are used in the analysis. 

 

2.2 Deductive Approach 
 
The approach chosen by the researchers is mainly deductive. When applying a deductive 

approach to the research it enables the researchers to first determine a theoretical framework 

which then is the guideline for the data gathered later (Olsen & Olsen, 2002). The deductive 

approach allows the researchers to build upon the theoretical framework by collecting data i.e. 
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survey and then adjust the data to the theory chosen. The deductive approach allows the 

researchers to set a clear focus for the thesis, as the theoretical framework was chosen from 

the beginning of the investigation (Olsen & Olsen, 2002; Saunders et al., 2009). Therefore, the 

determined theoretical framework enables the researchers to gather data that supports the 

theoretical angle of the thesis.  

 
Some scholars argue that the risk of using the deductive method is that the theoretical 

framework is only investigated through the quantitative method (Saunders et al., 2009). To 

avoid entering this margin of error the inductive approach was also applied to bring another 

perspective to the investigation. This was done by using the qualitative method, interviewing, 

to gather data (Saunders et al., 2009). This implies that the researchers adapted the theoretical 

framework to suit the interviewee’s statements, which is an iterative process.   

 

Within the inductive approach, researchers work with data in order to formulate it as a theory 

or part of a theory (Brinkmann & Tanggaard, 2010, p. 207). Since the inductive approach 

focuses on qualitative research methods it has partly been used to support the deductive 

approach to provide a holistic view of the thesis.  

 

2.3 Case Study  
 
The study design is constructed from a single-case study. The definition of a case study is an 

empirical study that shows a contemporary phenomenon in a real-life environment where the 

boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly defined (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). 

In a case study, several types of data can be used to illustrate the phenomenon (Andersen & 

Kaspersen, 1996).  

 

A case study is described as an analysis of a unit where factors from the outside world impact 

the chosen case (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). To make a case study scientifically valid, several 

aspects are important to include in the case, especially the relational interaction between the 

case study and the context from which the case originates.  
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2.4 Time Horizons 
 
The time horizon in this thesis is cross-sectional as it is designed in a specific time frame of five 

months. Cross-sectional is a research of a particular phenomenon at a particular time and it is 

recognised that most academic studies are time constrained (Saunders et al., 2009). The 

partnership has not existed longer than five months hence all data has been collected within 

the timeframe. This makes it a contemporary topic of research. This means that the researchers 

are one of the first to investigate the partnership between Plastic Change and Naturli’ from this 

particular perspective.   

 

Cross-sectional studies often seek to describe incidence or explain how factors are related in 

different contexts. To investigate this, a survey strategy is mostly used. However, many case 

studies are based on interviews; therefore the qualitative method is also accepted in cross-

sectional studies (Saunders et al., 2009). The combination of a survey strategy and interviews 

is used in this thesis to investigate the cross-sectional study.  

 

2.5 Mixed Methods 
 
The mixed method is the combination of qualitative and quantitative data collection. The mixed 

method either looks at quantitative and qualitative data at the same time (parallel) or one after 

another (sequential) (Saunders et al., 2009). Scholars argue, using both quantitative and 

qualitative methods provide a wealth of data which often leads researchers to discover findings 

they did not anticipate.  

 

In this thesis, the parallel method is chosen to gain a broad view of how the partnership 

functions and what might be improved. The following section describes in detail both the 

qualitative and quantitative research methods.  
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Model of methods 

Quantitative data Qualitative data Secondary data 

Collection: 

The quantitative data is collected 

through a questionnaire.  

 

The questionnaire is about the 

product created in the partnership 

between Plastic Change and 

Naturli’: Naturli’ Hakket.  

 

The questions focus on:  

− If the product is known to the 

respondent 

− If the respondent has 

purchased the product and the 

reasons for this. 

 

Before the questionnaire was 

shared on Facebook and LinkedIn, 

we made a pilot test of 11 people. 

The questionnaire in itself gave 

427 responses.  

Collection: 

The qualitative data is collected 

through interviews. 

 

The interviews conducted were 

with the following interviewees: 

− Kristjan Jeppesen (KJ): 

Assistant professor at CBS 

within partnerships across 

organisational sectors 

− JV: Member of Plastic Change 

− AG: Customer of Naturli’ 

Hakket 

− SSK: Customer of Naturli’ 

Hakket 

− Louise Lerche-Gredal (LLG): 

Business developer, in charge 

of fundraising and partnership 

at Plastic Change. 

− Hans Henrik Heming (HHH): 

Business developer, in charge 

of fundraising and 

partnerships at Plastic Change. 

Collection: 

Secondary data is already written 

data found in various places, 

which is divided below: 

Secondary data is used for the 

theoretical framework and 

empirical framework. 

 

For the theoretical framework, 

the data was collected from 

journals and books.  The 

empirical framework was 

collected from books, articles and 

reports. 

Purpose: 

The purpose of the questionnaire is 

to get a perspective from the 

consumer and understand their 

knowledge about the product and 

their reasons to purchase the 

product or not. This allows the 

researchers to investigate whether 

or not Plastic Change assumptions, 

about why consumers purchase the 

Purpose: 

The purpose of doing interviews in 

this thesis is to get the subject’s 

understanding of the chosen topics. 

The goal is to get in-depth 

knowledge of their field to get a 

deeper understanding of the 

dynamics of the partnership 

between Naturli’ and Plastic 

Change including consumers of 

Naturli’ Hakket.  

Purpose:  

The purpose of using secondary 

data is to make it easier for the 

researchers to gather a large 

amount of data in a short time. Of 

course, the researchers must be 

aware of biased writers and pay 

attention to the context the 

original text was written for. 
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product, are aligned with the actual 

reasons consumers have.  

 

The data gained from the 

questionnaire is mainly used in 

social marketing to conduct 

investigations about the segment 

and the consumer’s purchase 

reasons. 

  

Table 1: Model of methods 

 

2.5.1 The Qualitative Method 

Interviews as a discipline of insight  
 
”An interview is a purposeful discussion between two or more people” (Saunders et al., 2009 p. 

318). The interview is used to gain knowledge and insight into people’s lives, opinions and 

experiences (Brinkmann & Tanggaard, 201, p. 29). Using interviews in academic research helps 

to obtain valid and reliable data that is relevant to the research question (ibid.) In order to 

answer the research question, the researchers have chosen to interview employees of Plastic 

Change who have extensive knowledge of the partnership between Plastic Change and Naturli’. 

The goal is, therefore, to gain insight and in-depth knowledge of the partnership, to answer the 

research question.  

 

Semi-structured interviews 
 
Many different types of interviews exist. Interviews can vary from being very formal and 

structural to being more informal and unstructured. In this research, the researchers have 

chosen to perform semi-structured interviews. In a semi-structured interview, the researchers 

have a list of themes and questions to be covered by the interviewees (Saunders et al., 2009 p. 

320). One of the advantages hereof is that the interviewers have the ability to ask in-depth 

questions about what is being said. Furthermore, it provides the opportunity to explore new 

angles of the topic that would not have been possible in a structured interview (Saunders et al., 

2009). The semi-structured interview is more flexible and open, which makes it possible 

control the interview in the desired direction of the interviewers (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2012). 
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The semi-structured interview was chosen since it makes it possible for the interviewers to 

ensure the subject is covered in the best possible way. The semi-structured interview covers 

the subject and at the same time makes room for unexpected areas to be discovered (Kvale & 

Brinkmann, 2012). The interviewers’ follow-up questions maintain a natural flow in the 

interviews and give the interviewees a possibility to elaborate on relevant dimensions of the 

narrative. 

 

Before entering the interview situation, the researchers constructed an interview guide. An 

interview guide is often made before a semi-structured interview (Brinkmann & Tanggaard, 

2010). A semi-structured interview is more or less controlling depending on the interview and 

the interviewee’s answers and depending on the interviewer’s preconceptions (ibid.). It is 

important to stress that the researchers are conscious of their preconceptions and are using 

them to approach the interview in an optimum way. This is possible because the interviewers 

were prepared for the interview by having knowledge about the topic, which enabled them to 

ask follow-up questions. If the interviewers did not have a preconception about the topic they 

could risk missing important information given by the interviewees. This is especially 

important when making the interview guide but also when the interview is conducted. The 

interview guide should enable the interviewers to cover the desired subjects and themes 

without denying or neglecting unexpected perspectives (Brinkmann & Tanggaard, 2010). 

 

Presentation of the interviewees 
 

Kristjan Jeppesen - Partnership expert 
 
Kristjan Jeppesen, from now on referred to as KJ. He is an Assistant Professor at Copenhagen 

Business School (CBS). He has a background in International Relations and Economics. His 

focus areas are within Partnerships across Organisational Sectors of Social Entrepreneurship, 

Corporate Sustainability, Social Innovation and Ecological Economies. He lives in Copenhagen 

with his family (Appendix 1). The interview with KJ was conducted at his office at CBS. 

  

The interview with KJ was a semi-structured interview and the interview guide was given to 

him before the interview, as he wanted to be prepared for the direction of the interview. KJ was 

not informed about the case partnership of this thesis, as the researchers wanted his expert 
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opinions on partnerships between NGOs and commercial companies in general, without biasing 

his statements.  

 

Member of Plastic Change 

 

JV 

 

JV is a member of Plastic Change. JV is well-educated and has a full-time job. She is 37 years old 

and lives in the capital region of Denmark. She has been a member of Plastic Change for a year 

(Appendix 2). The interview was conducted in Copenhagen.  

 

The interview with JV was a semi-structured interview, which gave the researchers insight into 

her reasons for being a member of Plastic Change and what she thinks about environmental 

Challenges. As it was a semi-structured interview it allowed JV to elaborate on questions, 

without the interviewer having to ask.  

 

Customers of Naturli’ Hakket 

 

AG 
 
AG is a customer who has tried the product Naturli’ Hakket. He is 25, studies at a university and 

has a part-time position as a student worker in a firm. He lives in Copenhagen with his family 

(Appendix 3). The interview took place in Frederiksberg.  

 

The interview with AG was a semi-structured interview in which he gave the researchers 

insights to his reasons to purchase Naturli’ Hakket, what he thinks of the product and what he 

thinks about the environmentally-friendly aspect of the product and the packaging. 

 

SSK 
 
SSK is a customer who has purchased Naturli’ Hakket. He is 26 years old and originally from 

the Southern Region of Denmark, but now lives in Copenhagen and works as a civil engineer. 

The interview took place in SSK’s apartment in Copenhagen (Appendix 4).  
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The interview with SSK was a semi-structured interview in which he gave the researchers 

insights to his reasons to purchase Naturli’ Hakket, what he thinks of the product and what he 

thinks about the environmentally-friendly aspect of the product and the packaging. The 

interview guide constructed for the interview was not followed to the point, as information 

about Naturli’ Hakket was given to SSK during the interview. He questioned parts of the 

labelling on the packaging and in order to continue the interview, the necessary information 

was shared.  

 

Employees of Plastic Change 

 

Louise Lerche-Gredal 
 
Louise Lerche-Gredal, from now on referred to as LLG, is a business developer in charge of 

fundraising and partnerships at Plastic Change (Appendix 5; Plastic Change Who we are, 2017). 

Among other things, she is in charge of recruiting new members and establishing new strategic 

partnerships with commercial companies, other NGOs, governmental institutions etc. LLG is a 

lawyer, has an MBA in business management and has previously been CEO of another fund 

(Appendix 5). The interview took place at Plastic Changes’ office in the centre of Copenhagen. 

  

The interview with LLG was a semi-structured interview in which she gave the researchers 

insight into her knowledge of the partnership between Plastic Change and Naturli’.  

Hans Henrik Heming 
 
Besides LLG we also interviewed Hans Henrik Heming, from now on referred to as HHH. HHH 

is also a business developer and in charge of fundraising and partnerships at Plastic Change 

(Appendix 5; Plastic Change Who we are, 2017). On the same level as LLG, he is also in charge 

of recruiting new members and establishing new strategic partnerships. Furthermore, before 

the interview, he told the researchers that he is also a partner in a start-up where he is 

responsible for sales, investor relations and funding. The interview also took place at Plastic 

Change’s office in Copenhagen and the semi-structured interview was done simultaneously 

with LLG.  
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Interview reflections 
 
Our original plan was to have the interviews done separately but due to LLG and HHH’s tight 

schedule, it was not possible to interview them separately. When interviewing two persons at 

the same time, it is possible that the interviewees affected each other’s answers. If the interview 

had been done as two separate interviews the researchers might have ended up with other 

answers than the ones given. Since the interview included two interviewees it made it possible 

for them to follow up on each other’s answers to gain a broader picture of their tasks and 

projects. It can be argued that doing the interviews simultaneously does not weaken the 

generalisability since it gave both interviewees the opportunity to disagree if something was 

said that was incorrect.  

 

Transcription 
 
Transcription is about the conversion of the oral interview into written text, which would then 

be used for analysis purposes (Brinkmann & Tanggaard, 2010). The written language is very 

different from the oral language, as it turns from being vivid into motionless in writing (ibid.). 

When transcribing, a lot is being lost; body language, tone of voice and irony cannot be written 

down appropriately (ibid., p. 43).  Before one starts transcribing an interview, it is important to 

consider how one wants to transcribe the interview and remain consistent with the chosen 

form. The researchers chose to avoid empty words such as “øh” and “hmm”. Finally, the 

researchers distinguish between the use of (…) and […] in this thesis, when citing the 

transcribed interviews. (…) is used when omitting the beginning or end of a quote and […] is 

used when omitting parts in the middle of the quote. 

 

Ethical considerations of the qualitative research method 
 
The qualitative research method is often based on people’s personal experiences and opinions. 

Therefore, it is relevant to dig deeper into the relevant ethical considerations in regard to 

interviews (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2012). Before the interview the researchers introduced 

themselves, presented why they wanted to talk with them and what the purpose of the study 

was. 
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The question of confidentiality is another important ethical consideration one must bear in 

mind. Therefore, the first question the researchers asked the interviewees was if they would 

accept that the interview was to be recorded, in order to transcribe it and later use it in the 

analysis. None of the interviewees had any objections and gave their permission to do so. 

Similarly, another ethical consideration to make is whether the interviewees want to be 

anonymous. The interviewees in the interviews of the consumers of Naturli’ Hakket and the 

member of Plastic Change wished to be anonymous, which is why the researchers have given 

them new initials. 

  

Finally, the role as researchers must not be neglected. The researchers use their experiences to 

ask questions and to find answers in what is being said. The researchers are thereby conscious 

that one cannot relinquish preconceptions, values and prejudices and these naturally will affect 

one’s actions as a researcher (Brinkmann & Tanggaard, 2010). Therefore, it is important to be 

as transparent as possible as a researcher. 

 

Quality and Generalisability 
 
Qualitative research has often been accused of lacking scientific quality because it lacks 

generalisable and objective results and solely relies on the subjective thoughts of the 

interviewees (Brinkmann & Tanggaard, 2010). A transparent approach must, therefore, ensure 

quality and reliability, while the validity of the method is that the researcher's analysis is 

sufficiently documented (ibid.). To ensure the validity and quality of the methodological 

research, the researchers have, as far as possible, tried to express and pinpoint what has been 

done and with what purpose. All theoretical and empirical statements are therefore 

documented so the validity of the knowledge gained through the interviews is not questioned.  

  

A transparent approach enables the reader to have a critical view of the results of the study 

while allowing other researchers to be inspired by the current study to do similar ones in the 

same or other contexts. It would be groundless to require another researcher to replicate the 

study and get the same results, due to the fact that what we as researchers experience and see 

will be different to other researcher’s experiences and perceptions (Brinkmann & Tanggaard, 
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2010). It is, therefore, crucial to conduct the interviews as transparently as possible since it can 

help other researchers to understand the results provided. 

 

2.5.2 The Quantitative Method 

Data is collected cross sectionally using a survey strategy, more specifically an online 

questionnaire, which is typically a quantitative research strategy (Saunders et al., 2009). The 

questionnaire provides insight into people’s knowledge and consumption of the product, 

Naturli’ Hakket and the reasons behind the purchase. Furthermore, the questionnaire allows 

the researchers to get an insight into people’s demographics. As the mixed method approach is 

used, the research design has been applied so that some of the listed questions have an open-

ended choice “other”. The open-ended question allows the respondent to write one’s own 

answer, which can be seen in Appendix 9. Using a questionnaire to gather data was favoured 

because it is possible to generate a lot of data in a limited timeframe. Cross-sectional data 

collection was chosen to get a lot of data and to get a better understanding of whether the 

partnership with Naturli’ had generated the value for which Plastic Change hoped (Saunders et 

al., 2009). For example, Plastic Change hoped that the partnership with Naturli’ would create 

brand awareness about Plastic Change. The questionnaire allows the researchers to investigate 

whether or not the partnership has had this effect. Also, the questionnaire provides the 

opportunity to investigate the segment which purchased and had knowledge about Naturli’ 

Hakket to see if this corresponds with the segment which typically supports Plastic Change. 

Of course, there is also a margin of error that should be considered when gathering data 

through a questionnaire. The chance of a low number of respondents can question if the data 

collected can be considered valid to use in the investigation. The number of respondents for the 

questionnaire in use was 427 persons, which the researchers perceive as a high number of 

respondents making the research valid and reliable. The number of respondents and their 

responses will be further analysed to establish validity and reliability.  

As it has already been stressed that the research is done with a view in interpretivism, 

perceptions and meanings about Naturli’ Hakket and Plastic Change are considered socially 

constructed and subjective. Therefore, is it difficult to apply the traditional quality criteria of 

reliability and validity as there is no such thing as one truth (Saunders et al., 2009). However, 
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using a questionnaire increases the chances that the results can be replicated by other studies 

(ibid.). To ensure the reliability of the data, a pilot test on 11 respondents was conducted. The 

respondents provided feedback on the questionnaire to ensure that the questions were clearly 

expressed and understood in the same way by the researchers and respondents. To ensure 

validity, questions about gender, age, education and region of living were asked in order to 

compare the respondents, to establish if the questionnaire represented a broad segment or not. 

Also, when the questionnaire was shared on Facebook and LinkedIn, the researchers 

purposefully chose not to stress that the topic of the thesis was about the partnership of Plastic 

Change and Naturli’, in order not to bias the respondent’s answers.  

It was clearly written that the topic in the questionnaire was about Naturli’ Hakket in order to 

reach the people who either had knowledge about the product or had purchased it. Even though 

this was done, the respondents were still asked questions e.g. “Do you know the product: Naturli’ 

Hakket” and “Have you purchased the product Naturli’ Hakket?” (Appendix 9). This was done as 

the researchers used their social networks to share the questionnaire, meaning other people 

who knew the researchers were able to post and share the questionnaire online in order to 

reach more respondents. When other people shared the questionnaire, there was no guarantee 

that the introduction on Facebook/LinkedIn would be the original one written by the 

researchers. Therefore, the introduction was the first thing the respondents would see, when 

opening the questionnaire, to ensure all respondents had the same information about the 

questionnaire before answering it (Mathers, Fox, & Hunn, 2006; Saunders et al., 2009).  

 

The Questionnaire: Data collection 
 
The questionnaire was answered by 427 respondents from all over Denmark (and very few 

respondents from abroad), both men and women between the ages of 20 and 70 years old (See 

Appendix 9). Since Naturli’ focuses on the Danish market the researchers were only interested 

in responses from the Danish population, which is why the questionnaire was written in Danish. 

Responses from abroad can, however, not be omitted and therefore 1.7 percent of the 

respondents did not live in Denmark. 
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To ensure privacy and to obtain the most reliable data by avoiding or trying to reduce the 

number of respondents biased to provide certain responses, all respondents where 

anonymous. According to Saunders et al. (2009), this is typically not a major concern with 

questionnaires but due to the fact the respondents were reached from the researchers 

Facebook and LinkedIn networks, it seemed valid to emphasise the above to ensure the 

reliability of the data. It should also be noted that the respondents could be biased in several 

ways. First of all, the respondents might have heard about the topic of the thesis, which could 

lead them to give answers that they thought would benefit the research the most. Another 

factor is that the respondents do not necessarily constitute a representative sample of the 

population in terms of various demographics such as geographic location, age and income. 

 

The questions in the questionnaire are “listed questions” (Mathers et al., 2006). Listed 

questions allow the respondents to choose one or more of the possible answers. The last option 

in the listed questions, “Other”, often appears to allow respondents to write their own answer 

if they did not find the any of the listed questions appropriate. If the respondents found none of 

the answers in the listed questions appropriate and the “Other” category was not available; 

another option was to press the button “Do not know”.  The researchers chose not to have any 

open-ended questions in the questionnaire. An open-ended question is a question where the 

respondents must answer the question subjectively and are not given any response options 

whatsoever. The aim of the questionnaire was to get a scope of the segment who had heard 

about Naturli’ Hakket or who had purchased the product and if the respondent had knowledge 

about the partnership between Plastic Change and Naturli’. The aim was not to get the 

subjective opinions of the respondents, even though they, to some extent, were still able to 

express their opinions under the “Other” option. 

  

The structure of the questionnaire was set up to introduce the respondents to the subject. The 

first questions were to clarify if they had knowledge about the product and then about Plastic 

Change. The questions moved on to clarify the reasons behind the purchase, as Saunders et al. 

(2009) recommend placing the more complex questions related to opinions in the middle of 

the questionnaire. In the last part of the questionnaire, the respondents were asked to enter 

information about gender, age, region of living and education (Appendix 9; Mathers et al., 

2006). Some scholars argue that a questionnaire cannot be anonymous if you ask the 
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respondents to provide information about their gender (Mathers et al., 2006). Even though the 

researchers ask for the respondents gender they still perceive the respondents as anonymous 

since their names are not queried. We argue that in this investigation the particular question is 

needed in order to investigate whether or not the segment which purchased Naturli’ Hakket 

corresponds with the segment which typically is members of Plastic Change.  

  

In order to ensure a high response rate, the questionnaire was constructed so that only relevant 

questions were asked. Doing this meant that not all respondents would be asked the same 

questions. Depending on whether they replied “Yes” or “No” to a question they would be 

redirected to the next appropriate question. For example, if the respondent answered “No” to 

the question: “Do you know the product Naturli’ Hakket?” then the respondent was not being 

asked, “Did you buy the product Naturli’ Hakket?”. Instead, the respondent was redirected to the 

next appropriate question, which in that case would be “Do you know the Organisation Plastic 

Change?” 

 

Another measure taken to ensure a high number of respondents, and for all respondents to 

complete the questionnaire, was that the introduction stated that it would take approximately 

2-3 minutes to complete the questionnaire. Furthermore, it was clearly stated after the final 

question, that all that was left to do was to provide information about the respondents 

themselves. This was an amendment as the pilot study respondents recommended it and it was 

also the researchers own preference when completing a questionnaire. 

 

The Questionnaire: Analysis 
 
The questionnaire was developed using both design and analysis software from SurveyMonkey 

(SurveyMonkey.com, 2018). Using this software enables the researchers to filter the categorical 

data and numerical data collected from the questionnaire (Saunders et al., 2009), in any way 

necessary and present it as graphs and tables.  
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2.6 Secondary Data 

 
In contrast to the primary data, the secondary data used in this thesis is divided into theoretical 

and empirical data as explained in table 1. This includes written material found in books, 

scientific journals, newspapers and websites with information about the companies. According 

to Saunders et al. (2009) it is common to find and use secondary data from such sources as it 

can be time saving when collecting data. The choice to use secondary data forces the 

researchers to carefully consider the sources used. The context the secondary data was 

originally collected for might differ from the purpose it is used for in another research project. 

On top of that, the secondary data could be biased by the writers (Saunders et al., 2009). Hence 

the researchers must consider the validity and reliability of the data before using it. This is done 

by investigating the authors of the written materials, reading method sections to determine 

how the data was collected, looking at publisher sites etc. (Saunders et al., 2009). Even though 

secondary data, like primary data, often carries the risk of being biased, one should not 

underestimate the use of secondary data. Often, the secondary data provides the necessary 

background information and context. Lastly, by finding and analysing secondary data, it could 

help to either divert from or support/verify the primary data and the research project  

(Saunders et al., 2009). 

 

To get an overview of the data gathered, figure 5 below illustrates which data is gathered and 

how it is connected.  

 

 

 

Figure 5: Overview of data collection 
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CHAPTER 3 – THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

To answer the research question: “How does the partnership with Naturli’ create value for Plastic 

Change in order to attain its vision? And how can Plastic Change use its marketing knowledge in 

order to establish suitable partnerships in the future?” we use the following theories. 

 

3.1 Partnership Theory 

Partnership theory suggests there can be several dimensions/levels to a partnership, 

sometimes simultaneously (Neergaard, Pedersen, & Jensen, 2009). This could be the reason 

why scholars have difficulty agreeing on what the concept of partnership covers, as the level of 

the partnership seems to impact the definition (Berger, Cunningham, & Drumwright, 2004; 

Neergaard et al., 2009). One definition of partnership is as follows:   

“Cross-sector partnerships are voluntary working arrangements between for-profit 

and not-for-profit organizations which involve the deliberate exchange, sharing or 

co-development of products, technologies or services that address an unmet need 

for a specific segment of society —i.e. the beneficiary” (Berger et al., 2004 p. 59). 

Another definition is: “...a sort of collaboration to pursue common goals, while leveraging joint 

resources and capitalizing on the respective competencies and strengths of both partners” (Jamali 

& Keshishian, 2009 p. 59). As mentioned in the introduction the researchers have merged the 

concepts of partnership and strategic alliances into the single concept, strategic partnership. 

The researchers define a strategic partnership as a formal agreement to collaborate, act jointly 

and coordinate activities in specific projects with the aim of a sustainable outcome, which might 

not have been possible without the strategic partnership in place due to lack of resources. 

Scholars agree that the main goal of a strategic partnership is to reach a shared goal, preferably 

with a sustainable outcome, creating value for both the NGO and the commercial business and 

potentially a third party e.g. consumers (Austin & Seitanidi, 2012a; Googins & Rochlin, 2000).  

 

3.1.1 Categorisation Of Partnerships 

 
Several scholars have attempted to categorise partnerships in many ways based on different 

factors e.g. level of collaboration, joint action, decision making, choice of strategy etc. (Ählström 
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& Sjöström, 2005). Dividing partnerships into categories is done to understand how both 

parties contribute to the partnership and if the collaboration can be said to be a partnership at 

all. In this thesis, the main form of categorisation is based on the contribution factors i.e. what 

the party contributes to the partnership (Neergaard et al., 2009). The contribution 

categorisations were chosen using four categories, which provide the opportunity to analyse 

what each party has contributed to the partnership. As stated earlier, the researchers focus on 

partnerships between NGOs and commercial companies, which the categories below are based 

in. Below the four categorisations are explained based on Neergaard et al. (2009): 

  

1. Philanthropic: Commercial companies offer financial support to an NGO e.g. through 

donations of products and/or money. The parties interact on a limited basis and have different 

end goals. In a Philanthropic partnership only, a one-way transaction from the commercial 

company to the NGO takes place. In such a relationship exchange of resources from both parties 

does not exist. Because of this, scholars disagree as to whether or not the philanthropic category 

can be called a partnership at all (Googins & Rochlin, 2000). The counter argument is that such 

a relation is often a starting point leading to more advanced partnerships later on (Neergaard 

et al., 2009). 

  

2. Reciprocal exchange/cross related marketing: In this category a donation is given from a 

commercial company to an NGO. The donation is depended on sales volume or the use of a 

commercial company’s products. The interaction is limited and will only last while the sales 

volume is being established e.g. the length of a sales campaign. The interaction is time and scope 

limited, as a small amount of resources is shared. However, mutual value creation is not the aim 

of the partnership as the main point is sales volume focused. The commercial company is often 

the one who gains the most from this collaboration.  

  

3. Independent value creation: This category is considered a semi-strategic partnership as 

the NGO and commercial company both attempt to reach individual goals. The main point is 

that the goal of one party is not directly conflicting with the goal of the other party. It can be 

said that independent value-creation categorisation is a win-win partnership for both the 

commercial company and the NGO, as both parties reach individual goals. 
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4. Symbiotic value creation/integrative: This category is considered a more aligned strategic 

partnership since both parties work to solve a common problem. The commercial company will 

develop a new product, in collaboration with NGO, as this creates value for both the NGO and 

commercial company. 

  

It should be stated that the categorisations are not static, as collaboration can take place on 

several levels simultaneously (Neergaard et al., 2009). The strategic partnerships can also 

evolve over time as trust is built, relationships developed, and knowledge is gained. This 

enables the partnership to move from one category to another (Googins & Rochlin, 2000; 

Ählström & Sjöström, 2005). 

  

Not all scholars agree that partnerships can be defined into four simple categories. Some also 

question to what extent the categories, philanthropic and reciprocal exchange/cross related 

marketing can be said to be partnerships at all (Austin, 2000; Googins & Rochlin, 2000). With 

regard to the latter, Neergaard et al. (2009) argue that the critique is reasonable but earlier 

research in the field suggest that all partnerships have different starting points and can evolve 

over time. This means that the partnership between an NGO and commercial company might 

have started as a philanthropic one and over time evolved into the category of symbiotic value 

creation/integrative partnership. The categories are intended to be used as an analytic tool. 

This provides the opportunity to analyse the strategic partnership on more levels, with the 

possibility of the same partnership relating to more than one partnership category, which could 

broaden the research perspective.  

  

In the next section, the researchers investigate what is needed in a strategic partnership to 

create value for both parties involved in order for them to gain the most. 

 

3.2 Value Creation 
 
Value creation is a concept often used by scholars to analyse the outcome of all kinds of 

partnerships e.g. between organisation and individual, society and businesses etc. (Lepak, 

Smith, & Taylor, 2007). In most partnership literature, value creation related to alliances 

between NGOs and commercial companies is analysed from a resource-based view (Le Ber & 
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Branzei, 2010). Also, most studies look into value creation from the perspective of the 

commercial company, often from an economical aspect (Bowman & Ambrosini, 2000). 

However, to only deduct an analysis of value creation from the economical aspect could be 

considered misleading, as many factors influence value creation in a strategic partnership. For 

example, value creation can strengthen both the bottom line as well as the reputation of all 

parties involved (de Propris, 2000; Lorenzen, 2012). Value creation is used as a tool to 

investigate the partnership between an NGO and a commercial company in order to understand 

what each party gains and what the outcome will be. More specifically, the investigation focuses 

on what value creation Plastic Change gains from the partnership with Naturli’, both with 

regard to increased capital to attain its vision and on a social level. The social level focuses on 

how the partnership can better environment and society, and still create value for both the NGO 

and the commercial company (Lepak et al., 2007). This is done to see if value creation can be 

used to both enhance value for Plastic Change and to investigate if the learnings and values 

gained from the partnership can lay the foundation for other future partnerships between 

Plastic Change and other commercial companies.  

  

Even though the concept of value creation is commonly used, it is criticized by several scholars, 

as the concept is not clearly defined (Austin, 2000; Lepak et al., 2007). Most agree that the 

meaning of value creation differs depending on context, kind of partnership, whether it is short 

or long term etc. In short, different factors drive the process of value creation in each individual 

partnership. Also, each party in the partnership might have its own perspective on what value 

creation means to it and what value it gains from the partnership individually (Austin & 

Seitanidi, 2012). A reason that it might be hard for scholars to agree on a shared definition of 

the concept is that there can be several dimensions to a strategic partnership, and at each level, 

different values can be found (Lepak et al., 2007). Also, the process and context of value creation 

could differ from partnership to partnership, therefore it can be hard to set a specific definition 

combining all the possible perspectives into one concept (Le Ber & Branzei, 2010). It can be 

argued that the confusion about what the concept covers, is partly due to the fact that it covers 

both the process on how to reach value creation and value creation as a concept itself (Austin, 

2000). Combining two different meanings to the same concept can be confusing. This raises the 

question, whether the concept of value creation valid to use? We argue that it is valid to use, as 

the concept is clearly defined for its purpose. The concept of value creation provides an 
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opportunity to analyse the strategic partnership with regard to what drives the factors needed 

in order to investigate gains made in the partnership (Ranjan & Read, 2016). 

 

3.2.1 Definition Of Value Creation As A Concept 
 
In order to establish what factors drive the process of value creation in the strategic 

partnership, we first need to define the concept of value creation used in this research, due to 

the fact that scholars agree the concept differs according to the context (Austin, 2000; Hicks, 

2013). 

The concept of value creation in a strategic partnership between an NGO and a commercial 

company is described by Austin & Seitanidi (2012) and Googins & Rochlin (2000) as a 

partnership where both the NGO and commercial company can create economic1 and social2 

value individually and at the same time increase value for all actors involved. Increasing value 

might not have been possible without the partnership in place. To broaden the concept, we add 

what Austin & Seitanidi (2012a) call external value creation, which Le Ber & Branzei (2010) 

refer to as the addition of value creation on a social level. The value created in the strategic 

partnership benefits the third party e.g. society or consumers, which is called a beneficiary (Le 

Ber & Branzei, 2010). The beneficiary could benefit on several levels: Societal, economic or 

environmental, from the value creation obtained in the strategic partnership (Hicks, 2013). If 

the value creation is executed well it might allow for future expansion of the partnership or 

spread to new partnerships (Googins & Rochlin, 2000). To sum up the concept of value creation; 

a strategic partnership must be in place where both parties are needed in order to create value 

that will benefit not only the parties but a third as well, in either one/or a mix of social, 

economic and environmental levels with a sustainable outcome (Austin & Seitanidi, 2012a; 

Googins & Rochlin, 2000).  

3.2.2 Factors In The Value Creation Process 

 
The main focus of a strategic partnership is to create value. For value creation to happen in a 

partnership, it is important the parties are aligned on factors that drive the strategic 

                                                      
1 In terms of increased revenue 
2 In relation to CSR   
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partnership in the agreed direction (Austin & Seitanidi, 2012a). Scholars within the field of 

partnership theory have identified four main factors on which the parties must be aligned to 

create value within a strategic partnership. The factors are based on the work of  Austin (2000) 

and Googins & Rochlin (2000): 

1. Alignment of strategy, mission and values 

2. Personal connection and relationships 

3. Value generation and shared vision 

4. Continual learning/evaluation 

Depending on the size and length of the partnerships some of these factors might be more 

relevant than others depending on the individual partnership and the goals they want to reach 

(Googins & Rochlin, 2000). All partnerships must align on a shared goal and clearly 

communicate how they intend the partnership to enable them to reach the goal. This can be 

said to be necessary for each party to understand what value creation each hopes to gain from 

the partnership. Therefore, the parties must share the right resources whether they are 

technology or knowledge etc. in order to reach the goal (Lepak et al., 2007; Neergaard et al., 

2009). Continual learning/evaluation of the partnership allows the parties to stay on track and 

adjust resources needed to get closer to the end goal (Googins & Rochlin, 2000). 

If a clear alignment is not made it can damage the partnership and make the parties unable to 

create value and reach their goal (Austin, 2000). Different expected levels of engagement, 

resource commitments and contributions and misaligned interests all affect the partnership 

and should be avoided. This can be avoided by using the four factors as a guideline (Berger et 

al., 2004). Though, sometimes the mismatched elements of partners are not visible until the 

partnership is in place and shared work has begun, hence the factor about continual learning 

seems valid. To reduce the risk of the partnership ending before reaching the shared goal, a 

strategic fit analysis can be made using the four factors to align on a strategy (Austin & Seitanidi, 

2012.; Garlichs, 2011).  

3.3 Co-creation  

An important factor in the strategic partnership is the co-creation of resources. Each party 

shares resources throughout the process e.g. knowledge sharing and level of engagement 

invested in the strategic partnership, physical items etc. (Austin & Seitanidi, 2012b). By sharing 
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resources and capabilities and thereby gaining new information, new skills, new knowledge 

and new resources, the parties can generate value creation (Dentoni, Bitzer, & Pascucci, 2016; 

Porter & Porter, 2011). One benefit of entering a strategic partnership is that it enables the 

parties to create new opportunities and synergies with better outcomes than they would have 

been able to produce on their own (Neergaard et al., 2009). This can be defined as value 

creation through co-creation (Dentoni et al., 2016). In order to co-create resources, the core 

competencies of each party should be in focus, as the concept of core competence can be a 

powerful one for the partnership (Waddell, 2002). Core competencies can lead to strategic 

development and competitive advantages as they can affect co-creation, leading to value 

creation (Prahalad & Prahalad, 1990; Waddell, 2002). In short, it can be said that core 

competencies are the basis for value creation (Waddell, 2002). The definition of core 

competencies can, in short, be said to be what an organisation excels at e.g. developing goods, 

products or services, or by using its  resources correctly in accordance with its company 

mission (Prahalad & Prahalad, 1990; Waddell, 2002). The right resources lead to the right 

capabilities to create the core competency and use it for the better (Waddell, 2002). According 

to Prahalad and Prahalad (1990), three requirements must be met before something can be 

identified as a core competency. Firstly, the core competency must be providing possible access 

to a variety of markets, secondly, it must contribute to customer benefits and lastly it must be 

difficult for competitors to imitate. To focus on each parties’ core competencies and for the 

parties to align on how to use each other’s core competencies, could enable further growth and 

improve the changes of value creation through co-creation (Prahalad & Prahalad, 1990). In the 

end, this creates a win-win potential that otherwise would not have existed (Austin, 2000; 

Waddell, 2002).  

Sharing core competencies does not always end up leading to mutual gain and equally shared 

value creation (Austin, 2000). Often the power and most of the value creation ends up being 

better for the commercial company rather than the NGO, as the brand of the NGO often brings 

a positive aspect to the company. Conversely, there is a risk that the company’s reputation could 

impact the NGO in a negative direction affecting the trustworthiness of the NGO. This forces the 

NGO to think of both possible positive and negative effects that could come when entering a 

strategic partnership (Waddell, 2002).   
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In order for a partnership to succeed, enable co-creation and create value for both participants 

a strategic fit is essential. The next section provides a definition of what the concept “strategic 

fit” covers and introduces a model to investigate whether the strategic fit is a match.  

3.4 Framework For Analysing Strategic Partnership Fit 

Concept of strategic fit 
 
The concept of strategic fit can be described as a relationship between two parties creating 

value, which predicts a new outcome for all involved (Garlichs, 2011). The strategic fit refers to 

the how well the involved parties match their perceptions, interests and strategic directions 

(Berger et al., 2004). The definition of strategic fit has its origin in contingency theory. 

Contingency theory suggests an alignment of environment, strategy and organisational 

structure is necessary for a partnership to succeed (Garlichs, 2011). This implies that the 

parties involved must align on the aforementioned in order to gain a strategic fit and thereby 

create value. In contingency theory, there is no correct way of reaching a strategic fit, so other 

factors than the ones mentioned could impact the strategic outcome (Garlichs, 2011). Despite 

the fact, the strategic concept is often used by scholars. Though, several within the field of 

management strategy criticise the strategic fit for not being clearly defined (Berger et al., 2004; 

Garlichs, 2011). 

 

One of the factors mentioned above, continual learning, allows the parties to constantly re-

evaluate expectations etc. in order adjust the strategic fit for the better (Googins & Rochlin, 

2000; Hicks, 2013). This enables the parties to analyse the strategic fit both before entering a 

partnership and during the partnership, and should the partnership end, it gives the 

opportunity to find the weak spots hidden in the former partnership and be better prepared 

for future partnerships (Austin, 2000). Due to the above, the strategic fit is considered valid to 

use in this thesis as it gives the researchers the opportunity to analyse the strategic partnership 

between Plastic Change and Naturli’ from a past, present and future perspective. 

 

The Strategic fit framework 
 
It is necessary to measure the strategic fit early, as differences in goals, values, missions, 

objectives etc. can serve as indicators of potential value creation in the strategic partnership 
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(Garlichs, 2011). According to Berger et al. (2004) if the strategic fit is done right many 

partnership problems, not all, can be predicted and dealt with before it affects value creation. 

This involves problems such as misunderstanding, mistrust, lack of complementary skills, 

mismatched resources and a mismatch of time scales. The more each party is willing to share 

their distinctive organisation-specific resources, the greater becomes the chances of value 

creation (Austin, 2000).  Such organisational-specific resources can be both tangible e.g. money, 

facilities, natural resources, technology etc. and intangible e.g. knowledge, capabilities, skills 

etc. (ibid.). 

  

Figure 6 illustrates the framework for strategic fit, taking both factors that drive value creation 

and the indicators of a strategic fit into consideration. The model is developed by Philippe 

Lasserre (2017) and is a framework for analysing strategic alliances, which raises the question 

as to whether or not it can be used in the investigation of the partnership between Plastic 

Change and Naturli’. It is argued that the framework is valid to use in this research, as the 

researchers have merged the concept of partnership and strategic alliances into the definition 

“strategic partnership”.  To recap, the strategic partnership is defined as; a formal agreement 

to collaborate, act jointly and coordinate activities in specific projects both in short and long 

term. An explanation of figure 6 follows below. 

  

 

Figure 6: Model of strategic fit (Lasserre, 2017) 
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The first point of the framework is to establish which expectations each party has of the 

strategic partnership and what shared goals/sustainable outcome they aim to gain. Do the 

expectations match? What would the benefits be? What would the scope of the partnership be? 

Would the value creation be mutually beneficial? And most important is there a potential for 

value creation?  This can be said to be the stage where the parties get to know one another and 

establish foundations for the strategic partnership and align on factors, mission and values 

(Berger et al., 2004; Hooley et al., 2012).  

  

The second part is more concerned with the actual partner selection. Do the parties share a 

strategic goal and is the partnership even possible? This is also the phase where possible issues 

should be detected. Investigating the cultural fit and strategy fit, as well as looking at 

capabilities could do this, as it would allow the parties to detect possible mismatches in the 

early stage of the partnership. This is where the factor: Personal connection and relationship is 

put into place if it is in place the drive to value creation is positive, if the parties are willing to 

share resources (Garlichs, 2011). 

 

The third point of the framework is to understand the scope of the partnership and establish 

how the partnership should be managed and organized in order to reach the shared goal and 

create value for all. This is also for the parties to align on what resources to share (tangible or 

intangible), in order to generate value and reach the shared vision. Once the agreement is set, 

it is possible to use this part of the framework, later on, to analyse if the right resources were 

shared or if some things should be adjusted to enhance the strategic fit (Austin, 2000; Garlichs, 

2011).  

 

Lastly, the fourth part of the framework is to analyse the implementation of the partnership. 

How do the parties cooperate in order to achieve results? This can also be used to analyse if the 

partnership works as intended. When it comes to the factor of continual learning/evaluation it 

is important to constantly evaluate how the partnership is coming along in terms of ensuring 

both parties gain the expected value creation. If the value creation is not reached, the 

framework allows the parties to analyse where changes should be made to gain the most from 

the strategic partnership (Garlichs, 2011). 
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As written, the framework is only a general framework and several factors and indicators, other 

than the ones mentioned, can impact the strategic fit, the value creation and, in the end, the 

entire strategic partnership (Garlichs, 2011; Googins & Rochlin, 2000). This should be taken 

into consideration when using the framework for analysis as it could impact the outcome. 

 

3.5 Social Marketing 
 

3.5.1 Marketing And The Green Marketing Paradigm 
 
Marketing is a well-defined field both of practitioners and researchers. Marketing itself has its 

core within the exchange process: “Marketing does not occur unless there are two or more 

parties, each with something to exchange and both able to carry out communications and 

distribution” (Kotler & Zaltman, 1971, p. 4). Normally, marketing consists of the exchange of 

goods or services for either other goods/services or for money (Kotler & Zaltman, 1971). Due 

to the ever-changing business environment, a wide variety of different paradigms within 

marketing have emerged. One of them is the green marketing paradigm. The green or 

“sustainable” marketing paradigm addresses consumers’ new heightened expectations for 

companies’ operations and is managed through two strategies:  

 

1) By developing products that balance consumers’ needs for quality, performance, 

affordability and convenience with the lowest impact possible on the environment.  

2) Create demand for the resulting brands through credible, value-added communications 

that offer practical benefits while empowering and engaging consumers in meaningful 

ways, about important environmental and social issues (Ottman, 2011 p. 43).  

 

Since consumers have become more aware of environmental and social challenges, companies 

must address their products and services with credibility. Companies should, therefore, see 

consumers as human beings looking to live full, healthy lives instead of seeing consumers as 

objects (Ottman, 2011). Due to the enhanced consciousness under the green marketing 

paradigm, it seeks another view of the production of goods: “Yesterday’s resource-intensive 

products are being replaced by eco-innovative ones with radical new designs and technologies” 

(Ottman, 2011, p. 45) . This also implies that companies excel at being proactive, both in terms 
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of product innovation and requirements from suppliers in the battle against environmental 

challenges.  

 

In the book “The New Rules of Green Marketing” Ottman outlines seven winning strategies 

necessary if one is to succeed with green marketing. The seven winning strategies are outlined 

in appendix 6. The strategies propose how companies should highlight their green marketing 

efforts to fully be aligned with their customers (Ottman, 2011). One of the strategies is to truly 

understand your stakeholders and consumers social beliefs and environmental values, in order 

to be able to align your beliefs and values with them. Furthermore, she proposes to establish 

credibility for the efforts by communicating the corporate commitment and striving for 

complete transparency (Ottman, 2011). Having complete transparency makes the 

company/NGO seem more credible and believable, as it shows they have nothing to hide. By 

communicating the corporate commitment, the stakeholders are constantly aware of what is 

going on at the company/NGO. Another important strategy is that the company should 

continuously strive for “zero” impact on the environment (ibid.). However, the last four 

strategies are not crucial for this thesis, however, to provide an overview, all the strategies are 

gathered in appendix 6 (Appendix 6; Ottman, 2011). Lastly, Ottoman stresses that if companies 

successfully adapt to the new rules and execute the seven strategies, the company must start 

with taking a life-cycle approach to one’s product offering (Ottman, 2011, p. 55).  

 

In connection with green marketing the concept “social marketing” has emerged. It was 

promoted by Kotler & Zaltman (1971) in their article “Social Marketing: An Approach to Planned 

Social Change” after which the concept gained ground by acknowledged marketers and 

researchers. The concept derived from the concept “social advertising”, which is 

communication and campaigns promoting social good. However, social marketing is a much 

larger idea than social advertising (Kotler & Zaltman, 1971). Social marketing has been defined 

numerous times and the concept has lately become even more blurred. Therefore, the following 

section focuses on the widespread definitions of the concept and makes a clear outline of how 

the concept is used in this thesis. 
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In 1971, Kotler & Zaltman defined social marketing as: 

“Social marketing is the design, implementation and control of programs calculated 

to influence the acceptability of social ideas and involving considerations of product 

planning, pricing, communication, distribution and marketing” (Kotler & Zaltman, 

1971, p. 5)  

 

Kotler et al defined it in 2002 as: 

“The use of marketing principles and techniques to influence a target audience to 

voluntarily accept, reject, modify or abandon behaviour for the benefit of 

individuals, groups or society as a whole” (French, Blair-Stevens, McVey, & Merritt, 

2010 p. 34). 

 

Later in 2008, Domegan defined it as: 

“Social marketing is, broadly speaking, the application of marketing principles and 

exchange to social issues… Social marketing is about influencing behavioural 

exchange outcomes” (Domegan, 2008, p. 135).  

 

French et al (2010) defined it as: 

“[Social marketing is] the systematic application of marketing alongside other 

concepts and techniques, to achieve specific behavioural goals, for a social good” 

(French et al., 2010, p. 35). 

 

As these definitions imply, all the researchers have common ground in some aspects of the 

definitions. All the definitions are in some way stressing social good or social issues, behaviour 

and the importance of alignment with the target audience. However, this thesis uses the latter 

mentioned definition of French et al (2010), since it incorporates all the aforementioned 

characteristics while it covers a broad application of other concepts and techniques as well. The 

definition by French et al. (2010) is one of the more recent definitions, which redefines and 

builds upon earlier definitions, thereby catching more aspects of social marketing. This means 

it gives the researchers the opportunity to address social marketing from multiple angles in 

relation to the partnership between Plastic Change and Naturli’. 
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Before we go deeper into how social marketing contributes, it is relevant to break up the 

definition and explain the meaning of the wording thereof as seen in figure 7. This is done in 

order to get a thorough understanding of the definition of social marketing, as it serves as the 

foundation for the way the researchers have chosen to use social marketing in the analysis. The 

concept of social marketing is used to gain an understanding of how Plastic Change can use its 

marketing efforts to raise capital for its cause, and thereby attain its vision. However, before 

being able to analyse that, it is relevant to break down the definition of the concept, social 

marketing. 

 

Figure 7: Social marketing definition 

 
Marketing alongside other concepts and techniques: The keyword in this part of the 

definition is “alongside”. This word implies that marketing itself cannot create positive 

attitudes towards social good. Therefore, concepts and techniques must be captured to ensure 

that social good is achieved. Social marketing is therefore seen as an integrative discipline 

(French et al., 2010).  

 

Social good: Social good is the core of social marketing. It seeks to positively influence people’s 

lives and presents a range of ethical issues and challenges (French et al., 2010). When it comes 

to successful social marketing practice, it helps to examine and understand “how” social good 

is being defined and “who” is involved. Furthermore, it seeks to examine and consider this 

before an intervention is implemented (French et al., 2010).   

 

Behaviour goals: If social marketing works as intended, the social good should be achieved by 

setting up behavioural goals that the customer/target audience must comply with. Social 

marketing seeks to change behaviour and maintain the change of behaviour over time. 

Therefore, social marketing starts out by identifying specific behavioural goals and then 

assesses and measures the extent to which these either are achieved through the intervention 

mix or marketing mix used.  
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Social marketing can, however, be approached in various different ways. Social marketing is 

often seen as a continuum of ways in which marketers can approach the subject, which is 

illustrated in figure 8.  

 

 

Figure 8: The social marketing continuum 

As outer poles, we have social marketing as a practical tool and as a mindset. In reality, social 

marketing can be used as illustrated in figure 8. How you as a marketer approach the discipline 

depends on where you start examining and considering it. On one hand, for some, it is a 

framework or paradigm of how to handle behavioural challenges. On the other hand, for others, 

it can be a tool that can be used in situations where social marketing is applicable (French et al., 

2010). In this thesis, the researchers use the discipline as a mindset, which can be used as an 

approach to shed light on social goods. Seeing social marketing as a mindset rather than a 

practical tool gives the researchers the opportunity to gain a holistic view of Plastic Change’s 

marketing efforts, instead of as a tool that can be applied in useful situations. However, the 

concept should be seen as a continuum, which implies that the concept is dynamic. 

 

3.5.2 The Primary Purpose Of Social Marketing 
 
In the following section, the authors describe the primary purpose of social marketing and how 

it can be used in the context of this thesis. 

 

The primary purpose of social marketing is to achieve a particular social or public good for 

individuals, groups, communities, and societies (French et al., 2010, p. 32). Social marketing is 

connected to a wide range of social goods including health, reduction of crimes, environmental 
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sustainability etc. in which the latter mentioned is the core focus of this thesis. Thus, the 

difference between commercial-related marketing and social marketing lies in the focus on 

social good. Since the researchers have chosen the focus of social marketing as opposed to 

commercial-related marketing, the analysis focuses on the social goods. The word primary is, 

however, worth shedding light on. Naturally, social marketing contains aspects other than its 

focus on social good. Furthermore, it also includes the aspect of commercial marketing in terms 

of providing financial and shareholder value which cannot be neglected in this thesis (French 

et al., 2010). Focusing on the primary purpose of social marketing, it should only be applied in 

situations where it is effective and appropriate (Andreasen, 2002). 

  

Effectiveness 

When looking at effectiveness it is rather difficult to evaluate the effectiveness of social 

marketing interventions since it is difficult to measure the outcome of a social marketing 

intervention. Causalities of the intervention are difficult to pinpoint directly as the reasons for 

the outcome can be impacted by individual actions. To make it less difficult, the marketer must 

ask himself three questions (Andreasen, 2002, p. 8):  

 

1. Was the campaign truly an example of social marketing or was it merely a 

communications campaign? 

2. Was it truly effective in that it reported actual behavioural outcomes? 

3. Did it demonstrate that social marketing itself played a significant role that caused the 

positive result?  

 

Social campaigns contain a wide range of potentially influential interventions that collectively 

make it difficult to identify specific effects (Andreasen, 2002). It can be argued that social 

marketing can help increase awareness of social challenges, however, it is difficult to directly 

measure the specific change of behaviour when using social marketing.  

 

Appropriateness 

Appropriateness involves matters of informed judgment and ethics (Andreasen, 2002). If social 

marketing is successful in a specific context two issues still occur: 
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1. Is it the best approach in the context? 

2. Is it ethical to use social marketing rather than some other approach? 

These specific questions should shed light on whether the use of social marketing is appropriate 

in the context it exists. Social marketing should, as a rule of thumb, only be used when it comes 

to changing behaviour as opposed to commercial marketing which is applicable in multiple 

situations.  

 

Social marketing on different levels 

Common to all researchers within the field of social marketing, one of the idiosyncratic 

dimensions of social marketing is that behavioural change occurs both on an individual and 

societal level (Domegan, 2008). Zaltman & Levy (1975) identified three dimensions in society 

that are affected by the change sought in social marketing campaigns: The micro level, the group 

level and the macro level (Domegan, 2008). The characteristics are further explained in table 2 

below. 

 

Change Micro level 
(individual) 

Group level 
(group/organisation) 

Macro level 
(society) 

Short-term Behaviour change Change in 
norms/administrative change 

Policy change 

Long-term Lifestyle change Organisational change “Socio-cultural 
evolution” 

Table 2: Levels of social marketing campaigns (Domegan, 2008) 

  

Like commercial marketing, the first step is the micro level - the individual. However, social 

marketing strives beyond that. Social marketing also pays attention to the next two levels, the 

group and macro levels. The group level is rather similar to the micro level as the only 

difference is in the scale of the change, going from one individual to a group or an organisation. 

Furthermore, social marketing adds the third level, the macro level. The macro level affects the 

two levels below and vice versa (Domegan, 2008). However, the third level becomes even more 

complex than the two first levels. The interconnection between individuals and groups are 

dynamic capabilities also affecting the macro level and that is why the macro level cannot 

change policies without considering the other levels. Hastings & Saren (2003, p. 135) see this 

three-levelled change process as the social marketing’s biggest contribution to the field of 

change by bridging the “gap between the corporate sector and public welfare” (Domegan, 2008 
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p. 137). The relationships are simultaneously active across all three levels; this creates synergy 

between the multiple possibilities of change in behaviour (Domegan, 2008). Bagozzi refers to 

this co-creation of value as a complex marketing exchange (ibid.). Therefore, social marketing 

is seen as a co-creation of complex social and economic benefits and value for consumers (ibid.). 

The different levels of social marketing campaigns are highly relevant in order to figure out 

where the change of behaviour should be addressed. In the case of this thesis, we focus on social 

marketing campaigns on the micro level since the product of the partnership with Naturli’ 

focuses on individuals. The researchers, therefore, use the dimensions to get an understanding 

of how Plastic Change should approach the different levels properly. 

 

3.5.3 The Development Of The Benchmark Criteria 

 
Within the branch of social marketing, researchers often deal with how social marketing 

contributes to companies and the benchmark criteria. Furthermore, scholars also discuss the 

benchmark criteria, which are key elements used in successful interventions. The benchmark 

criteria are the core elements used in the customer triangle. The customer triangle is a 

presentation of the eight benchmark criteria, as seen in figure 9 in chapter 3.5.4. The 

benchmark criteria help bring greater consistency to the field and also help identify and 

validate good social marketing practice (French et al., 2010). The benchmark criteria are the 

elements you should consider when determining whether your initiative is consistent with 

effective social marketing (French et al., 2010; French, Merritt, & Reynolds, 2011). The 

customer triangle highlights and promotes the key features of social marketing by using the 

benchmark criteria. Therefore, we start by introducing the benchmark criteria and their 

definitions before moving on to introduce the customer triangle. 

 

Andreasen (2002) and French and Blair-Stevens (2005) were the first researchers to invent the 

benchmark criteria in order to investigate how citizens’ behaviour are influenced by social 

marketing contributions (French & Russell-Bennett, 2015).  

 

Before exploring the benchmark criteria, it is relevant to define the term “criteria”. According 

to Oxford Dictionaries, it is defined as: “A principle or standard by which something may be 

judged or decided” (French & Russell-Bennett, 2015, p. 3). 
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Andreasen’s six benchmark criteria invented in 2002 consists of the following criteria: 

 

1. Behaviour change 

2. Research 

3. Segmentation 

4. Exchange 

5. Marketing mix 

6. Competition 

 

One limitation of Andreasen’s criteria is the lack of clarity as to whether or not all six criteria 

are mandatory for social marketing. As a response to the criticism, Andreasen stressed that: 

“(...) I do not argue that [social marketing] programs must have all six elements in strong measure 

to qualify for the label ‘Social Marketing’” (Andreasen, 2002, p. 7). With Andreasen’s work in 

mind, French and Blair-Stevens further refined the benchmark criteria in 2006. It was discussed 

by scholars that Andreasen’s criteria were vague or unclear and therefore they changed the 

wording from “behaviour change” to “behaviour influence”. According to French and Blair-

Stevens, it is sometimes important to maintain a behaviour (long-term) and not just change it 

(short term) (French & Russell-Bennett, 2015). French and Blair-Stevens extended Andreasen’s 

work and added two criteria to the original six: Theory and customer orientation. This thesis 

uses the benchmark criteria by French and Blair-Stevens, which is further explained below. 

 

French and Blair-Stevens (2006) criteria (French & Russell-Bennett, 2015): 

 

1. Customer orientation: “Customer in the round” develops a robust understanding of the 

audience, based on good market and consumer research, combining data from different 

sources. 

2. Behaviour: Has a clear focus on behaviour, based on a strong behavioural analysis, with 

specific behaviour goals. 

3. Theory: Is behavioural theory-based and informed. Drawing from an integrated theory 

framework. 

4. Insight: Based on developing a deeper “insight” approach, focusing on what “moves and 

motivates”. 
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5. Exchange: Incorporates an “exchange” analysis. Understanding what the person has to 

give to get the benefits proposed. 

6. Competition: Incorporates a “competition” analysis to understand what competes for 

the time and attention of the audience”. 

7. Segmentation: Uses a developed segmentation approach. 

8. Methods mix: Identifies an appropriate “mix of methods”. 

 

3.5.4 French And Blair-Stevens’ Customer Triangle 

The customer triangle is a simple way of highlighting and promoting key features of social 

marketing by using the aforementioned benchmark criteria (French 2010). The researchers use 

the customer triangle to get an understanding of Plastic Change’s social marketing efforts with 

a core focus on the segmentation criteria. Below, each benchmark criterion is defined, with the 

customer triangle as a model of presentation. 

 

 

Figure 9: Customer triangle 

 
1. Customer orientation 

“Seeing things through their eyes” and “seeing the customer in the round” are key quotes when it 

comes to customer orientation (French et al., 2010, 2011). It is all about understanding people’s 

social context and what challenges they are facing in their lives (French et al., 2011). By focusing 

on customer orientation, the marketer gains an understanding of the customers’ 
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characteristics, their needs, fears, aspirations and concerns (French et al., 2010, 2011). 

Furthermore, the aim is to create interventions with the knowledge of what we know will 

motivate and affect people, rather than rely on the fact that people need to understand the issue 

before a change can be made (French et al., 2011).  

 

2. Behavioural focus 

When looking at behavioural focus it is about measuring changes in behaviour, which is also in 

the core essence of social marketing (French et al., 2011). However, it is not just a “change” of 

behaviour which is wanted. The change in behaviour is optimally sustained through the rest of 

the customer’s life. Before one can know if behaviour is changed, it is important to establish 

measurements of the desired changed behaviour. This is also called behavioural goals. The 

goals both need to be realistic and achievable. Bill Novelli states: “Picking the wrong goal is one 

of the mistakes non-profits repeat the most too often, people create an elegant plan around the 

wrong premise or the wrong goal” (French et al., 2011, p. 15). Therefore, a potentially successful 

social marketing programme should start with a clear, realistic and measurable behavioural 

goal. 

 

3. Theory informed 

Theory informed is about behavioural theory. The behavioural theory takes into account the 

biological, physical, psychological and social factors, not all factors are necessarily present in 

all theories (French et al., 2010). The bottom line is to understand underlying ideas of what may 

influence behaviour, to understand the problem and investigate the possible solution. This can 

be done by using a behavioural theory and applying it to the data gathered in the analysis 

(French et al, 2011). Since the criterion, in this case, is incorporated in the other criteria, it will 

not be used separately as with the other criteria. This means that it will be integrated into 

contexts where it is valid for the research. 

 

4. Developing insight 

Insight is developed to get a deeper knowledge of people’s lives with a focus on what will move, 

change and motivate people and their behaviour (French et al., 2010, p. 39). One of the keys is 

to develop actionable insights which are of deeper meaning to the audience (French et al., 

2011). The insight is therefore developed by discovering why people behave in the way they 
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do, what value they impose on objects and what they say. Enabling factors are key. This is done 

by understanding beliefs, attitudes, barriers to change and potential (French et al., 2011). 

 

5. Exchange 

Bagozzi (1975) stresses that: “Social marketing is a form of “complex exchange”, where value or 

benefits tend to be intangible of nature” (French et al., 2011 p. 16). Social marketing can, 

however, contain benefits that result from exchange in either a tangible or intangible way.  

 

As stressed, social marketing seeks to create value for the “customer” through every aspect of 

the delivery chain, not only through a physical product. Therefore, the value is not in the 

product itself but in the service, benefit or value it provides to the “customer” (French et al., 

2011, p. 16). The core product is thereby the benefit the “customer” gets from undertaking the 

behavioural goal of the social marketing programme (ibid.). What is being offered, is key. 

  

When it comes to exchange there are: Positive, negative, passive and active exchanges. Positive 

exchange is when people get a physical social or psychological reward or benefit, whereas 

negative exchange is when people will face a penalty, social disapproval or some other form of 

negative consequence if they continue the current pattern (French et al., 2011). Passive 

exchange is when the exchange requires little cognitive engagement, whereas active exchange 

involves active decision-making e.g. when one is to make a conscious decision about changing 

behaviour. Both positive/negative and active/passive decision-making are spectrums rather 

than static categories, which is illustrated in figure 10 below: 
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Figure 10: Exchanges (French, 2011) 

The exchange requires a holistic view of the real costs and value to the audience. This includes 

time, effort, money and social consequences. Therefore, the key aim is to provide a positive 

exchange that maximises the potential offer and value to the audience whilst minimising the 

costs of adopting, changing or maintaining the particular behaviour. 

 

The model of exchanges as seen in figures 10 is usable when it comes to the benefits the 

customers get from following a behavioural goal set by a company in its social marketing 

programme. The figure is therefore used to get an understanding of which benefits the 

customers get when promoting Plastic Change and whether it is an active or passive decision. 

 

6. Competition 

When social marketers seek to influence behaviour, it is not without competition. A key within 

social marketing is to know what may be competing against what you are promoting (French 

et al., 2011). There exist two kinds of competition: External and internal competition. The 

external competition is when someone or something is promoting a counter-behaviour to your 

behaviour. It could come from the influence of people, environments, systems, social norms or 

organisations (ibid.). Conversely, internal competition looks at people’s feelings and attitudes 

about something. This could be the difficulty of giving up on a habit or addiction. A social 

marketer, therefore, seeks to eliminate as many of the external and internal competitors as 
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possible. This criterion is important since Plastic Change must consider who it is competing 

against when it comes to influencing people’s behaviour. 

 

7. Segmentation 

Another vital element of the customer triangle and social marketing, in essence, is 

segmentation. Segmentation is the process of dividing people into groups that exhibit same 

behaviour (French et al., 2011). This is usable for the marketer to stereotype and target the 

right people with the right set of minds in order to change behaviour. There is no “right” way 

of segmenting the target audience, but within social marketing, the marketer should focus on 

behaviour and motivations to develop a change in behaviour.  

 

In this thesis, the researchers focus on segmenting by objective measures and motivation. 

Objective measures, specifically, includes demographics which are characterised as gender, 

age, geographic location and educational background etc. In this thesis, the researchers will 

focus on the mentioned demographics. Gender is used in order to generalize the person who 

buys a certain product, service or who performs a certain behaviour. Age is also used often to 

get an idea of in which age group people are performing certain behaviours. One of the main 

reasons for segmenting by gender and age is to have measurable statistics of the target 

audience which eases the communication and marketing efforts. Segmenting by geography 

helps the company or NGO to narrow down where it should focus its attention to a larger degree 

than elsewhere (Hooley et al., 2012).  

 

There are numerous of advantages of segmenting the market. For smaller companies or NGOs, 

it makes it easier to target a specific audience that shows interest towards the company/NGO, 

product or service. The company/NGO can thereby focus it competencies towards a smaller 

segment and is in a better position to gain success within the specific market. Furthermore, the 

company/NGO makes it more likely to tailor its product to the specific target audience and gain 

a stronger position. 
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8. Methods mix 

The final principle of the customer triangle is methods mix. Originally, the de-CIDES framework 

was the most useful framework to look at behaviours. The de-CIDES framework refers to the 

4Ps of marketing but since the customer triangle looks at the customer it is more useful to use 

the 4Cs. The 4Cs looks at consumer wants and needs, cost to satisfy, convenience to buy and 

communication (Hooley et al., 2012).  

 

Consumer wants and needs refers to what is served to the consumers. Before making a product 

or service, it is relevant to study what the consumer wants and needs and understand their 

motivations. Cost to satisfy is mainly concerned with the price of the product or service. When 

looking at convenience to buy, one looks at where the product can be bought. Lastly, 

communication is how and what you communicate to the target audience. Communication tries 

to establish a relationship with the customer (Hooley et al., 2012). 

 

3.5.5 Critique Of Social Marketing 

 
Social marketing has been criticised ever since it was invented. First, it was criticised for being 

too similar to “regular” marketing. Social marketing relied on the 4Ps, which was taken from 

regular marketing, which many stressed was “wrong” (Wood, 2012). Later, when social media 

marketing arrived, there was a lot of confusion between the difference between social media 

marketing and social marketing. This makes it difficult for social marketing to break the 

boundaries if it constantly is being compared with other fields within marketing (Wood, 2012). 

Therefore, social marketing in its form is not a strong field with multiple core characteristics 

making it different from the other marketing fields.   

 

3.6 The Connection Between Social Marketing Theory And Partnership Theory 
 
To sum up the theoretical framework, before starting the analysis, it is important to specify the 

connections between social marketing theory and partnership theory as the researchers intend 

to use them in this thesis. This is done to ensure a common ground is set before the analysis 

takes place. Figure 11 below illustrates the connection between the two parts of the theoretical 

framework to get an understanding of how the two are intertwined.  
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Figure 11: The connection of the theoretical framework 

The left side of the model is the social marketing theory, which in particular addresses 

segmentation. Furthermore, it contributes an understanding of how Plastic Change can market 

itself to: Become a bigger organisation, raise more capital for its cause and enhance brand 

awareness. This is done based on the customer triangle, which addresses how Plastic Change 

can approach its customers properly by looking at segmentation, behaviour, the marketing mix 

etc. These parameters combined contribute to a better understanding of which partnerships fit 

best for Plastic Change. 

 

The right side of the model is partnership theory. Partnership theory is used to understand 

what kind of partnership Plastic Change and Naturli’ have, in order to investigate if the chosen 

partnership model is what creates value for Plastic Change. This is useful both in terms of 

current and possible partnerships in the future. By using the categorisation theory, the 

researchers are able to understand what the parties expect from the partnership and from the 

other party. The goal of a partnership is to reach a shared end goal trough value creation. In 

order to reach value creation, the parties must co-create by sharing resources and core 

competencies. This is done by aligning perceptions, interest, strategic direction, the number of 

resources shared and wanted outcome, through a strategic fit framework. The more aligned the 

parties are on the factors involved in the value creation process, the greater are the chances for 

a positive outcome of the partnership.  
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The combination of partnership theory and social marketing allows the researchers to analyse 

how value creation is gained with regard to marketing knowledge in order to attain Plastic 

Change’s vision. How value creation is gained with marketing knowledge in mind comes from 

the co-creation established when the partnership between Plastic Change and Naturli’ was set. 

This co-creation is based on the product, Naturli’ Hakket. The co-creation could expand Plastic 

Change’s horizon in terms of its knowledge of segmentation and brand awareness , and at the 

same time, it provides Plastic Change with knowledge about what is preferable in a partnership 

to gain the desired outcome.  

 

The purpose of combining social marketing and partnership theory is to analyse whether 

Plastic Change’s actual outcome of the partnership matches its initial expectations. The analysis 

sets the foundation for what Plastic Change can expect of partnerships in the future. This 

implies which advantages and disadvantages the current partnership has provided and which 

elements can be transferred, and which elements should be dismissed when establishing 

partnerships in the future.  

 

The following analysis is separated into our two focus areas: Social marketing and partnership 

theory, as this provides a simple overview of the theories used. Despite the fact that the two 

areas are analysed separately; the analyses supplement each other by drawing upon and 

connecting concepts and points from the other analysis. 
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CHAPTER 4 – ANALYSIS 
 
To gain insight and to gain an understanding how Plastic Change can use partnerships to attain 

its vision, this following analysis investigates how Plastic Change can use partnership strategy 

and social marketing proactively as assets to attain its vision. The analysis is a case-oriented 

analysis is based on the partnership between Plastic Change and Naturli’ to get an 

understanding of how Plastic Change can use partnerships in the future and how it should 

market them. 

 

4.1 Partnership Analysis Of Plastic Change And Naturli’ 
 

4.1.1 Partnership Categorisation 
 
The first part of the analysis focuses on what kind of partnership Plastic Change and Naturli’ 

have. This is analysed by using the four categorisations from Nergaard et al. (2009). The point 

of using these categories is to understand what contributions are expected in the partnership 

and what kind of value creation is wanted. This enables the researchers to investigate what 

value creation to derive from the partnership and the process to reach the value creation. 

  

Before the analysis can be deducted, a further look into how the partnership began is necessary 

to understand the motives of parties involved and what the collaboration agreement is about. 

Information about the strategic partnership is from the interview conducted with Plastic 

Change. 

 

In relation to the analysis, it is important to understand what Plastic Change considers the 

partnership with Naturli’ to be. From the interview with Plastic Change’s employees LLG and 

HHH, we know that Plastic Change defines the partnership with Naturli’ as a strategic 

partnership. LLG and HHH were asked to define what Plastic Change interprets as a strategic 

partnership and they gave the following explanation: 

“A strategic partnership is more than just a sponsor agreement […] In a strategic 

partnership we [Plastic Change] earn money and make a change (…). We have 

shared communication, working on a project or several projects together and 
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maybe shared product development (…).  There are many aspects in being a 

strategic partner” (Appendix 5) 

“There must be a shared value creation […] and a change created [Through the partnership]” – 

(Appendix 5) 

  

From the statements, it can be deduced that for Plastic Change to call the collaboration with 

Naturli’ a strategic partnership a few factors must be present. There must be an agreement to 

collaborate on projects/a project, which must create value for both involved by sharing 

resources in order to create a change. According to LLG and HHH, the strategic partnership with 

Naturli’ is the first partnership Plastic Change has had with a commercial company. It is also 

the first partnership where Plastic Change earns money through sales volume and not a one-

time donation. LLG and HHH explain that Naturli’ approached Plastic Change late in the process 

of developing “Naturli’ Hakket”.  In relation to its new product launch “Naturli’ Hakket”, Naturli’ 

wanted to support an organisation that is also fighting the environmental challenge. Naturli’ 

argues that Naturli’ Hakket is better for the environment as production of plant-meat requires 

less CO2 than normal meat. It can be deduced the connection between the two organisations is 

the desire to create a better environment for all. 

  

HHH says the original reason Naturli’ wanted a partnership with Plastic Change was to create 

a push effect to increase sales by implementing Plastic Change’s logo on Naturli’s new product, 

Naturli’ Hakket, to further enhance the credibility of the environmentally-friendly claim on the 

packaging. According to HHH, Plastic Change does not wish to use its logo solely to increase the 

capital of the organisation (Appendix 5). Since Plastic Change’s competencies are within the use 

of plastic it did not wish to promote a product of plant-meat as it had no knowledge within this 

field. Instead, Plastic Change suggested the possibility to work together with Naturli’ to improve 

the product design, more specifically the packaging, as Plastic Change has a vast knowledge of 

plastic and how to reuse it. The parties teamed up and designed plastic packaging made of 

minimum 50 percent recycled plastic, which is one of its first of its kind in the world. From both 

of the parties’ perspectives, this can be considered a win-win situation, as Naturli’ now can 

brand Naturli’ Hakket as even more environmentally-friendly with the new the packaging. In 

return, Plastic Change receives 0.20 DKK every time a container of Naturli’ Hakket is sold in the 
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store, and with its logo on the packaging, it hopes to create more awareness about the 

organisation. HHH considers this as a give and take agreement, as both parties provide 

resources giving the opportunity to create something they could not have done on their own. 

In short, HHH explains it as the parties having created a change in the production of packaging 

and given the consumer the opportunity to change their consumption patterns towards more 

environmental-friendly options (Appendix 5). 

  

From the interviews it can be deduced that one of the shared goals between Plastic Change and 

Naturli’ is to solve environmental challenges, even though they do it in different ways, it can 

still be argued that they fight for a shared cause. Plastic Change is more concerned with the 

reusing and recycling of plastic, whereas Naturli’s focus is more on ecological food 

products.  The second shared goal is to increase capital. According to LLG, Plastic Change’s logo 

on the packaging increases the reliability of the environmental claim that the packaging is eco-

friendly (Appendix 5). This can be seen as a strength for Naturli’ and a way to increase sales. 

From Plastic Change’s perspective, sales volume is important as well, due to the fact that the 

more products that are sold, the higher the income will be for Plastic Change. A third shared 

goal is to introduce a long-lasting change. It can be argued that the new plastic packaging is 

meant as an opportunity to create a change in the food production industry, since minimum 50 

percent of the container is made from recycled plastic. 

  

It can be deduced that the partnership is intended to create value both mutually and 

individually, this was also an important factor for Plastic Change in its interpretation of a 

strategic partnership. At the individual level, it can be argued that Naturli’ has gained new 

knowledge about how to improve plastic packaging, which it might be able to scale to other 

products in the future. While Plastic Change has gained new knowledge about how to raise 

capital and at the same time impact commercial companies in a more recycling-friendly 

manner, which it might be able to use in future partnerships.  

 

Plastic Change’s aim as an individual organisation is to impact the circle of actors, which 

includes governmental institutions, companies and individuals. It can be argued that the 

partnership with Naturli’ allows Plastic Change to strengthen the goal to impact both 

companies and individuals from a long-term perspective. This is done through the partnership 
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as it creates opportunities the organisation would not have had on its own, even though it might 

be on a small scale that the impact of companies and consumers takes place. In relation to the 

impact, HHH says in the interview that the strategic partnership is a step in the right direction 

towards creating an impact on the circle of actors (Appendix 5). The overlap of shared goals, 

individual goals and economic impact makes it hard to determine what partnership category 

the strategic partnership between Plastic Change and Naturli’ can be categorised as. 

 

Looking at the fourth category, symbiotic value creation, Neergaard et al. (2009) state that in 

this partnership category both parties work to solve a common problem by developing a new 

product creating value for all involved. This is what Nergaard et al. (2009) refer to as a more 

aligned partnership than the third partnership category. It can be argued that the partnership 

between Plastic Change and Naturli’ is strongly grounded in this category, as the overall 

environmental challenge is a shared problem, they work together to find solutions to the 

problem. Also, HHH states in the interview that Plastic Change and Naturli’ are currently 

looking into the opportunity to expand the partnership to other products. This supports the 

argument that the partnership, to a large extent, is aligned providing further strength to place 

the partnership in the symbiotic value creation category. 

  

At the same time, it can be argued that the third category, independent value creation, is worth 

investigating as well. This category is considered a semi-strategic partnership. The parties work 

together collectively to reach individual goals. The main point is that the goals are not directly 

conflicting with the goals of the other party. As mentioned, both Plastic Change and Naturli’ can 

use some parts of the partnership’s outcome to reach individual goals as well as those shared. 

The partnership allows Plastic Change to increase its own capital to support both on-going and 

new projects and research. At the same time, the partnership helps support Plastic Change to 

create a long-term change within the circle of actors, as the partnership can be said to impact 

both individuals and the commercial company. Naturli’ can also use the partnership for 

individual gain. Naturli’ can use the credibility stamp from Plastic Changes’ logo to brand itself 

as an even more environmental-friendly firm and in that way strengthens its own brand. In the 

partnership Plastic Change provided the knowledge and credibility stamp to the product; 

Naturli’ had the resources to produce it. Of course, it should be mentioned that Naturli’ could 

have turned to other experts within plastic production to gain the same knowledge it received 
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from Plastic Change. This means that Naturli’ would not be able to have Plastic Changes’ logo 

on the packaging, which it might consider an important factor for the sales volume. This leads 

back to the fact that the partnership is a combination of reaching shared and individual goals 

and about increasing capital. Even though the parties seek to increase capital as a mutual goal, 

the purpose of increasing capital is done to reach different end goals in the individual 

organisations. Since HHH and LLG define increasing capital through the partnership as an 

important factor in a strategic partnership, it can be argued the reciprocal exchange category 

should be considered in connection with the symbiotic and independent value creation 

category. The reciprocal category is dependant on sales volume. A donation will be given to the 

NGO depending on sales volume, in this case with Plastic Change and Naturli’ 0.20 DKK is 

donated to Plastic Change every time a container of Naturli’ Hakket is sold. Often this 

collaboration is time-limited to short sales campaigns, which is not the case in the partnership 

between Plastic Change and Naturli’. Also, the reciprocal category is not concerned with mutual 

value creation, which is an important factor in a strategic partnership as expressed by HHH and 

LLG in the interview (Appendix 5). It can be argued that the strategic partnership between 

Plastic Change and Naturli’ is only connected to the reciprocal exchange category in relation to 

donation by sales volume. The strategic partnership does not match other criteria in the 

category; nonetheless, the donation is an important part of the strategic partnership. 

  

Due to the fact that the categorisations should not be regarded as static and that the 

collaboration can take place on more levels at the same time, according to Neergaard et al. 

(2009), the researchers argue that the main category used the strategic partnership between 

Plastic Change and Naturli’ is a mix of the symbiotic value creation category and the 

independent value creation category. This is possible due to the fact that the value created in 

the partnership is used to reach both shared and individual goals by creating a new product to 

solve a common problem. At the same time, it enables the parties to reach individual goals 

without being in direct conflict with the other party’s individual goals. It can be argued that the 

part of the reciprocal category concerning donations based on sales volume should be part of 

the main category description as well, though the researchers stress that it is not considered 

the most important part of the partnership category description. This is because the aim of the 

partnership is to create shared value that hopefully will enable each party to attain its vision 

and the shared goals. 
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The question to be asked is how can the parties reach shared and individual value creation in a 

strategic partnership? To investigate this further, a closer analysis of the concept of co-creation 

is needed to understand the process of value creation. 

 

4.1.2 Co-creation 
 
Co-creation is the link where cross-sectional organisations work together to come up with more 

innovative solutions and products which they could not have done on their own. Sharing 

resources and core competencies enable the parties in the strategic partnership to gain new 

information, new skills, new knowledge and new resources that affect the value creation of both 

the partnership and the individual. Using core competencies to co-create leads to value creation 

which could lead to strategic development and competitive advantages (Prahalad & Prahalad, 

1990; Waddell, 2002).  

  

To understand the co-creation in the partnership between Plastic Change and Naturli’ a further 

look into the core competencies of parties is needed. From the interview with HHH and LLG, it 

can be deduced that the core competencies of Plastic Change can be said to be the knowledge 

the organisation possesses about plastic and the perspective of how to integrate it as part of a 

life cycle. Naturli’ had the resources to produce the minimum 50 percent recycled plastic 

container and its core competencies can be said to be the vast knowledge about plant-based 

food. The combination of using the core competencies of each party enables the two parties to 

co-create Naturli’ Hakket. The willingness to share knowledge and resources from both parties 

in order to gain new information can be said to lead the process of value creation. It can be 

argued that the co-creation has led the parties to strengthen the shared goal of creating a 

product that is better for the environment. It can be deduced that the co-creation of the product 

is a step forward for both companies to attain their vision and shared and individual goals. 

  

Some scholars argue that when using co-creation, it is often the commercial company that gains 

the most and has less to lose in the partnership because the company has other products to lean 

on if the strategic partnership does not generate the shared value. This claim is supported by 

the expert in partnerships, KJ who stressed that it is often the commercial company that 

benefits the most from a strategic partnership with an NGO (Appendix 1). HHH explains in the 

interview that Plastic Change had this concern before entering into the partnership with 
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Naturli’, especially since this was the first time Plastic Change partnered up with a commercial 

company and had no prior experience with such a partnership. According to LLG, Plastic Change 

considers the co-creation and the value gained from the partnership with Naturli’ a win-win 

situation for both parties and does not feel that Naturli’ has gained more from the partnership 

than Plastic Change. One of LLG’s arguments is that she and HHH believe the parties promote 

one another, as Plastic Change’s brand validates the minimum 50 percent recycled plastic claim 

on the packaging (Appendix 5). It can be argued this promotes Naturli’ as an environmentally-

friendly company. At the same time Naturli’ promotes Plastic Change by adding the logo to the 

packaging. In the analysis of Plastic Changes use of social marketing, it is further investigated 

that if Plastic Change gains the assumed brand awareness it expects to reach from the strategic 

partnership.  

  

In short, it can be said that the core competencies serve as the basis for value creation to happen 

in a strategic partnership. The question is now how the parties go through the value creation 

process? This is the focus of the following section. 

 

4.1.3 Value Creation Process 
 
Different factors drive the process of value creation; therefore, it is important for the parties to 

be aligned on several aspects of the partnership. If the parties share common ground by being 

aligned on the factors that drive the process, the chances of a successful partnership with 

mutual value creation are higher. 

 

The four main factors affecting the process of value creation are as follows: 

1. Alignment of strategy, mission and values 

2. Personal connection and relationships 

3. Value generation and shared vision 

4. Continual learning/evaluation 

 

As written in the theory section the importance of each factor differs from partnership to 

partnership depending on the context, therefore some factors might not be of great importance 

to the partnership between Plastic Change and Naturli’. For that reason, the factors should only 

be used as guidelines to determine the value creation process. An analysis of the value creation 
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process based on the factors above enables the researchers to understand the set-up of the 

symbiotic/independent partnership category and how value creation is gained in the 

partnership. It also provides the opportunity to investigate to what extent the parties are 

aligned. The more aligned, the greater is the prospect of a mutual value creation. Less alignment 

increases the chances of the partnership producing a negative outcome or no value creation at 

all, which is not desirable in a strategic partnership (Googins & Rochlin, 2000).  

  

1. Alignment of strategy, mission and values 

The first factor of the value creation process is alignment of strategy, mission and values.  

To recap, HHH states in the interview that Naturli’ first approached Plastic Change with the 

intention to use Plastic Change’s logo as a sales push effect (Appendix 5). Instead, Plastic Change 

suggested setting up a partnership working together to make the product packaging more 

environmentally-friendly based on its core competency; knowledge of the recycling of plastic. 

It can be deduced that by being aligned on what core competencies were to be used in the 

partnership, it set a direction for which value creation could be derived from the collaboration. 

It can also be argued that using core competencies enabled the parties to agree on what 

resources to share in order to co-create the product. As LLG explains, what Plastic Change 

brings to the partnership is knowledge, the brand and the credibility that comes with it, which 

should not be taken for granted (ibid.). The core competencies Naturli’ had to bring to the 

partnership can be said to be knowledge of plant-based products and the resources to produce 

the packaging. The combination of core competencies and resource sharing made it possible 

for the two parties to create a more eco-friendly product through co-creation. 

 

The first factor is also concerned with values in the strategic partnership. It can be argued that 

the partnership between Plastic Change and Naturli’ is based on shared and individual values, 

which can be drawn back to the claim that the partnership is a mix of the categories, symbiotic 

value creation and independent value creation. This statement is backed up, as Plastic Change 

and Naturli’, from an overall perspective, are both actors in the fight against environmental 

issues, which gives them shared values in this matter. Both want to create a better future for 

the environment for new generations to come, even though they do not aim to reach the goals 

in similar ways. It is clear that the organisations have different ways of pursuing the goal. Plastic 

Change wants to do it by reducing the amount of plastic in the ocean and Naturli’ wants to 
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encourage people to eat more plant-based food. It can still be argued that their values relate to 

the environment, which makes it easier for them to reach mutual value creation as the outcome 

of the partnership (Googins & Rochlin, 2000).  

  

2. Personal connection and relationship 

It is obvious that having a good relationship with your strategic partner is preferred; however, 

there are no guarantees that disagreement and bad-feeling towards the other party may occur 

during the partnership. That is why alignment in the partnership is important since it can 

reduce the risk of disagreements in the partnership. According to LLG, Plastic Change has a 

good partnership with Naturli’, with great communication (Appendix 5). HHH adds that the 

relationship between the two parties is well-established (ibid.). He supports the statement with 

the fact that Naturli’ has once again approached Plastic Change and ask if they should join forces 

regarding a new product: A series of to-go drinks. Plastic Change declined the opportunity, as 

the recycling aspect of the products was not thought through in a way Plastic Change could 

support. By making this move, it can be argued that Plastic Change shows that capital increase 

is not its main focus, as it seems Plastic Change does not want to enter a partnership, which 

could compromise its reliability and trustworthiness. This perspective supports the 

researchers’ choice not to take the reciprocal partnership category into the main categorisation 

of the strategic partnership. Even though Plastic Change declined the second opportunity, it is 

still discussing other projects with Naturli’ to expand the partnership (ibid.). This indicates that 

no harm was done to the partnership and no bad-feelings were generated even though Plastic 

Change declined to be a part of the to-go drinks with Naturli’. 

 

3. Value generation and shared vision 

It can be deduced that Plastic Change entered the partnership with Naturli’ with the plan to 

create shared value in order to create a change. This seems clear from the definition of a 

strategic partnership given by HHH and LLG. It can be questioned that the aim of the 

partnership was the same for Naturli’ to begin with. As far as Plastic Change is concerned, the 

mutual value creation is part of the strategic partnership, you give some – you get some, as LLG 

puts it in the interview (Appendix 5). Therefore, though value creation has been generated in 

the partnership, it can be questioned whether value has been generated to the extent Plastic 

Change hoped it would. For example, both LLG and HHH are sure that by having Plastic Change’s 
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logo on the packaging, brand awareness is automatically enlarged (ibid.). The question to ask 

is if this is actually the case. With the data gathered from the questionnaire regarding Naturli’ 

Hakket, the affirmative response rate when asked: “Did you know that every time you purchase 

“Naturli’ Hakket” 0.20 DKK is donated to Plastic Change?” was at 5.8 percent, which out of 427 

respondents can be considered a low awareness of the connection between Plastic Change and 

Naturli’. This is further investigated in the analysis of social marketing. 

 

Of course, the value generated for both parties regarding the capital increase is also an 

important factor in the strategic partnership, as it can be argued that both parties are in the 

strategic partnership to benefit financially. This is also supported by the fact that Plastic Change 

defined the financial aspect as a factor which must be present before a partnership can be called 

strategic (Appendix 5).  

  

With regard to the shared vision, it should be stressed that Plastic Change and Naturli’ have not 

defined a shared vision for the partnership. As mentioned it can be argued that both 

organisations fight to create changes to improve environmental standards, which is their 

common cause. If the strategic partnership is expanded to more products than one, maybe a 

shared vision would be an idea to give the strategic partnership a clear direction and common 

goals, without compromising the individual visions and goals of the organisations. Doing this 

would also create a clearer alignment between the parties.  

  

4. Continual learning/evaluation 

This factor allows the parties to stay on track and adjust resources needed to get closer to the 

end goal (Googins & Rochlin, 2000). Since the strategic partnership between Plastic Change and 

Naturli’ is still fairly new, it might be difficult for the parties to know if changes should be made. 

Both LLG and HHH explain that the partnership with Naturli’ is great practice for the NGO to be 

ready to enter strategic partnerships with other commercial companies. Also, as Plastic Change 

is currently working with Naturli’ to see if they can agree to expand the partnership to other 

products, it can be argued this would give both parties the opportunity to check if resources 

should be used and shared differently. 
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In the next section, the four factors are used to analyse the strategic fit of the partnership 

between Plastic Change and Naturli’.  

 

4.1.4 Strategic Fit Analysis 
 
The strategic fit refers to how well the involved parties match their perceptions, interests and 

strategic directions (Berger et al., 2004). The factors from the value creation process can be 

used to determine the strategic fit of the partnership. Below, the analysis is divided into each 

point of the strategic fit analysis with a roundup of the most important points from the analysis 

in the end.  

 

Strategic benefits  

The first point of the strategic fit analysis looks into the strategic benefits. This is where the 

parties can shape expectations, investigate possible benefits of the partnership and determine 

if there is a potential for value creation in the partnership. This point of the strategic fit analysis 

can be connected with the first factor in the value creation process: Alignment of strategy, 

mission and values. As mentioned in the analysis of the first factor in the value creation process, 

HHH explained that the parties had to align on what they each expected from the partnership 

and if there was a potential for value creation. The scope of the partnership is currently limited 

to one product, Naturli’ Hakket. It can be deduced that the potential for mutual value creation 

is present as it is important for Plastic Change that both parties give something and get 

something positive out of the partnership. The partnership expert KJ states in the interview 

that it is often the commercial company that gains the most from the strategic partnership 

(Appendix 1). Despite this fact, Plastic Change seems confident that mutual value creation is in 

place between it and Naturli’. It can be questioned if the mutual value creation is as equally 

divided between the parties, as Plastic Change seems to believe it is. According to KJ, equal value 

creation is hard to reach and not likely to happen in a strategic partnership (Appendix 1). 

Whether mutual value creation is equally divided seems like a valid question to ask; only one 

month after Plastic Change and Naturli’ launched Naturli’ Hakket in Dansk Supermarked, a 

similar product “Naturli’ Hakkedrenge” was launched by Naturli’ in Coop. Naturli’ Hakkedrenge 

contains the same ingredients and has the same plastic packaging as Naturli’ Hakket. (Hakke 

Drenge, 2018). The only difference is that this time Plastic Change’s logo was not on the 
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packaging as it was with Naturli’ Hakket. It can be argued that this supports the claim that the 

partnership does not equally create shared value, as it can be deduced that Naturli’ benefits  

more from the partnership, as Naturli’ has used the knowledge gained in the partnership to 

create a similar product without having to donate 0.20 DKK to Plastic Change. 

  

From the outside, it seems one of the strategic objectives of the partnership between Plastic 

Change and Naturli’ was to increase capital. Another strategic objective was to create a change 

in consumer behaviour by providing consumers with the option to buy a product that is more 

eco-friendly, as reflected in both parties’ values. It can be questioned if a change has been made 

in consumers consumption patterns, but it can be argued that the foundation for a potential 

shift in consumer consumption has been made by giving consumers the option to purchase 

Naturli’ Hakket. This argument is supported by SSK in the interview as he, after attaining 

knowledge of Naturli’ Hakket, would be more likely to purchase similar sustainable products 

(Appendix 4). Whether the shift will happen and thereby affect the circle of actors is up to the 

consumers, food producers and governmental institutions as all changes Plastic Change aims 

to make in one part of the circle affects the others.  

 

Partner selection 

The second part of the strategic fit is more concerned with the actual partner selection. This 

part investigates how workable the partnership is in regard to capabilities and a strategic fit. 

This part gives the parties the chance to discover and avoid possible issues that might arise if 

not dealt with early in the partnership’s progress. This part is related to the factors personal 

connections and relationships. From an outside view, it seems that the partnership with regard 

to a strategic fit is a positive match. This is possible to deduce as Naturli’ states that it 

completely agrees with Plastic Change’s vision and therefore supports the NGO’s work as it 

contributes to recreating the balance between humans and nature in accordance with Naturli’s 

own values and goals (Naturli’ Foods A/S, 2018). It can be argued that this supports Plastic 

Change’s claim about the parties having a well-established relationship. 

  

With regards to capabilities in the partnership, it can be argued that the parties have been able 

to create a new product through co-creation by sharing resources and their core competencies, 

providing the capabilities needed to succeed in the market. As LLG said in the interview, Plastic 
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Change’s contribution to the partnership is its core competency, which is a wide knowledge of 

plastic and solutions on how to recycle it (Appendix 5). Naturli’s contribution was the 

knowledge about plant-meat and Naturli’ had the resources to produce the plastic container 

designed in collaboration with Plastic Change. Even though sharing core competencies and 

resources is an important part of strategic partnership, there can also be downsides to sharing 

capabilities. Once Plastic Change has provided Naturli’ with the knowledge and innovative 

solutions on how to recycle plastic, it can be argued that Naturli’ keeps the upper hand in the 

partnership. Since the product portfolio only contains one product it seems hard for Plastic 

Change to impact the partnership in other ways at the moment. Another perspective is also that 

once Naturli’ has gained the knowledge from Plastic Change it has no more use for the NGO. 

This is because the knowledge necessary to complete the product is already in hand and could 

be used in other products as well, which Naturli’ have already done with Naturli’ Hakkedrenge.  

 

If the partnership where to be expanded with new products, e.g. coffee cups/bottles it could 

then be argued that Plastic Change could bring new perspectives and innovative solutions in 

relation to the packaging. Plastic Change mentioned that the parties where still in the process 

of discussing other opportunities to expand the strategic partnership into other product 

categories. From this, it can be deduced that the strategic fit seems to match since both parties 

are willing to discuss other collaboration opportunities.   

  

Another point that indicates strategic alignment between Plastic Change and Naturli’ is the fact 

that both parties agree that the co-creation of Naturli’ Hakket might be a small step in the right 

direction to create a change. Both parties still consider it important to take the step as one small 

step can lead to a large change in future perspective (Naturli’ Foods A/S, 2018; Appendix 5). 

This can be seen as a strategic alignment, enhancing the strategic fit of the partnership.  

  

Negotiation and design 

The third part of the strategic fit is concerned with negotiation and design, looking into how the 

agreement is managed and organised and how the parties can achieve their goals and value 

creation. As the researchers have an outside view on the partnership and even though an 

interview with Plastic Change was conducted, it does not provide the necessary information to 

properly analyse how the partnership is organised and managed. LLG and HHH explained the 
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partnership from an overall perspective without details of who is handling what (Appendix 5). 

Hence, it is argued that a thorough analysis cannot be conducted regarding this part of the 

strategic fit. With that said, it is possible from the information gathered about the partnership 

in relation to resource sharing and what has been found on social media, e.g. ads about Naturli’ 

Hakket etc., to deduce a few perspectives on the partnership. As mentioned Plastic Change’s 

main contribution to the partnership was knowledge about plastic and the recycling thereof. 

After the final design of the packaging, it seems that Naturli’ has had the main responsibility to 

promote the product, which means Naturli’ chose the channels to use in this matter. It can be 

argued that Plastic Change could perhaps have created more individual value for the 

organisation if it has had more impact on these decisions. Maybe this cannot be said to have an 

impact on the strategic fit as such, but it should be considered a valid point for Plastic Change 

to bring to future projects with Naturli’ and to new partnerships with commercial companies. 

  

Implementation, continual learning and evaluation 

The last part of strategic fit analysis is connected to the factors, continual learning and 

evaluation. This part looks at the agreement set on how the parties should achieve the shared 

goals and provides the opportunity to evaluate if the goals set and value creation have been 

achieved. If not, it enables the parties to discover what should be changed or if the partnership 

could continue or not. To further investigate this part of the strategic fit, the section below will 

analyse if value creation has been made from the marketing perspective of the partnership. 

After the marketing analysis, a section dedicated to analysing the value creation gained on both 

an individual and shared level will be investigated.  

  

To round up the strategic fit analysis so far, it can be argued that the partnership is a positive 

strategic fit. This can be deduced as Plastic Change and Naturli’ share both goals and values, of 

course with differences between the individual organisations but nothing which could be 

considered to be in contradiction with the individual goals or values of the other party. It could 

be argued that the strategic fit can be adjusted in some aspect to divide the shared value 

creation more equally. It seems Naturli’ has gained more value from the partnership than 

Plastic Change, but not to the degree that the strategic fit should be considered negative. 
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4.2 Social Marketing Analysis 
 

4.2.1 Green Marketing 
 
To gain an understanding and to get insight in how Plastic Change can use partnerships to attain 

its vision, this following analysis investigates how Plastic Change can use social marketing 

proactively as an asset to attain its vision.  

 

The green marketing paradigm relies on the fact that consumers have intensified their 

expectations of how companies bring value to the consumer through credible communication. 

This is especially a fact when it comes to the production of goods. We introduced the quote by 

Ottman (2010), in the theory section, who said that: “Yesterday’s resource-intensive products are 

being replaced by eco-innovative ones with radical new designs and technologies” (Ottman, 

2010). This quote matches well how Plastic Change approached the partnership with Naturli’. 

HHH said in the interview that Naturli’ contacted Plastic Change rather late in the process in 

connection to the partnership of Naturli’ Hakket. In this case, Plastic Change contributed with 

its knowledge of plastic. Plastic Change questioned the chosen type of plastic used in the 

container and in particular the colour of the container. Due to the optical scanner at the landfills, 

the machines cannot see the colour black of the container, which it is why it cannot be recycled 

(Appendix 5). Therefore, Plastic Change advised Naturli’ to change the colour of the container 

from the regular black colour to green in order for it to be seen by the optical scanner (ibid.). 

Additionally, Plastic Change challenged the type of plastic that was used. Plastic Change 

ensured a minimum 50 percent recycled container was designed, which is a step in the right 

direction but of course not optimal (ibid.). Anne Aittomaki from Plastic Change stated that:  

“It is the kind of product in which [Naturli’ Hakket] is helping to ensure that we are 

moving in the right direction. The goal is of course that the container should be 

made of 100 percent recycled and reusable plastic” (Fuglø, 2017).  

The development of the container in the partnership is greatly aligned with Ottman’s point in 

the quote above. Plastic Change wants, to the same extent, to change yesterday’s resource-

intensive products and replace them with more eco-friendly ones. 
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It is relevant to dig deeper into two of the seven strategies for success within green marketing. 

The first strategy is: “Create new products and services that balance consumers’ desires for 

quality, convenience and affordability with minimal adverse environmental and social impacts 

over the life of the product” (Ottman, 2011; Appendix 6). In the partnership with Naturli’, Plastic 

Change has co-created the product, Naturli’ Hakket. This product is one step towards fulfilling 

the demands of the aforementioned strategy. If we break the strategy up into smaller pieces, it 

is natural to start by addressing: “(…) consumers’ desires for quality”. According to the 

questionnaire asking consumers about the product, one of the answers about why they chose 

not to buy the product was: “[I am] in general opposed to food products that are not natural and 

filled with additives (…)” (Appendix 9). Another respondent mentions that: “(…) And I try as far 

as possible to avoid processed food since I believe pure and clean commodities taste best” (ibid.). 

Only a few respondents provided answers along similar lines of the answers above. However, 

18.3 percent of the respondents who had bought the product, bought it because they mostly 

buy environmental-friendly products (ibid.). This indicates that the consumers who had bought 

the product particularly chose that product due to its quality and environmental-friendly 

approach. The next two words are convenience and affordability. According to the 

questionnaire, only three people who had looked for the product had not found it in the store 

since it was out of stock (Appendix 9). This indicates that the product is often available, which 

is core to the concept of convenience. Furthermore, when it comes to affordability, the product 

costs 25 DKK for 400g (Appendix 7), which is a price within the norm of regular meat. This also 

indicates that both the convenience and affordability are reasonable. 

  

If we move on to: “(…) minimal adverse environmental and social impact over the life of the 

product” it is harder to pinpoint whether the product lives up to the strategy. According to the 

Danish Consumer Council’s (Forbrugerrådet Tænk) senior advisor, Camilla Udsen, the product 

may not be as environmentally superior as claimed: 

“If you want to make products that are copies of traditional products like meat and 

dairy products, it will often be a relatively non-natural product seen from a 

traditional point of view in regard to food. There are many additives by using 

ingredients like palm oil and coconut oil, which in many other contexts have been 

excreted. You use soy proteins that come from the other part of the Earth, which is 
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in conflict with the thinking of unprocessed, real food. “ (Forbrugerrådet Tænk, 

2018).   

The use of palm oil especially is a major burden on the environment. The production of palm 

oil affects the rainforests and destroys them. The deforestation highly threatens the species’ 

survival. In 1990 around 315,000 orangutans lived in the rainforest, whereas the estimated 

amount today is 50,000 (Green Palm Sustainability, 2018). Palm oil production is, therefore, 

one of the major culprits when it comes to affecting the environment negatively. Naturli’ 

Hakket, however, strives to become more environmentally-friendly and tries to battle the meat 

industry to provide better and more environmentally-friendly products. The fact that the 

production of plant-meat emits less CO2 than normal meat production, indicates that Naturli’ 

is already thinking in more environmentally-friendly directions.  

  

If we switch focus to the packaging, the container is made of minimum 50 percent recycled 

plastic, which is where Plastic Change has contributed to the partnership. Plastic Change is 

greatly considering product life cycles when approaching partnerships. This is expressed in its 

rejection of participating in another product with Naturli’, which was a series of to-go drinks. 

Plastic Change rejected being a part of this product since Naturli’ had not considered the whole 

life cycle of the product. According to HHH, Naturli’ had not considered what should be done 

with the plastic bottle after the product was consumed (Appendix 5). 

  

If we are to sum up the last part of the strategy, the product does to some extent comply with 

the strategy of adverse minimal environmental impact. The product in itself is a more 

environmentally-friendly product than compared to meat but on the other hand, the use of 

palm oil and other additives damages the environment in other regards. The packaging is the 

other part of the product. The container is made of minimum 50 percent recycled plastic and is 

green, which makes it possible to sort on the landfills and then reuse in other plastic packaging. 

 

If we connect the whole strategy, it is clear that the product, Naturli’ Hakket, is a new product 

trying to meet new consumer demands of substituting meat. However, the product is not a 100 

percent solution that copes with all the demands of an environmentally-friendly product. The 

use of palm oil, in particular, makes the product less environmentally-friendly than it could 
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have been if it did not include additives. Lastly, the packaging is a good initiative to try to solve 

the huge problem of plastic recyclability. Since the container is only made of minimum 50 

percent reusable plastic there is room for improvement when designing new containers in the 

future. In summary, the product is a step in the right direction to a more sustainable solution, 

but the partnership between Naturli’ and Plastic Change has not reached its full potential within 

this aspect. 

  

4.2.2 The Purpose Of Social Marketing Campaigns And How Plastic Change Can Use Them 
 
The next section concerns the purpose of social marketing campaigns and how Plastic Change 

can use social marketing to ensure that consumers are being more concerned about the 

increasing issues regarding plastic pollution. As mentioned, the primary purpose of using social 

marketing is to achieve social good for individuals, groups, communities and societies.  

  

Social marketing on different levels 

Plastic Change tries to influence actors across 

sectors, which is what social marketing relies on. 

Plastic Change seeks to affect: Politicians and 

decision-makers, the population in terms of 

consumers and companies (Plastic Change 

Vision/Mission, 2017). Plastic Change tries to 

create changes in these three actors as a part of 

trying to cope with increasing plastic pollution. 

The organisation does this through documenting, 

informing and educating. As figure 12 shows, 

Plastic Change believes the sectors are 

intertwined and that a change in one sector affects the others. These sectors are therefore 

interrelated and can continuously affect one another. As earlier stressed, the researchers focus 

on the population to gain an understanding of how consumers affect the circle and how Plastic 

Change can effectively use the voice of the population to create changes to the environmental 

challenges. 

  

Figure 11: Plastic Change's circle 
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One of Plastic Change’s strongest weapons when it comes to attaining its vision is in pursuing 

social marketing campaigns in any form. In this case, the campaign is based on the strategic 

partnership between Plastic Change and Naturli’. Before initiating a campaign, the organisation 

must consider what the purpose of the campaign is and what the end goal is. In this strategic 

partnership, several end goals exist:  

 

1. Earn money based on the sales of Naturli’ Hakket  

2. Introduce sustainable packaging to create a long-lasting change  

3. Increase brand awareness of the organisation and its cause  

 

When having multiple end goals, it can be difficult to see if a campaign is successful. In this case, 

none of the end goals is conflicting which makes it more likely for the parties to achieve every 

goal. The following section contains an analysis of each goal and how Plastic Change can use 

these goals to market itself properly. 

  

1. Earn money based on the sales of Naturli’ Hakket 

Even though Naturli’ Hakket is not a meat product it is comparable to meat when it comes to 

sales. According to Politiken, within the first two months, Naturli’ Hakket has gained 3 percent 

of the total meat sold in Dansk Supermarked’s stores. As stressed in the introduction, the 

original goal was to achieve 5 percent within the first three to four years, which indicates a good 

start for Naturli’ Hakket in the Danish market. According to Naturli’s website, it has donated 

60,000 DKK to NGOs since the 1st of January 2018. However, only Plastic Change is on the list 

of NGOs Naturli’ has donated money to. It is therefore assumed that all 60,000 DKK is donated 

to Plastic Change through the collaboration on the product, Naturli’ Hakket. It is thereby 

deduced that 300,000 pieces of Naturli’ Hakket have been sold within the first quarter of 2018 

with a revenue of 7,500,000 DKK in total (Appendix 8). Plastic Change has therefore earned 

60,000 DKK within the first three months of 2018. According to the expert in partnerships 

within sustainability, KJ, he stresses that the donation of 0.20 DKK is not that much nor 

sustainable in the longer run (Appendix 1).  
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According to the questionnaire 29.9 percent of the 164 respondents who bought the product, 

bought it because they saw the product on social media and wanted to try it out (Appendix 9). 

This indicates that many probably purchased it for the first time as a trail to see whether it was 

something they like. This naturally increases the sales numbers, which is why it could be 

interesting to see how the sales are going in a year from the launch. In the interview with the 

consumer, AG, it was mentioned that it was due to great media and social media coverage that 

he bought the product in the first place (Appendix 3). This statement, alongside the 

questionnaire, indicates that people may have bought it at first as a trial. 

  

2. Introduce sustainable packaging to create a long-lasting change 

The second goal is to create more sustainable packaging to create a long-lasting change for 

consumers. The packaging is, as already mentioned, of minimum 50 percent recycled plastic, 

which is a start before making it of 100 percent recycled plastic. According to the interview 

with AG, the packaging had an impact when he chose the product at the counter. However, he 

also stressed that considering which material food product packaging is made from can start a 

revolution within the food industry (Appendix 3). According to Plastic Change itself, it 

mentioned in the interview that if it had had more time to develop and consult, the container 

could probably have been 100 percent recycled (Appendix 5). 

  

3. Increase brand awareness of the organisation and cause 

The last goal of the partnership from Plastic Changes’ point of view was to increase brand 

awareness of both the organisations and the cause they are promoting. According to Plastic 

Change itself: “It is a fun exposure in connection with the product, meaning that when one buys a 

product our logo is on the product. It is really nice. There is some brand awareness and brand 

building in it (…)” (Appendix 5). This indicates that Plastic Change is satisfied with the brand 

awareness it gets as an outcome of the partnership. However, in the questionnaire when the 

researchers asked whether people were aware of Plastic Change being a part of the product 

and that Plastic Change receives 0.20 DKK every time the product was sold, only 5.8 percent of 

the respondents knew. That is 24 respondents out of 411 respondents who were aware of the 

partnership. It can be argued that the number is too low especially since it is one for the goals 

for Plastic Change to increase its brand awareness with this partnership. If we change the 
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parameters and exclude all the respondents who have not bought the product, the numbers 

change a bit. According to the research, 11.7 percent of the customers who purchased Naturli’ 

Hakket know that Plastic Change gets a donation every time one product is sold. From this, it 

can be argued that even with the consumers who have purchased the product, low brand 

awareness is an issue. So, Plastic Change’s assumptions and beliefs of the extent of brand 

awareness it gets, and what the consumers actually see are two different outcomes. This can 

indicate that Plastic Change might not have used its communication and marketing 

opportunities well enough to achieve the goal of raising the brand awareness of the 

organisation. 

  

How can the experiences gained be used in partnerships in the future? 

If we are to sum up the three shared goals and how the goals can be used in the future, the 

experiences Plastic Change has gained are highly useful when it comes to establishing 

partnerships in the future. First of all, the researchers argue that the idea and model of making 

the donation to Plastic Change dependent on sales volume is a good idea. Since the donation is 

depended on sales volume it can be deduced that Plastic Change could impact the sales volume 

by pushing out the product on social media. For example, Plastic Change has not shared a single 

post about Naturli’ Hakket on social media. By doing this it could have spread the awareness 

about the product to a larger audience, which could encourage more consumers to purchase 

the product, in the end increasing capital for Plastic Change. This could be an aspect to develop 

further in future partnerships. This makes it possible for Plastic Change to push out the product 

itself as it could have done in the partnership with Naturli’ instead of just being a part of the 

product development and then when the product is to be launched the partnership ends.  

 

On the other hand, making the donation sales volume dependant can be a good choice for the 

commercial company since it automatically should activate Plastic Change to engage 

thoroughly throughout the entire product lifecycle. However, in the partnership between 

Plastic Change and Naturli’, Plastic Change has not used its voice well enough to spread 

knowledge of the product.  

 

When it comes to introducing more sustainable solutions and long-lasting changes, the 

minimum 50 percent recycled plastic container is a good start. According to the interview with 
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Plastic Change, the organisation feared it could enter a shitstorm since the container was not of 

100 percent recycled plastic. HHH stated that Plastic Change had prepared internal FAQs if the 

press or people on social media did approach the organisation (Appendix 5). With all this in 

mind, instead of Plastic Change being afraid of the reactions to the container only being a 

minimum 50 percent solution, it should instead have approached it proactively. Plastic Change 

should have told the story of it being a new start of plastic packaging for food products, it would 

set a new standard and consumers would require other food producers to follow suit. 

  

Finally, when it comes to brand awareness in terms of partnerships, Plastic Change and the 

partner should align more on shared marketing efforts. A way to solve this is by using the 

owned channels Plastic Change and Naturli’ have i.e. social media. Since the product was 

launched at the beginning of 2018, Plastic Change has not mentioned the partnership or 

product once on Facebook (which is its media with the biggest reach), which can be why the 

knowledge of the partnership with consumers is low, as seen in the questionnaire. Additionally, 

Naturli’ has only mentioned the collaboration with Plastic Change on Facebook once 

immediately after the product was launched. If Plastic Change is to succeed with commercial 

partnerships in this form, the organisation is advised to use the channels owned to create as 

much awareness as possible, to push both its name and its cause out there. 

 

4.2.3 Customer Triangle 
 
The following analysis is based on the customer triangle that highlights and promotes key 

features of social marketing with focus on the benchmark criteria explained in the theory 

section. The analysis of the customer triangle is used to get a thorough understanding of Plastic 

Change’s social marketing efforts within the partnership with Naturli’ with a focus on 

segmentation. The analysis is based on the interviews with consumers of Naturli’ Hakket, 

Plastic Change and the consumer information gained through the questionnaire. 

  

Segmentation 
 
The most important part of the customer triangle, in this case, is the criteria segmentation. By 

stereotyping the customer persona, it makes it easier for Plastic Change to know which 

customers act similarly and have the same behaviour patterns and thereby makes it easier to 
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narrow its audience. When the audience is narrowed down, Plastic Change has the possibility 

to target its communication and marketing efforts and make them homogeneous to the specific 

segment. The following section looking at segmentation is based on Naturli’ and Plastic 

Change’s segments separately and later connects these two segments. This is done to gain an 

idea of if the partnership is a strategic fit when it comes to their individual segments. 

  

Naturli’s segment 

Demographics 

Naturli’ is one side of the partnership and since it is Naturli’s product that is the core of the 

partnership, it is obvious that it is Naturli’s segment that the product is aimed at. But what is 

Naturli’s segment? Based on the questionnaire, 168 respondents out of 427 respondents have 

bought the product. The 168 respondents, therefore, lay the foundation of the segmentation of 

Naturli’s customers (Appendix 9). If we start by looking at the demographics, then it is clear 

that it is mostly women who buy the product. This also correlates with the fact that the majority 

of vegans and vegetarians are women when it comes to statistics of the gender ratio (Statitics 

Vegans, 2018; Vegan profilers, 2018). However, it should be taken into consideration that there 

was a higher percentage of women who responded to the questionnaire than men, which could 

impact the answers. The next demographic to shed light on is age. Since the questionnaire was 

spread through the researchers’ social media, it is natural that the average age is about the same 

age as the researchers’. However, the questionnaire showed that 70 percent of the customers 

of Naturli’ Hakket are between 21 and 30 years old. This also correlates with the statistics of 

vegans and vegetarians, where the largest group is between 25-34 years old (Appendix 9; 

Vegan profilers, 2018). When it comes to the segment’s geography, most of the customers live 

in the Capital Region of Denmark. 4.5 percent of all the customers live in that specific region, 

whereas two smaller groups live in Northern Jutland and Southern Denmark, accounting for 

18.1 percent and 14.7 percent relatively (Appendix 9). 

  

The last part of segmenting on demographics looks at educational background and profession. 

When it comes to highest completed education, 28.6 percent of the customers have completed 

high school as the highest completed education, closely followed by 32.9 percent who have 

completed an undergraduate degree, as the highest completed education (Danmarks Statistik, 

2018). According to statistics from Statistics Denmark, it is most common that the population’s 
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highest completed education is primary school (27 percent) and vocational educations (30 

percent) according to numbers from 2017 (ibid.).  

 

Figure 12: The population's highest completed education 2017 

 
This indicates that the customers of Naturli’ Hakket are slightly more educated than the norm 

of the Danish society. Lastly, customers of the product are either studying or having a job. 52.5 

percent of the respondents buying Naturli’ Hakket are students, whereas 40.4 percent are 

working (Appendix 9). Again, since the survey was shared through the researchers’ social 

media, it is natural that the majority of the respondents are studying as well. 

  

Attitudes 

When it comes to the attitudes of the Naturli’ segment, it concerns the benefits the customers 

seek through consuming the product (Hooley et al., 2012). First of all, we start by looking at the 

lifestyle of being vegan or vegetarian. Almost thirty percent, 29.9 percent, of the customers who 

responded to the questionnaire are vegan or vegetarian. This is a strong characteristic of the 

buyer persona, which can be used proactively by Naturli’. It also provides the insight as to which 

selling points the company should use when it comes to its communication and marketing 

efforts. Even though SSK is not a vegetarian, he still sees the product as a way of substituting 

his regular intake of meat products. He furthermore stresses that it would not surprise him if 

he used the product in replacement of ground beef since it is better for both his health and for 

the environment (Appendix 4). This indicates that people who buy Naturli’ Hakket seek either 

to live healthier or to think in a more environmentally-friendly way. 
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Another aspect of customer attitude that is relevant to look at is buying behaviour. According 

to the questionnaire, customers of Naturli’ Hakket are fast adopters when it comes to new 

products. 29.9 percent of the customers bought it due to the great media coverage and to the 

hype on social media (Appendix 9). SKK also states that he was tempted to buy the product 

because of all the ads, news articles and social media coverage the product launch got 

(Appendix 4). AG also stressed that the product was bought to his household very quickly after 

its launch (Appendix 3). 

  

A third relevant aspect of the attitude or behaviour of the customer, is brand or product loyalty. 

This is important for almost every product or company since it can create repeat purchases. By 

having loyal customers, it is easier for Naturli’ to launch new products in the future, within the 

same product range, since it does not have to “sell” to the customers once again. It is a strong 

asset to have loyal customers since it potentially can create ambassadors of the company who 

can spread the message to their friends and family and through social media. According to SSK 

and AG, both have bought the product more than once, which excludes the possibility that their 

purchases were only a trail. SSK, in particular, stresses that he would be likely to buy the 

product again (Appendix 4). AG also states he would buy the product again (Appendix 3). 

However, both interviewees mention that they felt unsure of how they should cook the product, 

which indicates that the company maybe should use more time and a bigger marketing effort 

in educating and marked how the product could be used. 

  
Summing up Naturli’s segment: 

If we are to sum up Naturli’s customer segment, it is relevant to look 

at a specific persona as seen in figure 14. The typical customer of 

Naturli’ Hakket is a woman between 21 and 30 years old, who lives in 

the Capital Region of Denmark. Educational background, she has as a 

minimum of a high school diploma and probably also an 

undergraduate qualification and therefore is well-educated. 

Regarding behaviour and attitude, she is a vegan or vegetarian and 

cares for her own health and probably also for the environment. She 

is a fast adopter, which makes her open to trying out new products Figure 13: Persona of Naturli' 
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when launched. Lastly, if the product fulfils her expectations she is likely to become loyal to the 

brand and make repeat purchases of the product. 

 

Plastic Change’s segment 

When it comes to the segment of Plastic Change it is important to stress what exactly is being 

meant by it. Plastic Change operates with a lot of different activities. Plastic Change itself has 

defined its segment as people who annually donate to the organisation via a membership 

(Appendix 5). According to Plastic Change, there was no specific segmentation process or 

criteria when the organisation was founded. The communication, especially on Facebook, has 

been going on without considering who the organisation was targeting or who it actually 

affected (ibid.). This is often not a bulletproof strategy to use to gain new members of an 

organisation, and according to Plastic Change itself, it admits that the strategy probably is not 

sufficient if it wants to hit a specific audience (ibid.). 

  

Demographics 

Starting with the demographics, Plastic Change’s segment is a person between 30 and 40 years 

old (Appendix 5). Furthermore, Plastic Change stresses that it is often seen that the person 

between 30 and 40 years old is a woman. Plastic Change does not know why it is in particular 

women who support the NGO but can observe that is the case (Appendix 5). These 

demographics were observed in the member of Plastic Change who was interviewed to gain 

insight in the demographics and attitudes. JV, the woman who was interviewed, is 37 years old 

and lives in the Capital Region of Denmark. This correlates well with how Plastic Change 

perceives its segment. As mentioned in the segmentation of Naturli’, it is relevant to shed light 

on educational background and profession. Plastic Change mentions that it is often well-

educated women between 30 and 40 years old who are members of the organisation. However, 

there is no indication of profession but taken the age group into consideration it is most likely 

women who work. This corresponds with JV, who has studied law and now is a full-time 

employee, which suggests she is well-educated. 

  

All these criteria are supported by the questionnaire. Even though only 3 respondents out of 

427 bought the product because 0.20 DKK is donated to Plastic Change, these three people are 

interesting to bring into play. Even though it is not certain that the respondents are members 
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of Plastic Change, they still care for the organisation's cause. All three respondents are women. 

Two of them between 21 to 30 years old and the last one is between 31 and 40 years old 

(Appendix 9). This matches Plastic Change’s own data of its segment. Furthermore, two of the 

women have completed a master’s degree and can thereby be defined as well-educated. The 

last person has only completed primary school (ibid.). Two of them work and the last one is 

studying. However, the women come from three different regions; one from the Capital Region 

of Denmark, one from Southern Denmark and the last one from the Zealand Region (ibid.). 

 

When it comes to Plastic Changes’ own perception of the segment, it explains it as:  

“In terms of our communication efforts, we could consider if we would like to have 

more men within specific segments, age groups etc. but it could probably 

complicate it [the communication efforts]. There are still a lot of women out there 

we can target.” (Appendix 5) 

This indicates that Plastic Change still sees potential within this segment and it believes it can 

gain an even bigger membership base on the foundation of the segment. Therefore, Plastic 

Change does not consider it necessary to expand its segment to a new or broader segment, as 

it believes there is much more unexploited potential within the current segment. 

  

Attitudes 

When it comes to attitudes, it more difficult to pinpoint exactly what motivates the people who 

become members. The following section is based on the interview with JV and statements from 

Plastic Change’s website. 

  

One of the clear motivators for becoming a member of the organisation is the media and 

especially the social media. JV says that: “I get very emotionally affected when I see pictures of 

animals on Facebook that are stuffed with plastic inside. I saw a picture once from Plastic Change 

and I signed up [to become a member] immediately” (Appendix 2). This is a very useful attitude 

for Plastic Change to consider. If the organisation can use its social media to capture even more 

members and to evolve its Facebook members, the organisation will be in a favourable 

situation. Plastic Change is already aware of the fact that social media is a very useful tool to 
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apply when promoting its cause e.g. by taking pictures of volunteers cleaning the beaches for 

plastic waste (Appendix 5). 

  

Another clear attitude is taking care of the environment. JV also stressed in the interview that 

she is thinking a lot about what she can do to better the environment and become better at 

protecting the environment (Appendix 2). Furthermore, she said that she enjoyed going to LØS 

market, a store where all of the products come without packaging and you, therefore, bring 

your own packaging. All of the three interviewees also stress that one of the reasons for buying 

the product was because the packaging was made of minimum 50 percent recycled plastic. 

Furthermore, in the questionnaire one of the respondents stressed that she prefers 

environmentally-friendly products, which also was one of her main reasons for buying the 

product (Appendix 9). This knowledge is also very useful for Plastic Change since it gives the 

organisation the knowledge of what the members of Plastic Change actually like in relation to 

communication regarding the environment. 

  

Finally, when it comes to members of Plastic Change it seems like evidence-based 

communication and research is appealing to them. SSK said in the interview that he really liked 

that the organisation uses facts as arguments for how to tackle the challenges related to plastic 

pollution (Appendix 4). Based on these thoughts he actually considered to become a member 

when he was told how Plastic Change conducts its research. Furthermore, JV said that it makes 

the organisation trustworthy as it is able to document its claims (Appendix 2). This shows that 

members of Plastic Change make decisions that seem very evidence-based and very logic 

oriented. 

  

Summing up Plastic Changes’ segment: 

If we are to sum up Plastic Changes’ segment, the persona, as seen in 

figure 15, can be characterised as a woman who is 30-40 years old who 

is well-educated. As a person, she cares for the environment and makes 

small changes in her life to become more sustainable and 

environmental-friendly. Lastly, her decisions are very evidence-based, 

and she sticks to facts when it comes to organisations communication, 

especially with messages and claims spread on social media. 

Figure 14: Persona of Plastic 
Change 
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Plastic Change x Naturli’ - Do their segments fit each other? 

As concluding remarks to the analysis of the segments of Naturli’ and Plastic Change, it is 

relevant to compare the two segments. Since Naturli’ and Plastic Change have established a 

partnership of the product Naturli’ Hakket, it is assumed that the companies have aligned which 

segments the companies are targeting on their own. It is clear that there are some overlaps of 

the segments. Both companies have a woman as a persona within the age group of 20 to 40 

years old. Behaviourally, both segments care for the environment but Naturli’s segment focuses 

more on environmental-friendly food products and Plastic Change’s segment is more 

concerned with plastic use and recycling. The segments differ on several parameters:  

 

1. The level of education seems higher within Plastic Changes’ segment than Naturli’s 

2. People within Naturli’s segment are fast adopters to new products whereas Plastic 

Changes’ are steadier 

3. Finally, Naturli’s persona is a vegan or vegetarian. This is not the case with the members 

of Plastic Change as it can be seen from the retrieved data. 

  

Altogether, the partnership seems like a strategic fit when it is seen from a marketing and 

segmentation perspective. Even though there are some differences between the segments, the 

overlap is still prominent. Plastic Change should, however, beware if it gives up too much when 

it comes to targeting vegan or vegetarian people and considering if the segment could be useful 

for the organisation. If this segment is useful for the organisation, Plastic Change and Naturli’ 

could potentially build up a stronger partnership over time.   

 

Behavioural focus 
 
When it comes to behavioural focus one looks at changes in behaviour. Optimally, the change is 

sustained through the rest of the consumer’s life.  

  

When it comes to the partnership between Naturli’ and Plastic Change, it is difficult to pinpoint 

only one goal the companies share within the partnership. First of all, Plastic Change desires to 

raise awareness of its brand and Plastic Change expresses that Naturli’ wants to use Plastic 

Change as a lever both to appear more sustainable but also in terms of its brand awareness. 
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Another goal from Plastic Change’s point of view is to use the experiences and knowledge 

gained from the partnership as a stepping stone to establishing new commercial partnerships 

in the future (Appendix 5). 

 

Plastic Change desired to get more brand awareness. Brand awareness is, however, difficult to 

measure both due to the short time period but also due to the difficulty of pinpointing which 

activity in particular that has either increased or decreased a company’s brand awareness. 

However, according to HHH and LLG, they both saw the partnership as a brilliant way to expose 

its logo and cause but according to both consumer interviews and the questionnaire, this is not 

the case (Appendix 5). SSK clearly stresses that he saw on the container that 0.20 DKK was 

donated but he did not know that it was Plastic Change the money was donated to (Appendix 

4). Furthermore, he says that: “The logo was not overly flashy” and “... It could have been bigger” 

(ibid.). This, compared with the questionnaire stating that only 5.8 percent knew 0.20 DKK was 

donated to Plastic Change, shows clear indications of that Plastic Change has not had increased 

brand awareness based on the partnership. 

 

It is inarguable that Plastic Change has gained a lot of new knowledge of the partnership with 

Naturli’. As Plastic Change stresses: “We are an NGO in a new era”, which clearly is seen in its 

way of approaching the partnership (Appendix 5). Before the product was launched, it was 

impossible to know how well the product was received. Plastic Change could have made the 

obvious choice of getting a lump sum for its guidance in how the packaging should be made and 

made it a reciprocal exchange partnership type. This would have secured the organisation a 

fixed sum and then it could move forward to another partnership or project. However, the 

organisation chose to make it dependant on sales volume instead.  

  

When connecting all the dots, before Plastic Change seeks to make a change in behaviour, it 

should be aware if the goal set is clear, realistic and measurable. It is clear that Plastic Change 

has made the foundation of a change in the behaviour of the consumers but has not exploited 

the partnership to its full potential especially in terms of brand awareness. These are 

experiences the organisation can use in the future when establishing new strategic 

partnerships and shared goals.  
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Customer orientation and insight 
 
Customer orientation and insight in this thesis are inseparable and they are therefore dealt with 

together. Customer orientation and insight are about understanding the customer’s social 

context and their orientations towards a subject, which in this case is the environmental 

challenge. By looking at the customers, Plastic Change gets an understanding of what motivates 

and drives the customers and thereby gains knowledge of which partnerships it should enter. 

 

When looking at customer orientation and insight, it is clear that members of Plastic Change 

and customers of Naturli’ Hakket do not have the same orientation. When it comes to Naturli’ 

Hakket, the customers, to a large extent, think of their own health and environmental challenges 

(Appendix 9). They want to minimise their consumption of meat and presumably become 

vegetarian or vegan (ibid.). This social context is important to bear in mind if Plastic Change is 

to establish new partnerships with Naturli’ especially. According to SSK, he did not know that 

the packaging was made of minimum 50 percent recycled plastic and it was therefore naturally 

not one of his reasons for buying the product (Appendix 4). However, when the interviewer 

asked him if the fact that the container is more environmental-friendly than other containers 

had an impact on his purchase decision, he then said it would probably change his buying 

pattern over time and he would require more sustainable packaging solutions (ibid.).  

  

Exchange 
 
When it comes to exchange, one talks about which kind of value the customer gets from buying 

the product. It is, however, not just in terms of the physical value of the product but also which 

feelings, benefits or values that are attached to it. The following analysis is based on figure 16 

below, which looks at which type of exchange is gained from a purchase of Naturli’ Hakket. 
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Exchange is divided into two categories: 

active/passive and positive/negative. In this 

case, the exchange is characterised as positive. 

This implies that people get a physical or 

physiological reward or benefits from the 

product. It is argued that the exchange is 

positive since people get the aforementioned 

when buying the product, which also is 

stressed by SSK when he told about the 

outcome of buying the product: “I get a good 

feeling. It is like when you donate to an 

organisation that you feel good about yourself afterwards. It gives points on one’s karma account” 

(Appendix 4). AG stresses the same opinion and feeling along similar lines:  

“I want to see myself as a conscious consumer who wants to do something good and 

I feel that I have done that by buying this product… In some way, it has given me a 

feeling of joy buying the product” (Appendix 3).  

These quotes imply that when consuming the product, people actually get a feeling of doing 

something for the environment. On the other hand, SSK did not know the fact that the plastic 

used in the container was made of minimum 50 percent recycled plastic and it was therefore 

not a part of the decision-making process when he bought the product. Though, he claims that: 

“It is definitely a bonus that it is environmental-friendly…” (Appendix 4).  

  

If we turn to whether the exchange is active or passive, both can be argued. Starting by looking 

at the active aspects of the exchange, it is obvious that consumers who buy the product 

themselves actively decide which product to buy. It can, however, be an active decision to buy 

the product but without being impacted by the fact that the product is environmentally-

friendly. This correlates with what SSK stressed, that he did not know that the container was 

made of minimum 50 percent recycled plastic, but he made a conscious and active decision of 

buying the product anyway (Appendix 4). Despite the fact that customers like SSK purchase the 

product without being aware of the environmentally-friendly packaging, an indirect exchange 

Figure 15: Exchange (French et al., 2011) 
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can be said to happen. The customer can, without realising it, purchase the product and do a 

good deed for the environment. The customer might not be aware of the exchange at the time 

of the purchase. Once the customer is made aware of how the purchase can impact the 

environment, good values and feelings can be attached to the purchase by the customer, as 

happened with SSK, therefore, it can be argued that the exchange can happen after the 

purchase.  

 

Besides customers who buy the product without full knowledge of the product, people can also 

consume the product passively, this is known as passive exchange. According to AG, the product 

was brought to his household by his girlfriend (Appendix 3). This is a way of a passive exchange 

process since both AG and his girlfriend consumed the product with only one knowing the 

product’s advantages. This correlates well with the definition of passive exchange, which 

requires little or no cognitive engagement. 

 

If we are to sum up on exchange, it could, in this case, be characterised as a hug according to 

figure 16. This means that the decision taken is often active and the decision is positive. 

However, it can be argued that the product’s benefits occasionally can be obtained passively. 

The placement in the figure is made due to the feeling the product gives the consumer when 

buying the product and it often is a conscious decision to buy it. This is exactly where a company 

wants to locate its products in the spectrum since it requires a minimum cost and engagement 

from the consumers, which makes it easier for consumers to change buying behaviour. 

  

By knowing this, Plastic Change can use the knowledge of consumers’ buying patterns 

proactively in its communication and marketing efforts. This can be done in order to know 

which message the marketing efforts should contain and with the knowledge of Plastic Change’s 

segment, it can tailor the communication suitable for the audience. This can potentially lead to 

either a broadened membership base or higher sales numbers of Naturli’ Hakket or in the best-

case scenario both. 
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Methods mix 
 
As stated in the theoretical framework, the methods mix is normally based on either the de-

CIDES framework or the marketing mix within social marketing. As stated in the theoretical 

framework, the marketing mix will in this thesis be based on the four Cs as the product served 

and the interventions are customer centred.  

 

Consumer wants and needs 

Consumer wants and needs are by implication; what the customers seek. This also contains 

which benefits the customers get from the product served. In this case, the product is Naturli’ 

Hakket. As we have learned through the analysis of the customer triangle, consumers have 

different wants and needs. If Naturli’ and Plastic Change are to succeed with their product, they 

will be obliged to market the product with its core advantages and market it properly. 

According to both AG and SSK, none of them was certain at first how the product should be used 

and what the advantages of the product were. Both said that they felt that they had used the 

product wrong (Appendix 3 & 4). This can often lead to consumers not buying the product again 

but, in this case, it was the opposite. SSK and AG tried the product again because of the hype on 

social media. Even though it turned out to the parties’ advantage as the customers purchased 

the product again, it can become a huge problem if Naturli’, in particular, did not succeed in 

informing the customers how to use the product properly. The product has therefore not 

completely hit the wants and needs of the customers. 

  

A way of using marketing to cope with this could be by launching campaigns of how the product 

should be cooked. Another initiative could be to enclose recipes with the product for a certain 

period of time. It would, however, have been smartest to do this when the product was launched 

or immediately after. Finally, a way of coping with this could be to make stands in the 

supermarkets where it is sold to give tastings to the customers and guide them in the use of the 

product. 

 

Convenience to buy 

Convenience to buy is looking at the accessibility and availability of the product and thereby 

where it is sold. It is here key that the product is easily accessible for the customers. The product 
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Naturli’ Hakket is, as mentioned earlier, sold in every Dansk Supermarked store. This includes 

Netto, Bilka, Føtex and Salling. Dansk Supermarked is the biggest retailer in Denmark with a 

revenue of 57 billion DKK in 2017 with Coop as runner-up with a revenue on 38 billion DKK in 

the same year (Finans Branche Analyse, 2018). Dansk Supermarked is highly represented in 

Denmark. There are over 500 Netto stores, over 100 Føtex stores, 2 Salling malls and 18 Bilka 

hypermarkets in 2017 (Bilka Warehouse, 2018; Dansk Supermarked Group, 2018). This makes 

the product accessible to almost any Dane regardless of place of residence. This is a strong asset 

of the product; it is highly reachable for almost the entire population of Denmark. However, 

two respondents in the questionnaire stress that the product has not been accessible in the area 

in which they live (Appendix 9). On the other hand, since it only accounts for two respondents 

out of 427 respondents it is still a good margin of accessibility.  

 

Cost to satisfy 

Earlier in the analysis, the cost to satisfy was touched upon briefly. The cost to satisfy is the 

price of the product and if the price matches people’s expectation of the product. The price of 

the product is 25 DKK and is within the norm of a meat product (Appendix 7). Based on the 

data gathered in this thesis, it does not seem that the price is either too high or low. Since the 

price of the product is rather normal and regular, it does not seem like Naturli’ and Plastic 

Change want to compete on price. However, one respondent of the questionnaire stated that he 

or she bought the product since it was on discount (Appendix 9). This indicates that some 

consumers might try out the product if it is on discount, then again only one of the respondents 

mentioned the price. 

 

Communication 

Lastly is communication. Communication is looking at establishing a relationship between 

buyer and seller. When looking at communication it is clear, as analysed earlier, that the 

communication of the product on social media, created in collaboration between Plastic Change 

and Naturli’, has not been used to its full potential. However, the product has had a lot of media 

coverage from media other than the companies’ own. To ensure a good communication effort 

in future partnerships, it is important that the companies are aligned on communication and 

especially on social media. Within this partnership, their own social media channels have had 
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almost no attention. It makes it difficult for an NGO like Plastic Change to spread the word of 

the partnership if it does not promote it. 

  

Competition 
 
Competition can be a wide topic to analyse. When it comes to social marketing and making 

changes it looks at what is competing against what is being promoted. As outlined earlier, 

competition is divided into external and internal competition. 

  

To recall, external competition is when someone or something is promoting a counter-

behaviour or product to yours. In the case of the partnership of Naturli’ Hakket, there has not 

been direct external competition to the product itself. However, there has been another 

example of an external competitor to Plastic Changes’ cause recently. The Ministry of 

Environment and Food Denmark published a report in March by the Technical University of 

Denmark (DTU) stating that cotton bags have a bigger footprint on the environment than plastic 

bags. The report provided calculations that a cotton bag should be used 7,100 times before it is 

less inculpatory on the environment than plastic bags (Hansen, 2018). Plastic Change was quick 

to launch a press release defending the case that a cotton bag is better for the environment and 

that the numbers provided in the report, from the Ministry of Environment and Food Denmark, 

were out of proportion (Asmussen, 2018). Afterwards, DTU admitted that the conclusion was 

“(…) a bit too cocky (…)” (Hansen, 2018). This case shows a clear example of how an external 

competitor can affect the organisation in a negative direction. In this case, Plastic Change ended 

up “winning” the competition, but similar reports might be published in the future. Even though 

the numbers were “a bit too cocky” it can still impact people’s attitudes and opinion of a product 

or in this case an organisation’s cause. 

  

When it comes to internal competition it is people’s feelings and attitudes that are competing 

against the product. In the questionnaire, it is clear that there are some internal conflicts that 

make it difficult for the product to reach a broad audience. The most recurrent aspect was 

people not knowing how to cook the product nor how the product should be defined e.g. should 

it be defined as meat or not. There are several examples of people showing this attitude. SSK 

stressed that: “First time I tried it, I think I did something wrong. I could not figure out how it 
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should be used.” (Appendix 4). One respondent of the questionnaire stated that: “I am not certain 

what it exactly is” another said: “Uncertain of what it contains” (Appendix 9). These statements 

clearly show that people are not informed well enough and some might not have the curiosity 

to try out the product. Another internal competition is how vegans or vegetarians view on the 

product. Several vegans or vegetarians, who answered the questionnaire, stated: “I do not have 

the need to buy a vegan product that looks like meat. I would rather make a vegan steak myself” 

(ibid.). Another follows the same argument:  

“[I] think it is weird to eat a product that should look like and taste like meat when 

I have decided not to eat meat. And as far as possible I try to avoid produced food 

as I think that the pure commodity tastes better” (Appendix 9).  

One final respondent states it short and clear: “I do not want to eat products that should remind 

me of a meat product” (Appendix 9). This is the essence of internal competition since it battles 

people’s own feelings and attitudes toward a subject. Here it is clear that vegans and 

vegetarians do not want to consume a product that reminds them of what they have decided 

not to eat. It should, however, be stated that 49 respondents used being vegan/vegetarian as 

their argument for purchasing the product.  

  

If we are to sum up competition, it is clear that Plastic Change (and Naturli’) face challenges 

with the product. People’s attitude and opinion can quickly change in an era of social media, 

which also, to some extent, was the example with the case of the Ministry of Environment and 

Food Denmark. One way that Plastic Change and Naturli’ can cope with this is by continuously 

informing its target audience and the population about facts and numbers in order to convince 

them. 

  

4.2.4 Concluding Remarks 
 
The analysis has now reached a point where it is relevant to sum up the main conclusions. It is 

clear that within the strategic partnership Plastic Change and Naturli’ have tried to cope with 

the current resource-intensive product and have, to some extent replaced it by co-creating a 

more environmental-friendly one. The use of palm oil and soy proteins are, however, conflicting 

with their strong sustainability mindset since the combined footprint of the two additives is 

around the same size as that of regular meat. 
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When it comes to the comparison of Plastic Change and Naturli’s segments, it is clear that there 

are some relevant and important overlaps which make the partnership a good strategic fit on 

these parameters. Both of their segments are women between 20-40 years old, with a high level 

of education and are environmentally conscious. However, Naturli’s segment addresses vegans 

and vegetarians to a large degree whereas Plastic Change’s ignores that. Besides that, it can be 

concluded that the segments are well-aligned and the matches between them are acceptable. 

  

A final and relevant take-out is that Plastic Change should be aware of the value creation it 

provides to the customers. It was analysed that Naturli’ Hakket is within the “hug” category in 

which companies wish their products to be located. This makes it easier for the customers to 

undertake a change in behaviour (in this case buying a new type of product with sustainable 

packaging). This should be taken into consideration when Plastic Change establishes 

partnerships with other commercial companies in the future.  Being in the hug category is 

favourable as it enables the parties to more easily convince consumers to purchase the product, 

as opposed to products that require a big change in consumer behaviour, which is the case in 

the other categories. 

 

4.3 Value Creation Analysis 
 
Value creation is the ultimate outcome of a strategic partnership and it is what the parties work 

to achieve through co-creation. Value creation enables the parties to determine if the 

partnership has been successful from the perspective of the individual organisation, as well as 

whether shared value creation has been achieved. The value creation analysis can be said to 

serve as a learning and evaluation opportunity to see if the full potential for value creation has 

been reached or if changes should be made to strengthen the value creation with regard to both 

the process and the outcome. 

  

As written it can be deduced that in the strategic partnership between Plastic Change and 

Naturli’, value creation has been gained on both a shared and individual level. Mutual value 

creation is important for Plastic Change in such a partnership; it can be queried whether the 

mutual value creation is as equally divided as Plastic Changes believes it to be. Below, an 
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analysis of the value creation gained from the partnership is conducted based on both the 

analyses of the partnership and social marketing.  

 

4.3.1 Capital Increase 
 
The first point of mutual value creation in the partnership regards one of the shared goals of 

the organisations; to increase capital on both sides. 

 

So far, the donation of 0.20 DKK per sold container of Naturli’ Hakket has given Plastic Change 

an increase in its capital of 60,000 DKK for the first quarter of 2018 (Naturli’ Foods A/S, 2018). 

To increase its capital with that amount in just three months can definitely be considered a 

positive outcome of the partnership for Plastic Change. Partnership expert KJ said that 60,000 

DKK might be interpreted as a great outcome but questioned how much the amount would help 

Plastic Change in reality (Appendix 1). He elaborates the statement by saying that Plastic 

Change needs much more capital to support the current work and new projects. Adding further 

consideration to how good the capital increase is for Plastic Change, it should be mentioned 

that there is no guarantee that the donation will be at the same level in the next quarter. The 

news interest from consumers of the product should be taken into consideration as this could 

have had an impact on the large sales volume. With all this in mind, it can still be argued that 

the 60,000 DKK earned, provides Plastic Change with the opportunity to start new projects, 

which could not have been done without the partnership in place. Therefore, it can be argued 

that value creation has been created for Plastic Change in this matter. Since Naturli’ has been 

able to donate 60,000 DKK to Plastic Change, it can be deduced that an amount of 300,000 

containers of Naturli’ Hakket have been sold within the first 3 months in the Danish market 

(Appendix 8). From this, it is possible to deduce that Naturli’ has managed to increase its capital 

as well. Therefore, it can be argued that mutual value creation has been gained in relation to 

capital increase for both parties. This implies that the strategic fit between the organisations in 

this matter can be defined as a good match, as the parties have managed to reach mutual value 

creation. This is despite the fact that many of the respondents in the questionnaire were not 

aware that 0.20 DKK was donated to Plastic Change every time a container was sold. Even 

though many consumers did not know about the donation, it does not change the fact that an 

amount has been donated to Plastic Change. It does raise the question of whether Plastic Change 
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has managed to gain as much brand awareness and value creation through the strategic 

partnership as the organisation seems to believe. 

 

4.3.2 Brand Awareness 
 
An individual goal for Plastic Change was to use the partnership to create more brand 

awareness about the organisation and its cause. Plastic Change seemed to believe that having 

its logo on the package was enough to make consumers aware of the organisation. This was 

supported in the interviews with LLG and HHH as they expressed excitement about the design 

of the package with Plastic Change logo on the front (Appendix 5). Therefore, it can be argued 

that Plastic Change’s view of reaching more people and creating greater brand awareness 

through the partnership is good. The analysis suggests otherwise. According to the respondents 

in the questionnaire, only 5.8 percent knew a donation was given to Plastic Change when 

purchasing the product Naturli’ Hakket. From the interviews with SSK and AG, it is clear that 

they were not aware of the donation to Plastic Change either, despite the fact that it is stated on 

the package. Therefore, it is argued that there is a larger potential for value creation when it 

comes to brand awareness than what Plastic Change currently has gained from the partnership. 

It can be deduced that Plastic Change has not been involved enough in the marketing aspect of 

the partnership and therefore has been neglected when it comes to spreading awareness of its 

own cause. Even Plastic Change itself has not shared anything in relation to Naturli’ Hakket on 

its Facebook page, which is the social media with the widest range for Plastic Change. Hence, it 

can be argued that the value creation with regard to brand awareness has been low and it is far 

from reaching its full potential compared to what Plastic Change assumes.  

 

4.3.3 A Change To Be Made 
 
Another shared goal for the parties was to create a change in consumers consumption patterns 

to purchase more eco-friendly products. Even though the parties both state that Naturli’ Hakket 

might be a small step in the fight to change consumers consumption patterns, both still 

perceives it as an important one. They consider it the first step towards a long-lasting change. 

 

Due to the number of packages of Naturli’ Hakket sold it can be questioned whether the large 

sales volume shows a change in consumption patterns. Because the amount sold is from the 
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first three months in the market, the news interest from consumers and interest from media 

could have impacted consumers curiosity to purchase the product, which was the case for the 

consumers from the interviews and questionnaire respondents. It can be deduced that it is too 

early to conclude if an actual impact on consumers consumptions patterns has been made. 

  

The interviews with the consumers SSK and AG revealed that after trying the product Naturli’ 

Hakket they are open to buying other similar products which are good for the environment 

(Appendix 3 & 4). This is especially because purchasing the product makes the consumer feel 

like he has done a good thing for the environment (Appendix 4). Even though it might be too 

early to determine whether or not Naturli’ Hakket has had an impact in consumptions patterns, 

it can still be argued that it has provided consumers with the opportunity to buy an eco-friendly 

food product allowing consumers to make a conscious choice when it comes to grocery 

shopping. 

  

It can be argued that mutual value creation has been gained with regard to the shared goal of 

making a change, even though it might not have been gained to the full extent possible yet. This 

can be argued as both parties are aware that a long-lasting change is not created in a short 

period of time, but it takes time and small steps to reach the goal. With that said it can be argued 

that by co-creating Naturli’ Hakket, Plastic Change and Naturli’ have managed to impact third 

parties through the strategic partnership. In this case, the third parties can be said to be 

consumer, society and the environment. The environment, as the product and packaging are 

produced in an environmentally-friendly manner. The consumers, as they are given the 

opportunity to purchase a more environmentally-friendly product than other products 

currently available in the market. Society, as it can be argued that reducing plastic waste and 

making a reduction in CO2 levels is in society’s best interest. Despite the fact that it is currently 

being done on a small scale it can still be seen as a positive benefit for the third party.  

  

From a future perspective, the impact and change made to the third party might not be 

sustained. The launch of Naturli’ Hakket could turn out to be the kick-start of a new way of 

producing products in a more eco-friendly manner than the current.  Of course, chances are it 

might not have any impact at all. This depends on future developments of the strategic 

partnership between Plastic Change and Naturli’. Also, it might depend on if Plastic Change is 
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able to create other strategic partnerships with commercial companies. From this, it can be said 

that Plastic Change and Naturli’ through co-creation have laid the foundation for long-lasting 

changes to happen, and it is up to both parties to take the next step to evolve the partnership.   

 

4.3.4 Strategic Partnership Learnings 
 
It can be argued that value creation has been gained by Plastic Change on an individual level 

with regard to learnings gained from the strategic partnership. LLG stated that since this 

strategic partnership is the first one Plastic Change has made with a commercial company; 

Plastic Change sees it as an opportunity to learn about how to work with a commercial company 

(Appendix 5). This also implies gaining the most from the partnership when it comes to mutual 

and individual value creation. These learnings can be used in the context of extending the 

current partnership with Naturli’ to other products, to investigate if other resources could be 

shared or core competencies used to be more innovative, to gain value creation. The learnings 

can also be used as guidelines for possible future partnerships with other commercial 

companies. It can be deduced that Plastic Change has gained knowledge on how the 

organisation can benefit from strategic partnerships, perhaps more than it has benefitted from 

the partnership with Naturli’. It can be argued that this is the value creation Plastic Changed 

has gained on an individual level through the partnership. The value created can be used in 

another context, which could enable Plastic Change to create stronger partnerships leading to 

increased value creation in the future. 

 

4.3.5 Value Creation To Attain A Vision 
 
For Plastic Change the main reason for entering a strategic partnership was to gain value 

creation in order to help the organisation to attain its vision. As it has already been concluded 

that value creation has been gained from the strategic partnership through a strategic fit and 

co-creation, the question is if the right value creation has been gained in order for Plastic 

Change to attain its vision? It can be deduced from the analysis of the partnership and 

marketing aspect that all forms of value creation are usable. Whether it is individual or mutual, 

it is important for Plastic Change to reach all aspects of value creation as each brings different 

opportunities with them. 
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The first point of value creation reached from the partnership was capital increase. Capital 

increase provides Plastic Change with the opportunity to invest money in further research and 

at the same time develop new and current projects. Increasing capital allows Plastic Change to 

grow and become an even larger player in the fight against environmental challenges, as the 

organisation does not have to rely fully on donations of funds as it had done until it partnered 

up with Naturli’. Therefore, the capital increase is important for Plastic Change to attain its 

vision. 

  

Even though it has been argued that the full potential for value creation has not been reached 

yet, it is still worth considering the goals of introducing long-lasting changes in consumers 

consumption patterns. It is argued that Naturli’ Hakket is considered a step in the right 

direction for more eco-friendly, all-around grocery products by both parties and at the same 

time it has the possibility to impact consumers purchase choices. As mentioned Plastic Change 

believes that impacting one actor can affect the others as they are intertwined. Creating value 

for one actor, which affects a third party might impact other actors as well. For example, if 

consumers start to buy more eco-friendly products the other actors must be more concerned 

with environmentally-friendly choices as well, as all actors are connected. 

  

It can be deduced that the co-created product has been used as a template on how an NGO can 

work together with a commercial company to create a positive outcome. Due to the argument 

that the goal about a long-lasting change in consumption patterns has not been reached yet, 

this can be interpreted as an opportunity for Plastic Change and Naturli’ to work together on 

other projects in order to reach the shared goal. It can also be argued that if the two parties 

choose to partner-up once again it would be another way to attain the vision of each 

organisation as it provides them with the opportunity to implement a 100 percent eco-friendly 

package solution rather than only a minimum 50 percent solution. 

  

In order for Plastic Change to attain its vision, it can be argued that it is necessary for the 

organisation to have a broad network and reach as many consumers as possible. Therefore, 

brand awareness is an important point in a strategic partnership for Plastic Change as it 

provides the opportunity to inform more people about the organisation and its cause and 

thereby spread possible solutions, such as Naturli’ Hakket, to a broader audience. It has already 
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been established that value creation in this matter has been low and far from what Plastic 

Change had hoped to gain. It can still be argued that despite the fact that brand awareness has 

been low, the brand awareness gained in the strategic partnership with Naturli’ is better than 

no brand awareness at all. Plastic Change could have used its marketing channels better to 

promote the product and thereby increase its own capital and brand awareness. This can be 

seen as a valid point to remember if Plastic Change chooses to enter other partnerships or 

expand the partnership with Naturli’.  

 

A way for Plastic Change to further strengthen its brand awareness and thereby attain its vision 

could be by targeting its marketing efforts to a specific segment opposed to what it is currently 

doing. This would allow Plastic Change to target specific groups on social media e.g. the youth. 

In the interview with Plastic Change, it mentioned that having young followers makes the 

organisation more interesting to commercial companies (Appendix 5). This could be used as a 

strength when searching for new strategic partnerships.  

 

Value creation can definitely be said to have been gained from the partnership with Naturli’, 

though some of the value creation has not been developed to its full potential. The overall view 

of the strategic fit and kind of partnership category can be seen as a positive match. This can be 

argued as value creation has been gained on shared and individual levels, which has enabled 

the parties to reach mutual goals and individual goals through the strategic partnership.  
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CHAPTER 5 – DISCUSSION    

The thesis has now reached a point where it is relevant to discuss the findings found in the 

analysis. First of all, the value creation gained in the partnership is interesting to shed light on. 

As analysed, Plastic Change and Naturli’ have brought value to one another but it is relevant to 

discuss if the value creation has been equally divided. In particular, the marketing perspective 

is relevant to look at in this matter. Plastic Change approached the partnership with the idea 

that the partnership would provide it with increased brand awareness for its organisation and 

its cause. The analysis shows that this is not the case. Few of the interviewees and respondents 

to the questionnaire were aware of the connection between Naturli’ Hakket and Plastic Change. 

This clearly indicates that Plastic Change, in particular, has not exploited its social media well 

enough to inform its segment of the partnership with Naturli’. As stated in the analysis, Plastic 

Change has not once mentioned the partnership on its Facebook page which can be one of the 

explanations of why the consumers are not aware of the partnership. Even though the social 

media coverage of the product has been extensive, it seems like the consumers have not 

realised the connection between the two companies and the product. Therefore, it can be 

argued that Naturli’ has gained the most from the partnership when it comes to brand 

awareness, as consumers know the product, Naturli’ Hakket and several of the respondents and 

interviewees indicated that they had purchased the product after seeing it on social media. 

However, Naturli’ wished to use Plastic Change’s name as a lever to sell even more products 

and to label Naturli’ Hakket as sustainable by adding Plastic Change’s logo to the packaging. As 

the connection between the two companies has not been clear to consumers, despite the fact 

that it was stated on the packaging, Naturli’ did not manage to use Plastic Change’s credibility 

to push sales as intended. 

It can, therefore, be said that the product in itself has been a success and that consumers have 

tried the product and to some extent repeated their purchases. However, none of the parties 

has achieved the level of value creation they had hoped to in the partnership. This is clear as 

Naturli’ wished to use Plastic Change’s credibility to push the sales and Plastic Change wanted 

to get an increased brand awareness.  

Another point to be discussed regarding value creation related to the co-created product 

Naturli’ Hakket is related to mutual value creation. Plastic Change has provided knowledge of 
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how to make more environmentally-friendly containers for Naturli’s product, Naturli’ Hakket. 

Naturli’ had the resources to produce the container and the knowledge about the plant-based 

meat. It can be argued that mutual value creation has come from the co-creation of Naturli’ 

Hakket but that Naturli’ once again gains most of the value creation. This can be argued due to 

the fact that once Plastic Change has shared the knowledge, Naturli’ is able to use the same 

knowledge in other projects, without the need to involve Plastic Change, this has already 

happened.  

Naturli’ launched the product Hakkedrenge shortly after the launch of Naturli’ Hakket. The 

concept of Hakkedrenge is the same as with Naturli’ Hakket, the only difference is that this time 

Plastic Change’s logo is not displayed on the packaging and 0.20 DKK is not donated to the 

organisation. It is interesting here to discuss why Plastic Change is not a part of this product. 

Plastic Change has provided Naturli’ with the knowledge of how to make the plastic container 

for the product and therefore Naturli’ had no need to involve Plastic Change in the new project, 

which means they would not need to donate any of the sales to the NGO. This supports the claim 

that Naturli’ have gained more from the partnership as they have been able to use the shared 

knowledge to launch a new product, thereby increasing the company’s capital. On the other 

hand, had Plastic Change been a part of the project of developing Hakkedrenge, Plastic Change 

could probably have helped Naturli’ to enhance the recyclability of the plastic container and 

make it 100 percent recycled instead of only minimum 50 percent. This would give Naturli’ the 

opportunity to brand itself as even more sustainable. 

It could be relevant to discuss what Plastic Change could gain from being part of the 

Hakkedrenge project, as it is basically a copy of the co-created product, Naturli’ Hakket, that 

has been launched without Plastic Change’s participation. If Plastic Change had been a part of 

this product it could have given the organisation the opportunity to increase its capital even 

more. Had Plastic Change been able to redesign the packaging to a 100 percent recyclable 

product it would have been an important step toward reaching its goal of initiating a long-

lasting change in consumption patterns and production of plastic packaging. It can be argued 

that Plastic Change missed the opportunity to take the product development to the next level.  

Another aspect is the brand awareness. If Plastic Change had been part of the project it could 

have tried another marketing strategy as suggested in the analysis, trying to reach a larger 
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segment and thereby increasing awareness about its cause and spreading awareness of the 

product to more consumers. It can be argued that Plastic Change would have benefited from 

being a part of Hakkedrenge in terms of increasing its capital and brand awareness. Conversely, 

it seems Naturli’ benefits more from leaving Plastic Change out of the equation. This could be 

the reason for the choice of not including Plastic Change in the project. It can be questioned why 

Plastic Change is not part of Hakkedrenge, as the researchers know from the interview with 

Plastic Change that the parties are discussing opportunities to expand the partnership. This 

leads to the question as to whether or not the strategic fit is as great as first intended. Of course, 

other factors might be the reason for Plastic Change not to being involved in the Hakkedrenge 

project. The launch of Hakkedrenge happened shortly after the launch of Naturli’ hakket, 

implying that the time for innovation and re-design of the packaging might have been too short.  

Another factor could also be that Plastic Change did not want to join the project. It can be said 

that the arguments for Plastic Change not to join the project seem few, as it can be argued that 

Plastic Change only would have advantages from joining the project.  
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CHAPTER 6 – RECOMMENDATIONS 

After the analysis and discussion, it is now possible for the researchers to give 

recommendations that Plastic Change can use in future partnerships to reach the full potential 

of value creation in order to attain its vision. The researchers argue that strategic partnerships 

are a good way for Plastic Change to increase its capital in order to attain its vision. Therefore, 

they are recommended as something it should pursue in the future. 

6.1 Recommendation 1 - Exploit The Marketing Channels To Create Brand Awareness 

The first recommendation to Plastic Change in order attain its vision through partnerships with 

commercial companies, is to exploit its marketing channels. The analysis showed that Plastic 

Change has not exploited its marketing channels well enough to spread awareness of its 

partnership with Naturli’. This is shown clearly in the questionnaire conducted where 5.8 

percent knew that Plastic Change was a part of the co-created product, Naturli’ Hakket. 

Therefore, Plastic Change should, in future partnerships, be more aware of its use of social 

media in its marketing efforts. As written in the analysis Plastic Change has not once marketed 

the partnership with Naturli’ on its Facebook pages. Since Plastic Change has over 250,000 

followers on Facebook it is an obvious channel to use to spread the message of plant-meat with 

more environmentally-friendly packaging. 

Ideally, to gain the most of the partnership, Plastic Change and Naturli’ should have created a 

shared social media strategy to spread awareness of the product. To create a shared marketing 

strategy is definitely something Plastic Change should consider when entering a new strategic 

partnership, as this would enhance the strategic fit and alignment between the parties. 

Plastic Change should then, besides the above, make an effort to inform consumers that Plastic 

Change is involved with the product in order to increase its brand awareness. It can be argued 

that Plastic Change should also make a bigger effort to spread its brand than just labelling its 

logo on the package in a size that almost no one noticed, as in the case with Naturli’ Hakket. 

Therefore, it would be preferable in the future to make the logo bigger on the packaging. 

As mentioned in the analysis, another opportunity to improve brand awareness could be for 

Plastic Change and Naturli’ to make stands in some of Dansk Supermarked’s stores. This would 
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enable the parties to show consumers the product and how it should be cooked. Doing this 

would have provided Plastic Change with the opportunity to spread its message and to put its 

name out there. This recommendation could be something Plastic Change should consider 

exploring in other partnerships or potentially with Naturli’ if the partnership is expanded to 

new products.  

6.2 Recommendation 2 - Use The Potential Of The Segment 

The second recommendation is that Plastic Change should consider its segment before entering 

a new strategic partnership. The fact that the segments between the two companies to some 

extent are aligned is a key factor for the partnership to work. It has been analysed that the 

segment of Plastic Change at this point in time is a woman between 30-40 years old, with a high 

level of education, who cares for the environment. If Plastic Change still wants to target that 

specific segment, which the organisation implies, it should bear this in mind when entering new 

strategic partnerships. The new partner and Plastic Change should, to a large extent share the 

same segment in order for the organisation to achieve success. 

When Plastic Change enters new partnerships, it must be aware of what the shared goal 

between the two companies is. If the goal set only complies with one of the partner’s segment, 

it is the risk that the other party’s segment will not relate to the partnership. It is, however, not 

an issue if Plastic Change wants to change its segment and target one segment with one 

partnership and another segment in another partnership. The most important thing is that the 

organisation is aware of the fact that approaching multiple segments simultaneously is a 

challenge to cope with, as both segments must be the focus of e.g. a post on social media or 

several posts must be made to accommodate the needs of each segment. There is also the risk 

of the segments conflicting with one another. If Plastic Change aims to expand to the youth 

segment, which might be a good idea as it often considered valuable by companies to be able to 

reach the young consumers, there is a chance that Plastic Change’s current segment would be 

left out. The posts shared on social media to reach the youth segment might conflict with what 

appeals to the current segment. 

The recommendation is, therefore, to thoroughly consider which kind of company Plastic 

Change wants to collaborate with in order to be true to its own segment when establishing 
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partnerships. It is important for Plastic Change to keep its current segment as it needs the 

support of the segment to get messages through to e.g. politicians and companies in order to 

create a change.  

6.3 Recommendation 3 - Pursue Larger Capital Increase 

The third recommendation is related to the partnership categories with a focus on the capital 

increase. In the analysis, it was established that the strategic partnership is based on reaching 

shared and individual goals and that the point of the strategic partnership is to increase capital 

on both sides. 

If Plastic Change entered a new partnership it is not a bad idea to base the donations on sales 

volume, as it is in the partnership between Plastic Change and Naturli’. This makes both parties 

dependent on spreading the awareness of the product since both parties benefit from more 

sales. With this said it can still be relevant to discuss other possibilities to increase the amount 

donated to Plastic Change. In the strategic partnership with Naturli’, Plastic Change received 

0.20 DKK every time a container was sold. This means that Plastic Change relies on a great 

number of containers being sold in order to receive enough money to sustain its current 

projects and establish new ones. As mentioned, Plastic Change received 60,000 DKK in the first 

quarter of 2018 after 300,000 containers of Naturli’ Hakket was sold. Partnership expert KJ 

expressed in the interview that it takes a lot of work to sell 300,000 containers and that the 

0.20 DKK can be regarded as an easy and cheap way for Naturli’ to pay Plastic Change. To reduce 

the need for such a large sales volume it might be attractive for Plastic Change to enter 

partnerships with a larger outcome per sold product. Had the donation per sold container been 

at 0.50 DKK Plastic Change would have increased its capital with 150,000 DKK, over twice as 

much as the 60,000 DKK it has earned so far. 

Another opportunity would be for Plastic Change to enter partnerships where the co-created 

product has a higher sales price. If the sales price is higher the amount donated to Plastic 

Change can be assumed to be higher. An example could be for Plastic Change to enter a 

partnership with a car tire manufacturer. Plastic Change fights to reduce the amount of 

microplastic in the ocean and car tires are known to emit lots of microplastic (Briggs, 2017). If 

Plastic Change could impact the tire design to be more environmentally-friendly, like they did 
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with Naturli’ Hakket, and still base the donation on sales volume, it can be argued it would be 

possible for Plastic Change to increase capital to a larger extent with fewer amounts of the 

product sold. It can thereby be argued that the donation would be bigger when it comes to car 

tires, as the price is higher per purchase than it is with a container of Naturli’ Hakket. Of course, 

Plastic Change can create partnerships in all industries where it believes it can make an impact 

in order to attain its vision. No matter what industry it chooses to enter next, the 

recommendation is to reach a higher donation level by developing a product with a higher sales 

price to increase capital and thereby make the donation less dependent on large sales volumes. 

6.4 Recommendation 4 - Base Future Partnership On Shared Values And Goals 

The fourth recommendation is that Plastic Change should keep choosing its strategic partners 

based on mutual values and goals. Of course, if the partnership enables both parties to reach 

individual goals without compromising the other party’s value and goals, this is perceived as 

an extra gain achieved from value creation in the strategic partnership. 

Plastic Change should not compromise its values when choosing a strategic partner, as it could 

hurt the credibility of the organisation. It is therefore recommended that Plastic Change aims 

for the mix of partnership categories that it has established with Naturli’. A mix of the symbiotic 

and independent partnership categories would enable Plastic Change to gain the most from the 

partnership and to create the wanted value. This mix is suggested because if two organisations 

share values it is easier for them to find shared goals. It can be argued that organisations with 

similar values are more likely to align on their strategic direction, thereby enhancing the 

strategic fit, increasing the chances of the partnership being successful. Pursuing this direction 

is recommended despite the fact that the analysis showed that some of the shared goals in the 

partnership did not manage to reach their full potential of value creation. In this aspect, it is 

important to remember that a strategic partnership leaves room for improvement and 

adaptation along the way. Both parties become aware of how to share resources and use core 

competencies in the best way to reach the shared goals and to create value. 
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CHAPTER 7 – CONCLUSION 
 
The thesis has now reached a point where it is possible to conclude on the research question 

stated in the introduction. To recap, the research question investigated in this thesis is: 

  

How does the partnership with Naturli’ create value for Plastic Change in order to attain its vision? 

And how can Plastic Change use its marketing knowledge in order to establish suitable 

partnerships in the future? 

  

If we start with the first part of the research question, Plastic Change has gained value in 

multiple ways through the partnership with Naturli’. Through the partnership, Plastic Change 

has had the opportunity to increase its capital through the co-created product, Naturli’ Hakket. 

With 300,000 products sold within the first quarter of 2018, 60,000 DKK have been donated to 

Plastic Change. It can thereby be concluded that one of the desired outcomes of the partnership 

in terms of increased capital has been achieved. It is, however, argued that due to great media 

coverage of the product launch, and the fact that the media coverage has decreased since the 

launch, the sales are expected to decrease in the rest of 2018. 

  

Another parameter of the partnership that has created value for Plastic Change is in terms of 

introducing a long-lasting change in consumers behavior. In this partnership Plastic Change has 

targeted the consumers, which is one part of the circle of actors that Plastic Change desires to 

impact, in order to create a change in the consumption of plastic. The product, Naturli’ Hakket 

is presented in a container consisting of minimum 50 percent recycled plastic making it easier 

for consumer to purchase environmental-friendly packaging. Plastic Change has initiated a 

change in consumers’ behavior, which over time helps Plastic Change to make plastic a minor 

problem and thereby move closer to attain its vision. 

  

The last part that is interesting to conclude upon when it comes to value creation is brand 

awareness. Plastic Change expected that the product co-created with Naturli’ would provide 

the organisation with an increased brand awareness. The analysis of value creation showed 

that there was a conflict of Plastic Change’s expectations and the reality. Only 5.8 percent of the 

respondents in the questionnaire knew of the partnership between Plastic Change and Naturli’. 
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It can thereby be concluded that the partnership has not created the desired value for Plastic 

Change in terms of increased brand awareness.  

  

When it comes to the second part of the research question of how Plastic Change can use its 

marketing knowledge in order to establish suitable partnerships in the future, it is clear that 

especially segmentation is an important aspect. As it was analysed Plastic Change can use its 

knowledge of its segment in order to establish partnerships in the future. In the partnership 

with Naturli’ there was an apparent overlap between the two parties’ segments, which means 

Plastic Change can easily reach its own and Naturli’s segment through shared communication. 

The overlap is important as the two companies are targeting the same persona and thereby can 

make a shared marketing strategy. This would not be possible if the other party’s segment 

deviated markedly from Plastic Changes’ segment. It can therefore be concluded that Plastic 

Change should establish partnerships with commercial companies with similar segments if 

Plastic Change wants to maintain its current segment. 

  

When Plastic Change is to establish new strategic partnerships with commercial companies it 

should consider the knowledge provided in the analysis of how to make changes in consumers 

behavior and the degree of changes sought. The analysis showed that even though Plastic 

Change’s segment might be open for bigger changes in their consumption patterns, it is still 

difficult to implement a big change in consumption behavior. The minimum 50 percent recycled 

container is an easy change to make since it does not require a big change or effort in 

consumers’ behavior. Plastic Change should therefore use this knowledge when approaching 

partnerships in the future. Especially, if the donations to the organisation are based on sales 

volume as recommended, it would be difficult to get a large volume of donations if the product 

co-created requires a big change in consumers’ behavior as they would be less likely to 

purchase it. It can therefore be concluded that if Plastic Change seeks to make changes in 

consumers behaviour in the future, it must consider which changes it wants to implement. The 

bigger effort needed from the consumer, the lesser is the chance of introducing a long-lasting 

change.  

  

Based on the findings from the entire analysis, four recommendations were made for Plastic 

Change as guidelines of how to establish partnerships in the future and how it can use its 
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marketing knowledge in this matter. If Plastic Change follows these recommendations it could 

enable the organisation to both create and gain more value from strategic partnerships in the 

future, especially in regard to improving its brand awareness and alignment on segmentation. 

It can therefore be concluded that if Plastic Change uses the recommendations and implements 

them in the right partnerships, Plastic Change would most likely achieve higher value creation 

and in that way attain its vision in the future. 
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CHAPTER 8 – FURTHER RESEARCH 
 
This chapter provides critical reflections of the angle of the investigation and provides the 

reader with suggestions to make further research on the topic. The main perspective of this 

thesis was to investigate how an NGO can use strategic partnerships with a commercial 

company to attain its vision. 

 

It can be argued that a flaw in this thesis is that the strategic partnership is not investigated 

from the perspective of Naturli’ too. This has not been investigated since the researchers have 

focused on what an NGO gains from a partnership with a commercial company. In this 

perspective the commercial company is seen as a mean to an end. Though, it could have been 

interesting to analyse the strategic fit with Naturli’s input as it might have given a new 

perspective to the investigation. Thereby, it could be interesting to investigate what the 

company gains and has as motivators to enter a strategic partnership. 

 

Another perspective interesting to investigate is how governmental institutions impact 

strategic partnerships. As the strategic partnership investigated is new and a contemporary 

topic and the fact that it is Plastic Change’s first strategic partnership, the researchers choose 

to focus on what Plastic Change could gain from the partnership instead of focusing on what 

could, potentially, impact the outcome of the partnership e.g. governmental institutions. 

Though it should be stated that the researchers recognised the impact of governmental 

institutions. Multiple governmental institutions set rules and regulations, which impact both 

the NGO and commercial company. It would also be interesting to investigate how an NGO 

through a partnership could impact the decisions made in governmental institutions. 

 

A third perspective that could be interesting to investigate is how the population, or more 

specific consumers, impact Plastic Change’s strategic partnerships. To some extent, this has 

been investigated in this thesis as consumers and customers of the Naturli’ Hakket have been 

interviewed and have responded to a questionnaire. Therefore, as further investigation, it could 

be interesting to look into what consumers need and expect from Plastic Change in future 

partnerships. If the donation in future partnerships is based on sales volume as recommended, 

it is important that the partnership and co-created product matches the needs and desires of 
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the consumer. In relation to consumers it could also be interesting to investigate how Plastic 

Change could use the power of this group to impact decisions made in governmental 

institutions, e.g. if Plastic Change used influencers to get its message across to decision makers.  

 

The suggestions provide other researchers with further interesting research opportunities.  
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CHAPTER 10 – APPENDICES 
 

Appendix 1 – Interview with KJ 
 
00:01 MT: We are writing our master’s thesis within partnerships and marketing and are 

writing about an NGO called Plastic Change which is an organisation that tries to reduce waste 

in the oceans. They have made a collaboration with a company called Naturli' which is a 

vegan/vegetarian making those kinds of products. We have this partnership as a case and 

would like to have a bit more expert knowledge on partnerships and stuff like that. Before we 

start can we record it? 

  

00:49 KJ: Yes, you may record me. My name is Kristjan Jespersen. So, I'm an assistant professor 

in sustainable, innovative and entrepreneurship and I’m also the lead author for the 

sustainability masterplan for CBS. So, I work with all internal and external partnerships and the 

different sectors. I've been at CBS for 5 years now and I’m specialized looking at multi-

stakeholder initiatives so how organisations come together and collaboration on specific areas 

of stainability. So that is sort of my expertise. I do a lot of work in south east Asia, Malaysia, 

Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam and then I do a lot of work in Denmark. So that's good. So how 

would I describe a partnership?  

  

02:10 MT: Yes exactly. 

  

02:13 KJ: So historically everyone has argued that the idea of public/private partnerships as a 

solution, right. And that organisations come together with shared values and the idea of 

developing shared value together. Collaboratively engaging in the worlds wicked problems. The 

problem with partnership historically is that people interpret partnerships in different ways in 

terms of success criteria. Not all organisations within the partnership will benefit equally. So 

there comes the question of how successful partnerships are in general because one always has 

the sour taste in their mouth in terms of how strategic they are and how the benefit collectively 

in these partnerships. It could result in mission drift, in the adoption of values for compromising 

purposes. It could eliminate some of the other stakeholders because of these partnerships. It is 

a growing isolating thing. A partnership has also to assume that it will break apart and as a 

result can fail. Even though that is not the argument that everyone gives "public/private 
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partnerships are win-win, everyone is happy, and we will save the world". If they are so 

fabulous why the hell do we not have more? 

  

04:05 CSP: What would you say could be done to make them fabulous, to make them not to fail? 

  

04:11 KJ: I think the issue is about the topic, right. So, the issue is about based on the specific 

challenge or initiative "How successful can organisations come together to understand their 

shared vision and mission." As long as the core governing issues are the same, then the 

partnership will work. I have seen initiatives where e.g. Greenpeace has partnered with a 

number of organisations, right. Believing if they partner they can change them with within. That 

always fails. The issue here becomes where within the core vision or mission does a vegan food 

processing company share the same values as a plastic reduction company. The idea is however 

being the vegans lowering impact in terms of CO2 emission, within the plastic component has 

the same principle in general? The fish? The biopsychical flows in the oceans. 

  

05:34 CSP: Society as well. So that humans not eat fish with plastic inside it 

  

05:40 KJ: But the vegan would not eat the fish 

  

05:42 CSP: No, but the partnership between the two produced a plant-meat and the tray is made 

of 50 percent of recycled plastic. So that is how they teamed up to use the core competencies of 

each partner. So Plastic Change came with the knowledge of how to make the packing more 

environmental-friendly and Naturli' with the vegan could reduce the CO2 by producing plant-

meat instead of regular meat? 

  

06:15 KJ: How strategically successful do you think that would be? Personally, Naturli' why the 

hell are you doing that? Make your packaging of pressed bamboo or pressed leaves or 

something like that. This is too complicated. In the end the consumers are not going to care, 

right. It is too confusing and too noisy. 

  

06:50 CSP: So, do you think the spread between them is too wide? 
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06:51 KJ: Too wide. It is a bad business idea. 

  

06:53 CSP: So, you think the co-creation is not really happening. 

  

07:01 KJ: It is not based at the leaders were hanging together at a dinner party and pitched the 

ideas. It's bull shit. I have seen it a lot of times before. They are not matching. Overall this NGO 

is going to gain anything from a vegan food producer, right. They would a lot more out of 

working with like all the coastal cities in the world and working with foundations, the Velux 

foundation e.g. who are really interested about oceans and stuff. 

  

07:44 CSP: They already are. 

  

07:44 KJ: Alright. WWF, Friend of the Earth 

  

07:53 CSP: The partnership is more to make a capital increase, so they do not have to live of 

funds. Because every time a product is sold 20 øre is donated to Plastic Change. So, it is a way 

to increase its capital. 

  

08:13 KJ: It is a lateral move. They can do it but if that is the case but sell the idea to Carlsberg. 

You can go to retailers. Føtex, Fakta, they do not care. I have seen too many round tables with 

politicians. They do not care. Dansk Supermarked is attacked all the time. They are not going to 

do anything. They need to figure of who the biggest plastic polluter in Denmark is. 

  

08:52 MT: Danish Crown maybe. 

  

08:56 KJ: I can see the company benefits and they lower the CO2 emission and I see the NGO 

benefits because they get some money. But then i question the robustness of the business 

model. It would not last. It is a vegan company; how much can they sell? 

  

09:26 CSP: A lot actually 

  

09:30 KJ: Really? How much do they make? 
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09:32 CSP: It is because within the first three months it has been in the market, 60,000 kr has 

been donated to Plastic Change. So, this means that every time a product is sold for 25 kr., 

Plastic Change gets 20 øre. 

  

09:39 KJ: Oh, is it this weird stuff that is like meat and is an alternative to meat. My wife bought 

that, and it sucked. I believe in eating vegetables that is vegetables and not this weird stuff. This 

is totally not satisfying. 

  

10:02 CSP: If you compare it to meat there may be something missing 

  

10:07 KJ: Yes, I can eat vegetarian food. I do not mind that. I do not want vegetables that gives 

me the feeling of meat.  

  

10:21 CSP: Some of the other alternatives. 

  

10:25 MT: They sold 300,000 trays of plant-based meat 

  

10:33 KJ: I think the benefit is the 60,000 kr., that is not enough money for that kind of 

partnership you have to constantly maintain it. How long time did they have to describe it, 

define it, how do they single it on the package 

  

10:49 MT: No long actually 

  

10:51 CSP: They have only been going on for 5 months so far. They got their logo on the plastic 

tray. 

  

10:59 KJ: Really, is that it? 

  

11:01 CSP: Yes 
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11:02 KJ: So, is this really a private/public partnership or is it just a deal? There is no real 

collaboration, really? 

  

11:09 CSP: Depending on if you consider sharing knowledge. 

  

11:15 KJ: Of how to produce plastic? Do they make the plastic trays? 

  

11:18 CSP: Naturli' does. But they didn't do that before. 

  

11:23 KJ: Naturli' makes the plastic trays from recycled plastic in house? 

  

11:24 CSP: Yes 

  

11:26 KJ: And then the NGO? 

  

11:30 CSP: They provided the knowledge of how to produce the trays of recycled plastic. In that 

way you can argue it is a partnership 

  

11:38 KJ: Okay, that is form of knowledge exchange. But they could have got it from multiple 

places. 60,000 kr. is not going to buy you a lot.  

  

11:55 CSP: So, you think it is too much work for too little outcome?  

  

11:57 KJ: That is one month’s salary 

  

12:01 CSP: So, what do you think about the entire thing of NGOs partner up with companies. Do 

you think it is just a trend or do you think it is actually a thing that is going somewhere? 

  

12:13 KJ: It has been going on for a while. What is happens is that everyone got their own 

business model. I see this a lot when I go to like these big conferences for cocoa or palm oil. 

There are all the companies and 16,000 million NGO that all are trying to sell the idea. I think 

what is happening is that it will continue but it will become more and more diffused because 
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you get all kinds of international NGO in to the discussing. It also creates too much noise. The 

companies do not know what to do and they are desperate to illustrate impact, right? So, the 

fundamental aspect is by doing this partnership can they illustrate impact in some metrics. 

Naturli' can. The other company shared something. There could be a secondary outcome, but 

you know how much CO2, how much plastic. It has to be tangible. And if i buy this meat 

alternative do I know that? How many people knows about this. 

  

13:42 CSP: Not many 

  

13:48 KJ: It is also first when you mentioned it here I knew about it. That is interesting. 

Historically this has just become bigger and bigger. It has just escalated. Now, what they are 

trying to do is all collecting their own little part of the business model. It has done a good thing 

to drawing awareness of the problem but there is too much noise. How is the NGO benefitted 

from Naturli's position?  

  

14:39 CSP: They increased its own capital. 

  

14:42 KJ: How many new companies have come on board? 

  

14:48 CSP: Currently none besides Naturli'. They also said that it is their first partnership with 

a commercial company, so they see it as a step board to figure out how they could proceed with 

other companies and what should be done differently. Did they get enough brand awareness 

out of it? 

 

15:13 KJ: You just said it. Did they get enough brand awareness? 

  

15:14 CSP: You just said you did not know that their logo was on the trays 

  

15:18 KJ: And how many phone calls did they get of interest. There is so much stuff we could 

do. Do they have meetings with Dansk Industri or Dansk Erhverv or EPA? How deep is the 

network? Right. I am sure Velux likes the idea. How much money did they get from them? 
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15:51 CSP: Oh, a lot because it is divided over 4 years, so they got a lot of millions coming in 

each year. It is what they are currently are living of and therefore they try to make strategic 

partnerships with commercial companies. 

 

16:06 KJ: Is it only in Denmark? 

 

16:09 CSP: They have projects all over the world. They are sailing in different oceans taking 

tests, doing stuff.  

 

16:17 KJ: Really? That is a good idea. How does it compete to other plastic initiatives? 

 

16:40 CSP: Some want to clean the oceans, but Plastic Change wants to prevent people putting 

more plastic into the oceans. Plastic Change wants to reuse plastic. From their point of view it 

is to come up with solutions instead of cleaning? 

 

17:07 KJ: How does this work in Denmark where you have to burn stuff? 

 

17:09 CSP: We sent it to China. 

 

17:13 KJ: Do we not burn some of our plastic? I think we do. What is the benefit of the company 

is travelling the world when they want to stop plastic pollution.  

 

17:36 CSP: But to do that they need to start is what they say in small places and that is why they 

argue that the partnership with Naturli' is the first place to go it might be a small start but it 

still shows that a company able to produce something from recycled plastic that can actually be 

used. They made in green. There is a reason for this because the machines that takes out plastic 

is not able to see the black ones, so they cannot reuse it, but when it is green it can take it out 

and then reuse the plastic. 

 

18:09 KJ: What? 

 

18:13 MT: The optic scanner something cant see the black plastic. 
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18:18 CSP: So as far as the NGO concern see it as a small step but an important step to show 

companies that it is actually easy to produce something that is more sustainable. 

18:33 KJ: Okay, so how successful has Naturli been to advertise this? 

 

18:46 CSP: They actually advertised it a lot the issue is that Plastic Change have not shown 

anything on social media. It has only been Naturli'. 

 

19:02 KJ: So, they are failing the partnership? 

 

19:04 CSP: In some way 

 

19:06 MT: We made a survey of approximately 450 people and only 5% of them knew that 

Plastic Change was a part of this project. 

  

19:13 KJ: Really? So, the issue is about that the partnership is not working.  

 

19:20 CSP: It is maybe not used to the full potential 

 

19:22 KJ: Yes, and I think the issue is you can talk about levels of partnership. Do they show the 

other on each other’s website, right? There is a link to each other’s website. They have that I am 

assuming. That's a part of a network initiative. Have they developed anything together? Was 

there a joint press release? There was. And then finally, are they scaling it? Can they go to other 

companies and show this? I think you can create a hierarchy of systems where you can see 

where they are failing. That would be good for your thesis. That would be easier. Right. I think 

that is good.  
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Appendix 2 – Interview with JV 
 
00:00 MT: Hej 

 

00:00 JV: Hej  

 

00:04 MT: Jeg vil rigtig gerne interviewe dig i dag, fordi jeg kan forstå at du er medlem af Plastic 

Change 

 

00:09 JV: Det er korrekt. 

 

00:11 MT: Min specialepartner og jeg skriver speciale om Plastic Change og Naturli', omkring 

deres samarbejde, hvilket vi skal bruge interviewet til. Derfor skal jeg lige høre om det er okay 

vi optager? 

 

00:24 JV: Det er helt fint. 

 

00:25 MT: Super. Jeg vil rigtig gerne høre noget om dit kendskab til Plastic Change, og hvad du 

tænker om at være medlem. Vil du ikke starte med at fortælle lidt om dig selv? Dine initialet, 

hvor gammel du er, hvor du bor, uddannelsesmæssig baggrund og alder? 

 

00:46 JV: Mine initialer er JV, jeg er 37, har læst jura og har i dag et fuldstidsarbejde. Jeg bor i 

region hovedstaden. Jeg har været medlem af Plastic Change i et år. 

 

01:03 MT: Okay. Kan du huske hvad der fik dig til at blive medlem? 

 

01:10 JV: Det var fordi jeg så billeder af dyr, der havde spise plastik både inde i kroppen og var 

fanget i det. Det gør rigtig ondt at se at dyrene lider pga. af os (mennesker), det er rigtig svært 

at se på, at verden er fyldt med plastik. Derfor var jeg inde at læse lidt om Plastic Change, hvad 

de står for, deres budskab. 

 

01:32 MT: Nu siger du at du så billede - var det noget du så i virkeligheden? 
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01:37 JV: Nej, det første jeg så det var på de sociale medier. Især på Facebook, så jeg opslag 

omkring det. Derfor var jeg inde at kigge på Plastic Change og deres sag. Den måde Plastic 

Change undersøger tingene på, at de tager ud på missioner og har gang i flere projekter, 

samtidig med at de understøtter deres påstande med fakta, synes jeg appellerede godt til mig, 

Der er noget håndgribeligt at forstå og tage fat i. Nu ved jeg godt jeg sagde at det var billeder af 

dyr der gjorde jeg blev medlem, vil jeg hellere sige at billederne var det der kickstartede mit 

medlemskab. Specielt fordi man går ind og finder ud af, at alt er dokumenteret giver, den mere 

troværdighed til deres sag og derfor vil jeg gerne støtte den. 

 

02:24 MT: Måske er det et lidt mere personligt spørgsmål, men nu nævnte du at det var synd 

for dyrene - Er du vegetar? 

 

02:32 JV: Nej, det er jeg ikke. Men det er lige så meget af miljøhensyn, at jeg tænker over hvor 

meget kød jeg spiser og jeg tænker over om kødet eventuelt kan byttes ud. Derfor synes jeg det 

er smart at Plastic Change har lavet det her samarbejde med Naturli' hvor de har lavet 

plantekød. Det gør at jeg stadig kan lave spaghetti og kødsovs, nu bare med plantekød uden der 

er nogen derhjemme der klager over at der mangler noget. Bonussen er også, at vi samtidig 

støtter Plastic Change ved at købe produktet, udover den sum jeg betaler for at være medlem. 

Det er en win-win situation. 

 

03:10 MT: Nu nævnte du det der med, at du går op i miljøet fordi du godt kunne tænke dig at 

det er tænkt ind når du køber vare. Er miljøet noget du går op i? 

 

03:35 JV: Ja da! Jeg synes det er vigtigt at passe på miljøet, hvilket også er en grund til at jeg er 

medlem af Plastic Change. For det andet, skal vi også tænke over at miljøet er noget alle skal 

bruge både nu og den næste generation. Jeg synes miljøet ska kunne nydes uden man skal være 

plastik i den fisk vi spiser til aftensmad. Hjemme ved os starter vi lidt i de små, det er sådan 

noget med affaldssortering. Nu er det blevet meget nemmere at gøre, efter kommunen har sat 

mangle forskellige slags skraldespande op, så man hurtigere og nemmere kan sortere plastic, 

grønt osv. Jeg synes det er vigtigt at alle tænker over hvordan man kan gøre sit til at hjælpe 

miljøet. 
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04:25 JV: Der findes f.eks. Løs marked på Vesterbro! 

 

04:27 MT: Ja? 

 

04:27 JV: Det er simpelthen så smart et koncept! 

 

04:29 MT: Kan du forklarer mig lidt om hvad det er? 

 

04:31 JV: Det er en butik, hvor du selv skal medbringe dine egne beholdere. dvs. hvis du vil købe 

havregryn skal du selv have en beholder, få den fyldt op. Dvs. vi indgår plastikken, for dine egne 

bakker kan du vaske og tage med til næste indkøb. Det er da smart! Det slider lidt mindre på 

miljøet. 

 

04:55 MT: Du synes ikke det er omstændigt? 

 

04:58 JV: Det er hvad man gør det til. Jeg tænker det er en vane. Når muligheden er der for at 

bruge mindre plastik, synes jeg man skal udnytte det. Og hvis du gør det til en del af din hverdag, 

så er det jo bare sådan det er - Det bliver en vane. Det er lidt ligesom at huske at tage en 

plastikpose med fra bilen og ind i supermarkedet, så man ikke behøver købe en ny der inde, det 

er også en vane. 

 

05:19 MT: Det er rigtig interessant. Hvis vi kigger lidt mere på hvad du tænker om Plastic 

Change som organisation. Hvilke ord vil du beskrive Plastic Change med? 

 

05:41 JV: Jeg vil sige, gennemarbejdet, fordi de bruger meget tid og energi på dokumentation. 

De er er løsningsorienterede og innovative er andre ord jeg ville bruge, specielt fordi Plastic 

Change tænker i nye baner. Det hermed at de ikke kun er i verden for at pege fingre af 

virksomheder og beslutningstagere, men faktisk kommer med løsninger der kan 

implementeres. Hvis de f.eks. skal samarbejde med en virksomhed der bruger meget plastik, vil 

du hellere ind at kigge på mulighederne for at lave forbruget om, inde i virksomhed end at råbe 

ad dem og sige det er forkert. Det synes jeg er rigtig fedt at de tager en proaktiv tilgang, hvor de 
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vil finde løsninger sammen med virksomhederne. Det kan igen, trækkes tilbage til Løs marked, 

som er en løsning som kunne være langsigtet, men det kræver at folk er indstillet på at ændre 

deres købs vaner. Det ville godt kunne lade sig gøre. 

 

 06:43 MT: Har du været med til nogle af Plastic Change tiltag f.eks en strandrensning? 

 

06:51 JV: Sådan en har jeg været med til. Jeg mener det var Roskilde Fjord. Der var jeg med ude, 

det var en kold fornøjelse, men også hyggeligt! Det er en god måde at få sammenværd på med 

andre, som også ind for miljøet. Man kan få gode ideer fra andre til i daglig at have små tricks 

til at gøre endnu mere for et bedre miljø. Der var også Ocean Run på Amager Strand, men så 

vidt jeg ved var det ikke Plastic Change der arrangerede den, men derfor løb jeg stadig med. Det 

gav jo penge til Plastic Change at løbe. 

 

07:31 MT: Ja da. Jeg tror ikke jeg har så mange flere spørgsmål. Men til sidst vil jeg gerne høre, 

hvad din loyalitet - selvom det lyder meget stort - men din loyalitet til Plastic Change, hvis du 

kunne finde på at melde dig ud af Plastic Change, hvad skulle grunden til det så være? 

 

07:52 JV: Altså nu jeg jo kun været medlem i et år. Jeg synes Plastic Change sag er god, så så 

længe jeg har råd og overskud i økonomien vil jeg blive ved med at støtte dem. Hvis jeg skulle 

melde mig ud, ville det nok først være den dag jeg ikke kan få det til at hænge sammen 

økonomisk. Der ville medlemskabet være noget af det første der ville forsvinde. Så kan det godt 

være jeg ville føle, at min loyalitet måske lidt lille, hvis der ikke skal mere til end en stram 

økonomi for at melde sig og at det er for nemt at melde sig ud, men det ville ganske enkelt være 

et spørgsmål om prioritering. Man kan jo også støtte Plastic Change på andre måder end 

økonomisk.  Det kunne være ved at tage med til en strandrensning. Det får Plastic Change 

selvfølgelig ikke samme økonomiske benefit ud af, men det ville stadig være en måde at støtte 

op om deres sag på. 

 

08:51 MT: Så du vil sige at grunden til at melde dig ud, ville være af økonomiske årsager? 

 

08:59 JV: Helt sikkert. 
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09:01 MT: Jeg har ikke flere spørgsmål. Har du noget du gerne vil sige her til sidst? 

 

09:06 JV: Ikke udover, at jeg synes at Plastic Change er en rigtig god organisation, og jeg synes 

den måde de arbejder med tingene på nu fungere. Der er selvfølgelig plads til at de kan gribe 

ind endnu flere steder, hvilket de med garanti har tænkt sig at gøre. Jeg er der i hvert fald til at 

støtte dem. 

 

09:26 MT: Dejligt. Tak for din tid. 

 

09:29 JV: Velbekomme. 
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Appendix 3 – Interview with AG 
 

00:00 MT: Jeg vil gerne interview dig om produktet Naturli’ Hakket, fordi jeg ved, du har et 

kendskab til det. Men inden jeg begynder, vil jeg høre, om det er i orden, at jeg optager det her? 

 

00:12 AG: Ja, det er det selvfølgelig. 

  

00:13 MT: Vil du ikke starte med at præsentere dig selv kort? Ikke med navn, men med dine 

initialer og hvor gammel du er osv.? 

  

00:23 AG: Ja, mine initialer er AG og jeg er 25 år gammel og bor på Vesterbro. Og så er jeg 

studerende til dagligt 

  

00:32 MT: Du fortalte før, at du havde prøvet produktet Naturli’ Hakket. Hvad synes du om 

produktet? 

  

00:47 AG: Altså jeg købte jo produktet, fordi jeg havde set rigtig mange på sociale medier 

anvende det og så havde jeg hørt fra en veninde, der havde smagt det, at det smagte fint og man 

ikke rigtig kunne smage forskel. Hvad var det du spurgte om igen? 

  

01:06 MT: Hvad du synes om produktet? 

  

01:10 AG: Jamen altså. Jeg gik jo ind med den forventning om, at det rent faktisk var ligesom 

kød og konsistensen minder i virkeligheden også lidt om det. Men jeg kunne faktisk ikke rigtig 

lide det. Vi lavede det til en burger, ik. Nu har man hele sit liv spist burger, der har smagt af 

oksekød, og så fik man noget helt andet ind i munden. Jeg kunne bare mærke, at det ikke var 

noget, jeg skulle prøve igen i hvert fald ikke i en burger. Desværre! Jeg ville enormt gerne have, 

at det smagte godt, så man kunne bruge det lidt oftere måske, men det ikke rigtig er et 

smagssupplement til kød. Det gjorde, at jeg ikke fik lyst til at købe det igen. 

  

02:02 MT: Var det dig selv, der købte det?  
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02:07 AG: Ja, det var faktisk mig selv, der startede med at købe det og det der nu skulle være til. 

Nu er der mange forskellige måder, kan man bruge sådan noget plantehakket kød på, som ikke 

er rigtigt kød, så nej, det var faktisk et valg, jeg selv traf, fordi jeg var nysgerrig på produktet og 

fordi jeg faktisk gerne vil at vi er mere miljøbevidste, og det er så en måde på man kan gøre det. 

Det skal da ikke være nogen hemmelighed, at der kød på bordet hver dag i vores hustand. Og 

så alt det udenom, det er tilbehøret, ikke. Men man bygger altid en aftensmad op omkring noget 

kød og så kan det være alt muligt. Det kan også være fisk. Det skal i hvert fald være noget, der 

har været et dyr. 

  

03:01 MT: Du sagde, at du havde købt det selv første gang.  

  

03:08 AG: Ja, det gjorde jeg. 

  

03:11 MT: Har I prøvet det flere gange? 

  

03:13 AG: Nu er der sket det, at min kæreste godt kunne lide det. Jeg tror hun godt kunne lide 

det fordi det er sundere end kød, man tager nok mindre på, har hun en formodning om. Hun 

har også købt det igen. Men det er ikke noget, vi køber hver uge. Det er mere "Hov, skal vi lige 

prøve dét igen?". Det sidste vi lavede var en kødsovs af en art, hvilket heller ikke fungerede for 

mig. Jeg ved ikke, om det er fordi, jeg krydrer det forkert. Det er lige noget, der skal indarbejdes, 

tror jeg. Det er noget, man skal lære. Jeg er sikker på, at man godt kan lære det med noget ekstra 

krydderi eller andre opskrifter. Der kunne være opskrifter fra dem, der nu laver det. Det kan 

også være, der er, det har jeg ikke undersøgt. Men det kan være en måde at hjælpe os, der gerne 

vil købe det til at vide, hvordan det skal bruges. 

  

04:20 MT: Vidste du, da du købte det første gang, at bakken var lavet af 50% genbrugsplastik? 

  

04:26 AG: Nej. Jo, nu bliver jeg lidt i tvivl. Jeg vidste det faktisk godt. Men det der var ved det, 

var at jeg troede det var mere i produktionsfasen. Men ja, jeg var nok bevidst om det, men det 

var ikke derfor jeg købte det. Det var ikke selve pakken, der gjorde, at jeg købte et nyt produkt. 

  

04:59 MT: Så det var ikke en vigtig faktor for dig, at bakken var lavet af genanvendeligt plastik? 
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05:07 AG: Jo. Ja, altså det var jo nok sådan underbevidst en faktor i og med at man gerne ønsker, 

at vi genanvender mere. Det kan være alt muligt. Det behøver ikke kun være emballage, men 

kunne også være poser og alt muligt. Så på et eller andet plan har det betydet noget at når man 

ser sig selv som en miljøbevidste typer, at det også er et produkt, der er lavet til os, som vi kan 

se os selv i. SÅ på et eller andet plan har det nok spillet en faktor at selv i produktionen af 

emballagen også gør noget godt for miljøet bare af at købe det. 

  

05:58 MT: Hvad vil egentlig motivere dig for at agere mere miljøvenligt? 

  

06:09 AG: Altså nu tænker du i forhold til det her produkt eller generelt? 

  

06:13 MT: Begge dele hvis du kan? 

  

06:16 AG: Hvis vi nu tager på produktet i sig selv, så er det ligesom tidligere, at hvis man køber 

det, at man bidrager til et bedre miljø i og med at deres emballage er miljøvenligt. Det i sig selv 

er jo også en ting. Hvis de nu i højere grad kunne gøre noget for alle os, der er så kødelskende 

til at forstå hvordan man kan anvende det her plantehakkede. Fordi ellers tror jeg ikke på det. 

Man skal jo tænkte på, at vi alle sammen er vokset op med kød, så det er fandeme svært at 

ændre vores spisevaner fordi vi er bare vant til at få kød og det tager nok mange år før vi vænner 

os til at det er en hel naturlig del at spise plantehakket. De kan jo motivere os ved at blive ved 

med at kommunikere at det er et produkt som både er til den miljøbevidste forbruger, men som 

også er et produkt som smager godt. Ikke at de er i direkte konkurrence med kød, men hvis man 

stadig ønsker at få noget, der minder om kød, men som overhovedet ikke er kød, så kan man 

godt købe det her med god samvittighed men også med en tanke på, at det også smager ligeså 

godt og nærrigsrigt, men det kunne også være en ting. Men på et generelt plan handler det om 

at alle virksomheder og organisationer, der ønsker at udadtil at være miljøbevidste, at de bliver 

ved med at fortælle, hvorfor de gør som de gør. Det er både på et plan, der handler om at fortælle 

hvorfor de anvender eller har noget bestemt emballage. Det skal være meget konkret tror jeg. 

Der var sådan noget med, hvor meget vand man bruger ved at lave 1 kilo kød og det er sådan 

helt absurd beløb. Det kan man som forbruger godt forholde sig til. Også sådan noget med at 

bruge muleposer i stedet for plastikposer. NU har Netto indført det her med pant på 
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plastikposer, og det tror jeg bare er en enorm god ting, for jeg tror der er rigtig mange specielt 

i København, der har en bevidsthed eller et ønske om at gøre miljøet bedre uden at det skal 

gøres ved at vi skal have mindre bade. Selvom det også er en ting. Jeg tror, der er en grænse, at 

man som borger, at man gerne vil have det mega bekvemt, men vi vil stadig gerne køre i bil og 

have lange bade og vi vil stadig gerne spise kød og drikke, hvad vi vil og så samtidig gerne være 

bevidste og miljøbevidste og gøre noget godt for miljøet. Det skel der også en som Naturli må 

gøre sig i at de må være klar over at man som forbruger at selvom hvor meget vi nu ønsker et 

bedre miljø, så vil vi stadigvæk have en levestandard, hvor vi går ned på kvalitet af smag for 

eksempel.  

  

09:44 MT: Nu gav du en god forklaring på, hvad du tænker, der kunne hjælpe dig med at være 

mere miljøvenlig. Vil du sige, at det er noget, der skal komme indefra eller noget, der "skal 

trækkes ned over hovedet på dig"? 

  

10:10 AG: Det er et godt spørgsmål. Altså jeg ville jo fx ønske, at hvis vi kigger på sundhed, at 

man regulerer meget mere. For min skyld må cigaretpakker godt koste 100 kr. ikke dermed 

sagt, at almindeligt oksekød koste 50 kr. kiloet og Naturli’ hakket koste 20 kr. Det er jo vist gang 

på gang, at reguleringer og love at det godt kan ændre adfærd. Om man skal begynde at regulere 

på det her område, men jeg tror det vil have en effekt. Så er der selvfølgelig en masse politiske, 

moralske og etiske overvejelser man skal tage sig. Det er ret interessant at vi regulerer og 

lovgiver rigtig meget på sundhedsområder, jeg ved ikke hvor meget man gør det endnu, men 

det kan godt være, at man begynder at regulerer lidt mere på miljø. Man gør det jo allerede lidt. 

Der er jo en masse kvoter og at hvor lastbiler må køre. På et tidspunkt kan det jo også godt 

komme til fødevareindustrien, det kunne jeg sagtens forestille mig. Hvor det ikke kun, hvor vi 

som forbruger. Man kan jo aldrig begrænse hvor meget en forbruger må købe. Det er mere ude 

for en pris-ting. Det har ikke noget med vores sundhed at gøre. Men det kunne være sjovt at 

eksperimentere med. Men hvordan man konkret skulle gøre det, ved jeg simpelthen ikke. 

  

11:55 MT: Hvordan vil du have det med det? Vil du synes, det var den rigtige måde at gøre det 

på? 
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12:04 AG: Nu ved jeg ikke, hvor meget jeg kan repræsentere for den gængse befolkning, men 

jeg kan repræsentere mig selv. Jeg vil have det fint med, at man regulerede. Ikke fordi jeg selv 

tror jeg ville ændre rigtig meget adfærd, for i min vennekreds og bopæl er vi allerede meget 

miljøbevidste. Men jeg kunne forestille mig, at man andre steder ville man gå amok, hvis der 

var en kødfri dag i supermarkedet. Det der med at man bryder en liberal tankegang "Du skal 

fandeme ikke bestemme, hvor meget jeg skal ryge/drikke" og alt det der. Det har jeg virkelig, 

virkelig svært ved at forestille mig. Vi er kommet til et sted, hvor det er acceptabelt, hvor vi har 

en kødfri dag og spiser Naturli’ hakket. Her kan man jo som forbruger selv gøre noget og fx have 

en kødfri dag om ugen. Jeg har da venner, der har sådan en kødfri dag og det tror jeg er en 

tendens. Jeg tror også det er en tendens, der er ret bestemt af hvor du bor. Den er geografisk 

bestemt. Jeg tror det i sær er storbyerne det er en tendens.  

  

13:25 MT: Hvis vi vender lidt tilbage til produktet. Da du købte det første gang og prøvede det, 

var der nogen følelser i bland, da du købte produktet? 

  

13:46 AG: Det har der jo nok været. Jeg ser jo gerne mig selv om en bevidst forbruger. Så der 

var også noget med at man gerne vil se mig selv som værende en forbruger, som gør noget godt. 

Og det gør jeg ved at købe det her produkt. Så det har været sådan en nysgerrighed omkring 

produktet. Det må næsten have spillet ind. Jeg ville jo gerne smage produktet, for nu havde man 

hørt om det. Det har været sådan en følelse af "Nu gør jeg noget godt for miljøet" det vil man jo 

gerne. Så det har helt sikkert også haft sådan en. På en måde har det jo også givet mig noget. 

Det har givet mig en følelse af glæde ved at købe produktet.  

  

14:43 MT: Nu sagde du, at du købte fordi du var nysgerrig. Kunne du finde på at købe det igen, 

hvis det kun var dig i husstanden? 

  

14:56 AG: Det er også et godt spørgsmål. Det tror jeg faktisk, at jeg ville. Jeg tror faktisk at jeg 

vil være så nysgerrig på produktet, at selvom min kæreste ikke var der, så tror jeg stadig jeg 

ville være nysgerrig på produktet. Uagtet hvor meget det nok spiller ind, at jeg bor sammen 

med min kæreste og hun nok er lidt mere helseorienteret end jeg er, så ville jeg stadigvæk have 

lyst og være nysgerrig på at smage det.  
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15:35MT: Nu har du snakket om, at du selvfølgelig godt kan lide kød, men vil du efter du har 

smagt det her produkt, få dig til at skifte til at kun købe det her plantekød i stedet for oksekød? 

  

15:58 AG: Nej, det er jeg ikke i tvivl om. Jeg vil altid have lyst til normalt kød. Jeg skal selvfølgelig 

passe på, hvad jeg siger. Jeg tror aldrig det vil være en fuldstændig erstatning i virkeligheden 

for almindeligt kød. Det har jeg svært ved at se for mig lige nu. Så ved jeg selvfølgelig ikke, 

hvordan det står til om 40 år. Så spiser vi alle sammen måske Naturli Hakket. Lige nu har jeg 

rigtig svært ved at se, at det skulle være en fuldstændig erstatning. En ting er hvad kød giver os 

sundhedsagtigt, men også bare nydelsen og smagen af at spise kød, den bliver ikke erstattet, 

når jeg spiser Naturli’ Hakket vil jeg sige.  

  

16:53 MT: Nu talte du lidt tidligere om bakken, at den var lavet af det her 50% genbrugsplast. 

Vil det få dig til at sætte krav til andre producenter af fx kød eller kødlignende produkter, at de 

også vil lave en bakke tilsvarende, der også er er miljøvenlig 

  

17:14 AG: Absolut. Nu ved jeg ikke så meget om, hvordan de producerer og gør det. Men jeg ved 

i hvert fald, at dem der producerer Naturli’ Hakket er en markant mindre virksomhed eller 

aktør end dem, der producerer oksekød eller hakket oksekød eller alle de producenter, der er i 

vores kølediske dernede. Det er jo større virksomheder med mange flere ressourcer, som kan, 

hvis de havde et ønske om det, lave den samme emballage som Naturli’ Hakket gør. Men det gør 

de jo ikke. Der er jo måske noget pris i det i hvert fald giver det ingen mening at en mindre 

virksomhed gør det med et mindre produkt og er mere niche i forhold til de andre. Dem der 

laver hakket oksekød, de laver også svinekød og alt muligt andet. Med så meget emballage som 

ikke bliver genbrugt og som ikke bliver produceret på en miljøvenlig måde. Det er jo ret 

tankevækkende. Det kan sagtens være det kun handler om pris, det ved jeg ikke. Men det er i 

hvert fald tankevækkende. Man kan sige, at hvis de der store producenter af kød gik ind og 

sagde "okay, nu er vores også 50% genbrugsplast" så kan det jo være lidt en konkurrence til 

Naturli’ hakket, at det vil kunne få nogle af de miljøbevidste til at købe mere almindeligt kød 

fordi de får sådan en miljøvenlig profil selvom det ikke har en skid med Naturli’ Hakket at gøre, 

men noget med emballage og miljøbevidst, som taler ind i en tendens. 
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19:06 MT: Jeg har kun et par spørgsmål tilbage her. Den her bakke, der er til Naturli’ Hakket er 

udviklet og blevet skabt i samarbejde med den NGO, der hedder Plastic Change, der får 20 øre, 

hver gang der bliver solgt én bakke. Kendte du til det? 

  

19:37 AG: Ja, det gjorde jeg. Der hvor jeg stødte på dem første gang var på sociale medier. Jeg 

mener det var dem, der på et tidspunkt, der delte en video om plastik i havene med skrækkelige 

billeder af dyr, der spist plastik og er døde af det. Det er sådan noget, der gør indtryk på mig. 

Absolut. Jeg havde i hvert fald et kendskab til Plastic Change. Jeg aner ikke så meget om dem i 

virkeligheden. Hvilken størrelse de er, hvor ressourcestærke de er, om de kun er i Danmark og 

så videre. Det aner jeg ikke. 

  

20:26 MT: Var det noget, der påvirkede dit køb, da du købte produktet? 

  

20:33 AG: Nej, det var det ikke. Det må jeg indrømme. Men det er sådan det står på pakken, at 

der bliver givet 20 øre, ik? 

  

20:45 MT: Var det noget, du synes, var i øjenfaldende, da du købte produktet? 

  

20:48 AG: Nej, det var det faktisk ikke. Slet ikke. Nej. Det har jeg simpelthen ikke set eller tænkt 

over. Jeg synes, det er en super ting, at man laver sådan nogle samarbejder. Det skal der jo også 

bare være endnu mere af. De andre virksomheder kan jo også gå ind og samarbejde med Plastic 

Change eller andre organisationer, der vil noget andet eller har en anden dagsorden i hvert fald. 

  

21:20 MT: Det var de spørgsmål, jeg havde, er der noget, du brænder inde med, du ikke fik sagt 

eller noget andet du vil nævne? 

  

21:29 AG: Ikke andet end at jeg vil sige, at jeg håber, at der er flere som vil købe Naturli’ Hakket 

og det kan jo nemt sige, fordi nu har jeg købt det. Og så er jeg godt klar over, at Naturli’ er 

ressourcesvage i forhold til andre store spillere, hvorfor det måske er svært for sådan nogen 

som dem. Det er jo godt, at Plastic Change går ind og laver de her samarbejder. Men man har 

nok også indgået det her samarbejde fordi begge får noget ud af det. AT jeg så ikke lagde mærke 

til, at Plastic Change er på pakken er lidt ærgerligt fordi jeg synes det er en total vigtig ting for 
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mig at det også har noget med Plastic Change at gøre og plus at produktet er godt. Det er en 

vigtig ting. Så absolut. Men ellers tror jeg ikke har noget andet. Ellers må du ringe mig op, hvis 

det er. Eller skrive til mig, hvis I har brug for at få mere at vide. 

  

22:44 MT: Det er rigtig fint. Du skal have tak for tiden. 
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Appendix 4 – Interview with SSK 
 
00:00 CSP: Først, tak fordi du vil være med. 

 

00:04 SSK: Det var så lidt. 

 

00:04 CSP: For lige hurtigt at opsummere hvad det er vi skal snakke om, så er det et produkt 

der hedder Naturli' Hakket, de oplevelser omkring produktet og hvad du synes om det. Det 

skal vi bruge til vores speciale. Derfor skal jeg høre om det er okay at vi optager det? 

 

00:25 SSK: Det må I hjertens gerne. 

 

00:27 CSP: Perfekt! 

 

00:29 CSP: Vil du starte med at fortælle lidt om dig selv? Hvad er dine initialer, hvor er du fra, 

region? Og hvad er din alder? 

 

00:36 SSK: Gerne! Jeg er 26 år gammel, mine initialer er SSK. Jeg er oprindeligt fra Sydjylland 

og er flyttet til København for at studere tilbage i 2012. Jeg er færdig uddannet Civil ingeniør 

og bor på Islands brygge. Er det mere du vil vide? 

 

00:59 CSP: Nej det var bare det jeg havde brug for. 

 

01:00 CSP: Så synes jeg vi skal springe videre til at snakkede lidt om produktet. Mit første 

spørgsmål er: Har du prøvet produktet Naturli' Hakket? 

 

01:07 SSK: Ja, det har jeg. 

 

01:09 CSP: Har du selv købt det eller er du blevet introduceret til det? 

 

01:15 SSK: Jeg blev fristet lidt! Man kan jo sige det lidt er en trend.  
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Folk de snakker både højt og lavt om det. Jeg havde set en del reklamer med det, og det blev 

nærmest kastet i hovedet på en nede i supermarkedet. Så jeg tænkte, det skal jeg da prøve! 

 

01:26 CSP: Var det et bevidst valg du tog inden du gik ned i supermarkedet og tog produktet 

op af køledisken, eller tog du først beslutningen da du stod der nede? 

 

01:35 SSK: Absolut! Jeg havde overvejet at jeg skulle prøve produktet en del gange. Da jeg så 

var dernede i supermarkedet var store dele af montren (Køledisken) dedikeret til Hakket, og 

da jeg havde leget lidt med tanken om at prøve produktet og så tænkte jeg: Jeg gør det ! Var 

alligevel lidt i tvivl om hvad jeg skulle have til aftensmad, så tog chancen og prøvede det. 

 

01:53 CSP: Hvad brugte du produktet til af madlavning? 

 

01:54 SSK: Jeg lavede hakkebøffer. Ville lave et måltid hvor jeg kunne smage Hakket og ikke 

bare gemme det væk i en kødsovs, Kød - sovs? Jo det hedder det måske selvom det ikke er 

rigtigt kød. 

 

02:11 CSP: Man kan vel godt kalde det kød selvom det er plante kød? 

 

02:13 SSK: Frugt kød, plante kød, kød - Ved du hvad, definitionen af kød den rykker sig, og 

man derfor kan man vel godt kalde det kød. 

 

02:22 CSP: Så du synes ikke det er forkert at kalde plantefars for kød? 

 

02:24 SSK: Altså hver sin definition. Jeg synes det er lidt abstrakt og kalde det det kød. Det er 

lidt lang strakt. Vil hellere kalde det plantefars, ja! 

 

02:44 CSP: Plantefars er også rigtigt fint, man bestemmer jo selv. 

 

02:49 CSP: Hvor mange gange har du købt produktet? 

 

02:54 SSK: Jeg har købt det to gange. 
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02:58 CSP: Hvad synes du om det efter dit første køb? 

 

02:58 SSK: Jeg synes jeg var lidt i tvivl. Jeg vidste ikke helt om jeg havde brugt det rigtigt. 

Dermed ikke sagt at det var dårligt. Det var en rigtig spændende oplevelse. Jeg overbeviste 

mig selvom at det kunne jeg gøre bedre, og var derfor nødt til at prøve det en gang til. 

 

03:14 CSP: Sådan, det var frisk gjort. Var der nogen speciel grund til at du købte produktet? 

 

03:23 SSK: Det er lidt det der med hypen omkring produktet. Jeg skal se hvad det er alle folk 

snakker om. Og så er det også fordi at alt det her med rødt kød og for meget af det ikke er godt 

for kroppen, selvfølgelig miljøet også, det er jo det vi får at vide i nyhederne hele tiden. Det er 

jeg nok blevet lidt mærket af, derfor var det en god mulighed for at prøve et alternativ.  

 

03:43 CSP: Det jeg tolker ved det, er at du købte Hakket for at gøre noget godt for dig selv, og 

ikke så meget pga. miljøhensyn? 

 

03:47 SSP: Kroppen og vigtig at passe på, det samme er miljøet. Jeg kan sagtens se at en hver 

lille del der hjælper til at skabe et bedre miljø er vigtig. Det der med at genbruge en pose eller 

om det er at købe plantefars, det er godt for miljøet og giver samtidigt, det jeg vil kalde et plus 

på karmakontoen.  Hvis jeg fandt ud af jeg godt kunne lide Hakket og det virker som et godt 

alternativ, samtidig med det er økologisk, kunne jeg godt overveje at bruge det lidt mere i min 

hver dag. 

 

04:24 CSP: Her må jeg skuffe dig og sige at Hakket ikke er økologisk - endnu. 

 

04:28 SSK: Det bliver det helt sikkert på et tidspunkt. Jeg er sådan set lige glad med om det er 

økologisk eller ej i sidste ende, bare det kan hjælpe på en eller anden måde. 

 

04:34 CSP: Vidste du godt om at når du køber Hakket, går der 20 øre til en NGO? De 20 øre 

støtter deres sag, var du klar over det? 
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04:46 SSK: Jeg tror jeg så noget der stod med 20 øre på pakken. 

 

04:52: CSP: Men ved du hvad det var for en organisation? 

 

04:58 SSK: Nej, det gør jeg faktisk ikke. 

 

05:03 CSP: Men du havde lagt mærke til at der en masse på pakken? 

 

05:03 SSK: Der var et eller andet der stod på pakken, men jeg tror jeg var mere fokuseret på 

prisen og hvad det var der var inde i pakken. 

 

05:07 CSP:Så det vigtigste fordi dig og prisen og indholdet af pakken, ikke selve emballagen? 

 

05:10 SSK: Ja. Konstaterede det lignede kød.Pakken er ikke så vigtig. 

(...Tænkepause...) 

 

05:25 CSP: Jeg kan fortælle dig at den pakke som Hakket ligger i er lavet af minimum 50% 

genbrugeligt plast - Det var du ikke klar over? 

 

05:28 SSK: Nej, det anede jeg faktisk ikke. 

 

05:30 CSP: Det er faktisk en stor del af grunden til at Hakket er miljøvenligt. 

 

05:33 SSK: Det er da også pisse smart! Specielt med alt det fokus der er på Palstik! 

 

05:36 CSP: Det er også derfor pakken er grøn og ikke sort. Fordi så kan maskinerne der 

sortere plastikken, kan se det grønne plast og ikke det sorte. 

 

05:46 SSK: Virkelig? Så alt genbrugsplast er grønt? 

 

05:47 CSP: Det burde det være for at maskinerne kan se det. 
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05:55 SSK: Det er da smart! 

 

05:59 CSP: Så det var ikke en vigtig faktor for dig, at emballagen er miljøvenlig? 

 

06:00 SSK: Nej, det var det tydeligvis ikke. Men jeg synes det er fedt at høre, at der er et 

initiativ taget til at genbruge plastik på den måde. 

 

06:15 CSP: Det er en af de første emballager i verden der er lavet på den måde. 

 

06:20 SSK: Wauw, og det er en dansk ide? 

 

06:21 CSP: Jo, det er Naturli' og en NGO begge er danske. 

 

06:33 SSK: Verdens klasse! 

 

06:33 CSP: Når du nu ved at emballagen er lavet af 50% genbrugeligt plast. Du lød 

umiddelbart virkelig begejstret for det faktum. 

 

06:48 SSK: Ja, helt sikkert - Det er mega fedt! 

 

06:48 CSP: Når du nu ved det, og er du er klar over at du har købt et produkt der 

fremmer/kan fremme bedre miljøforhold. Vil det fremadrettet få dig til at kigge efter 

produkter hvor du kan købe miljøvenlig plastikemballage? 

 

07:03 SSK: Altså jeg har helt klart fået øjnene op for det. Det er genialt lavet! De her små skridt 

mod en større fremtid. F.eks. Netto der lige har lanceret plastik poser med pant på. 

 

07:18 CSP: Lige præcis. 

 

07:19 SSK: Sådan nogle små tiltag er så vigtige! Jeg tænker det er folk der virkelig har styr på 

produktet og emballagen, de tænker hele cirklen rundt med genbrug, det er så vigtigt! 
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07:29 CSP: Ville det være noget du vil sætte som et krav til de produkter du køber? At der skal 

være en miljø hensyn med i det? 

 

07:32 SSK: Altså et krav er så meget sagt. Men det med at mennesker er vane dyr og jeg er et 

vanedyr, så tror jeg at når der kommer flere produkter med venlig emballage kunne jeg 

sagtens være tilbøjelig til at vælge dem, fremfor produkter uden de store miljøhensyn. Det 

skal gøres til en del af indkøb vanen. Det er kæmpe plus at det er miljø venligt. 

 

08:13 CSP: Giver det dig en speciel følelse når købet et produkt der er miljøvenligt? 

 

08:26 SSK: Det er lidt feel good forbundet med købet. Det er det samme som når man laver en 

hurtig donation til en organisation der arbejder for en god sag. Det giver plus på 

karmakontoen. Man skal ikke købe sig til karma, men der er lidt omtanke ved at købe et mere 

miljø venligt produktet - Hvilket jeg synes er fedt. 

 

08:53 CSP: Det er mere sådan en "jeg får det godt med mig selv, når jeg køber den her"- ting vi 

er ude i? 

 

08:59 SSK: Jo, det er det nemlig. Det hele er meget nyt for mig. Men jeg kan lide det! 

 

09:06 CSP: Men du var hurtigt til at sige at det er et fedt koncept. Derfor må du ville tænke lidt 

på det alligevel? 

 

09:18 SSK: Nu er jeg jo civile ingeniør, og det der med at blive præsenteret for fakta og data, 

kan jeg virkelig godt lide. Jeg har studeret sammen med folk der finder på miljøvenlige 

løsninger, hvilket gør at jeg ved hvor vigtigt det er at få gjort noget ved miljøproblemet. Det er 

fedt at se der endelig kommer alternativer, som kan gøre en forskel - selvom den er lille. 

 

09:38 CSP: Du sagde før at du havde smagt Hakket. Hvad er din oplevelse af produktet? Kunne 

du overveje at skifte almindeligt kød ud med Hakket? 
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09:51 SSK: Argh, små skridt! Min oplevelse af produktet, jeg var en smule skeptisk første gang. 

Konsistensmæssigt, er det noget mærkeligt noget, for kød konsistentsen er der ikke helt. Efter 

at have lavet rigtig mad ud af Hakket, blev jeg positivt overrasket, men jeg vil stadig have mit 

kød. Inden jeg selv prøvede Hakket, havde jeg hørt både gode og dårlige ting om det. 

 

10:30 CSP: Var det noget du havde set på de sociale medier? 

 

10:32 SSK: Ja og nogle enkelte af mine venner havde prøvet det. Min roommate er slagter og 

specielt ikke tilhænger af Hakket, han synes det er noget fis. Jeg var virkelig positivt 

overrasket over Hakket og den smag det havde. Det ligner ikke kød 100%, der mangler noget. 

Derfor vil jeg gerne have mit rigtige kød også. Men det samlede produktet både emballagen og 

plantefarsen er jeg positiv over, det en god kombi. Det er en bonus at hele produktet er miljø 

venligt. Der er tænkt hele vejen rundt. 

 

11:58 CSP: Du ville ikke være afvisende overfor at prøve produktet igen? 

 

11:58 SSK: Nej da, kunne godt prøve det igen. 

 

12:01 CSP: Men det ville primært være pga. kødet eller indpakningen? 

 

12:10 SSK: Ja, det er en kæmpe bonus med indpakningen og det samlede produktet er genialt. 

Det kunne godt blive en lille pleasure, at købe det en gang imellem. Så kan jeg samtidigt og 

føle at jeg spreder lidt god karma til verden. En feel good-ting! Jeg synes hele pakken omkring 

Naturli' Hakket er spændende. 

 

13:06 CSP: Apropos emballage. Du nævnte før du havde set et eller andet med at der blev 

donoret 20 øre til noget. 

 

13:16 SSK: Ja, det stod på fronten af pakken. 

 

13:15 CSP: Den organisation der bliver donoret til er en NGO. Lige for at være helt sikker, det 

havde du ikke opdaget, da du købte pakken, vel? 
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13:24 SSK: Næ, ikke hvilken organisation det var. Logoet for NGO'en så jeg slet ikke. 

 

13:34 SSK: Logoet var virkelig småt siden jeg ikke har opdaget det, det burde have været 

større. 

 

13:46 CSP: Den organisation der bliver doneret til er Plastic Change. De kæmper for at 

reducere plastik i havet. NGO'en er stiftet af Henrik Beha. De har sikkert set hans bror Mikkel 

Beha og hans sønner selv rundt på verdenshavene i fjernsynet. 

 

14:06 SSK: Ja, det har jeg! Det er Troels Kløvedals børn og børnene børn ikke? 

 

14:17 CSP: Præcis. Plastic Change bliver større og større og de får udbredt deres sag mere og 

mere. Men du har ikke hørt om Plastic Change før? 

 

14:32 SSK: Nej, det har jeg ikke. 

 

14:36 CSP: Det havde ikke den store indvirkning på dit at der blev doneret 20 øre til Plastic 

Change? 

 

14:41 SSK: Nej. Til start havde jeg slet ikke set hvad de 20 øre gik til, det var produktet der var 

mere interessant. Men Plastic Change, virker som en organisation der har et budskab jeg kan 

stå inde for. 

 

15:10 CSP: Hvad er grunden til du siger det? 

 

15:14 SSK: Jeg ser flere rapporter omkring plastics påvirkning af miljøet, og det er jo anselige 

mængder vi sviner hvert år. Det kan både være i mikro plastic plan og større objekter, der 

samler sig i dyr og hav miljøer. Der jo beviser på det ødelægger miljøet. Derfor synes jeg det er 

et fedt initiativ, og der med at de dokumenterer deres påstande - Det er fedt, Det given en 

noget konkret at forholde sig til. Jeg kunne sagtens finde på at donere til dem. 
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16:05 CSP: Når du siger du gerne vil donere til dem, vil du så være medlem eller skal det være 

at donere et engang beløb, eller købe flere pakker hakket, eller et like på Facebook? 

 

16:24 SSK: Støtte kan man på mange måder. Jeg kunne sagtens støtte den monetære vej, både 

ved at købe hakket eller sende et beløb på MobilePay, ville det være fint med mig. Donation i 

form a f penge, det kan NGO'en bruge til noget. Et like på Facebook kunne jeg også snildt 

klarer. Måske skal jeg selv ud at sejle langt på et tidspunkt, derfor ville det være oplagt at 

støtte Plastic Change. De er jo med til at sikre fremtiden for alle. 

 

17:11 CSP: Nu ved jeg ikke om du støtter andre organisationer, men hvis du skulle støtte en 

organisation hvad skulle der til for at du vil støtte? 

 

17:27 SSK: Det er en selvfølge at folk i 3. lande har det dårligt, dem vil jeg gerne donere til 

uden beviser - men med Plastik vil jeg gerne se beviser for Plastic Change påstande, det gør 

det hele mere troværdigt. Jeg skal kunne se og føle det jeg donere til. Det at kunne se man gør 

en forskel, er vigtig. Jeg er jo ikke selv i nærheden af plastikklyngerne i oceanet, men jeg kan 

se billeder af hvordan det står til, samtidigt kan jeg se dokumentationen for at de finder 

plastic i de fisk vi spiser - ad - Det gør at jeg gerne vil donere til Plastic Change. I min hverdag 

kan jeg kun se den beskidte gade ude foran min dør og ikke havet. 

 

18:29 CSP: Apropos beskidt gade, hvis du fik forbi en plastic pose på vejen, ville du så samle 

den op? 

 

18:31 SSK: Ja, hvis jeg kan nå at fange den. Blæser det meget, kan de næsten være umulige at 

fange. 

 

18:35 SSK: Så føler jeg at jeg gøre noget godt, også selvom det måske kun er at samle en lille 

plastik pose op, og jeg jo også hjulpet til i kampen. Lad os sige at alle københavnere samlede 

en plastik pose op hver, ville jo gerne en stor, eller måske lille, om ikke andet en forskel i 

sidste ende. 
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18:57 CSP: Det hermed at Hakket og emballagen gør en lille forskel i det store perspektiv er 

vigtigt? 

 

19:01 SSK: Absolut! Hvis der ikke er nogen som gør en forskel kan vi jo aldrig komme 

problemet med plastik til livs. Alle små skridt er vigtige. 

 

19:05 CSP: Når du nu er blevet opmærksom at ved at købe Naturli' Hakket, kan du gøre en 

forskel for miljø, om end den er lille, er det så stadig nok at gøre denne forskel for miljøet? 

Føler du før en forskel ved at købe pakken? 

 

19:40 SSK: Helt klart, i forhold til en almindelig pakke oksekød. Det er hermed at man donerer 

til Plastic Change, at pakken er 50% genbrugsplast - Det er en vigtig forskel for det er meget 

energi og CO2, der spares ved produktionen når vi genbruger. I sidste ende er alt vi kan gøre 

for at rede miljøet er det vigtigt. 

 

20:12 CSP: Man kan godt fornemme du har en ingeniør baggrund, for mange af beviserne 

kender du allerede i forvejen og de er helt tydelig klar over at plastik er et problem og hvorfor. 

Alle de beviser er nemlig det Plastic Change har bygget hele deres organisation op omkring. 

De sejler ud og har en masse projekter og forskning, der gør de kan dokumentere og begrunde 

alt de påstår. Vil det gøre det mere tilbøjelig til at støtte og hjælpe dem? 

 

20:35 SSK: Helt klart! Det er videnskabeligt bevidst at de har ret, det tiltaler mig virkeligt. Alt 

udleder jo meget CO2, jeg arbejder med beton er vi er udemærket klar over at det sviner på 

miljøet og her arbejder vi også med at lave beton etc. mere miljø venligt. Derfor ved jeg 

hvordan mange ting påvirker miljøet. Jeg har noget jeg kan relatere til, specielt kolde fakta, 

men ikke kan rokke ved. Selvom jeg får en feel good fornemmelse når jeg køber Naturli 

Hakket, kan jeg godt lide at vide at den er dokumentation for at den fremmer miljøet.  

 

21:55 CSP: Så dokumentationen giver dig endnu mere blod på tanden til at købe Hakket? 

 

21:56 SSK: Ja det gør det. 
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22:02 CSP: 1000 tak fordi du ville være med i interviewet. 

 

22:02 SSK: Er vi færdige nu? 

 

22:05: CSP: Ja, men jeg skal lige høre om du har noget du gerne vil tilføje inden vi slutter? 

22:06 SSK: Næ - Men jeg vil gerne kunne opgradere mit arsenal af retter til at bruge Naturli' 

Hakket i. Har I fået nogle gode forslag? 

 

22:10 CSP: Det har vi desværre ikke. Det er mest kødsovs og burger, og hakkebøffer folk har 

nævnt. Tak for din tid! 
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Appendix 5 – Interview with Plastic Change 
 
 [00:00:10.18] Mads Torp: Lige for at introducere os så hedder jeg Mads og Camilla her. Vi læser 

på CBS og skriver speciale om samarbejdet mellem NGO’er og virksomheder og vil bruge jer 

som case, og det er vi rigtig glade for, at I har lyst til at være lidt med i. Vores primære fokus vil 

være jeres samarbejde med Naturli’ og hvordan I bruger jeres kommunikation både for at 

ramme nogle mennesker, men også nogle mulige samarbejdspartnere. Så det er egentlig det, vi 

vil undersøge. Inden vi begynder, vil vi høre, om det er i orden, at vi optager interviewet, så vi 

kan transskribere det efterfølgende? 

 

[00:00:52.10] Hans Henrik Heming: Du kører bare. 

 

[00:00:53.24] Mads Torp: Dejligt. Først og fremmest, vil I fortælle lidt om jer selv? Hvad I laver 

her i Plastic Change? 

 

[00:01:01.16] HHH: Ja. Vil du starte [kigger på Louise Lerche-Gredal]? 

 

[00:01:03.20] Louise Lerche-Gredal: Ja, det kan jeg godt. Jamen, vi sidder faktisk meget med det 

samme. Vi sidder med forretningsdelen, forretningsudvikling og heri ligger der rigtig mange 

forskellige ting. Der ligger fundraising både i helt traditionel forstand både i forhold til fonde - 

altså i at søge fonde. Derudover ligger der i forhold til medlemshvervning og så det rigtig store 

ben, der handler om strategiske partnerskaber. Det er der hvor vi går ind sammen med 

virksomheder, hvor vi ser på, hvor vi kan samarbejde og skabe noget værdi gensidigt. Ja, det vil 

jeg sige, det er det jeg sidder med. 

 

[00:01:57.01] HHH: Man kan jo sige, at vi sidder jo den forretningsmæssige side af det, hvor vi 

prøver at skabe en økonomi. Indtil for nyligt blev vi finansieret via de projekter der har været 

tænkt, og så via de projekter har der været søgt fondsmidler til afholdelse og afvikling af de 

projekter. 

 

[00:02:18.09] MT: Når du siger projekter? 
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[00:02:21.04] HHH: Jamen det kunne være, altså, vi har kørt et projekt ude ved Roskilde Fjord 

for eksempel, hvor man har defineret en projektansøgning, et formål og nogle ønskede effekter 

man ønsker at skabe, og nogle ting og sager, og så har man så fået midler af en fond til at leve 

op til det. Og det er rigtig godt, og det er noget vi vedvarende og fortsat vil gøre, men i de typer 

projekter har der ikke været afsat midler til at bygge, kan du sige, vores NGO. Det har været ved 

at afvikle projektet. Punktum. Så har vi for nyligt fået nogle midler til at etablere NGO'en, et 

sekretariat, en forretning kan du kalde det. Og en del af den måde vi kan får lov at bruge de 

penge på, handler om at vi skal evne at vise at vi kan tjene vores penge selv i stedet for, at vi får 

penge fra fonde. Og noget af det Louise og jeg særligt eksekverer på i den målsætning, det er, at 

hvor skal pengene komme fra. Det handler om nøjagtigt de ting, Louise var inde på. Det handler 

om vores medlemmer og stadigvæk etablere projekter, der også kan føde ind med fondsmidler, 

så vi har sådan nogle flere forskellige revenue streams. Vi har vores medlemmer, vi har vores 

kommercielle partnerskaber. Kommercielle partnerskaber er delt ind i det, Louise nævnte før, 

hvoraf blandt strategiske partnerskaber er en del af det. Og så har vi vores fondsprojekter, som 

også har en medfinansiering af det vi går og gør. Og jeg er ikke kemiingeniør, jeg er økonom. 

Altså forretningsorienteret og det er derfor, tror jeg, at Henrik og dem der har skulle beslutte 

om vi skulle med på teamet, har syntes det var en god idé, at få den kompetence ind omkring 

bordet. Og hvad er det lige du har lavet tidligere [kigger på LLG og spørger]? 

 

[00:04:15.21] LLG: Ja, jeg er advokat og så har jeg en MBA i forretningsledelse. Så har jeg siddet 

som direktør i en anden type fond, så det er meget sådan en kombination, så jeg tror, jeg synes, 

vi dækker utrolig bredt, synes jeg selv. 

 

[00:04:32.29] HHH: Ja, og grunden til jeg synes det var vigtigt at nævne var fordi en nytids-NGO 

ikke skal tænke i retning af at tage ud og hænge i lysmasterne og hænge bannere op og lave 

aktivisme. Vi skal være NGO i en ny tid og på en ny måde. Der tror jeg, at forretningsforståelse 

og bundlinje og være relevant på en anden måde er enorm vigtigt. 

 

[00:05:00.25] MT: Hvis I med jeres ord skulle prøve at fortælle lidt om Plastic Change. Hvad 

laver de? Og hvad er Plastic Change sat i verden for? 
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[00:05:12.13] HHH: Vi laver tre ting. Vi laver research, altså går ud og kigger på det problem, vi 

ønsker at løse. Hvor stort er det, hvad taler vi egentlig om, når vi taler mikroplastik, hvad er 

det? Og hvor meget er det? Og hvor er det? Og det er noget af det, vores ekspeditioner hjælper 

med. Vi har en båd, vi sejler med og laver opsamlinger. Det er én del. Den anden del handler om 

formidling. Vi vil gerne forklare omkring problemet. Hvad er problemet? Hvor stort er det? 

Hvad kan man gøre ved det? osv. Det formidler vi på alle mulige måder. Vi snakker med jer for 

eksempel. Det at tale med studerende, tale med skoleklasser. Vi kommunikerer til den helt 

brede offentlighed. Det gør vi med nyhedsbreve, med vores hjemmeside, det gør vi på facebook, 

på twitter, laver små youtube-film og sådan noget. Så formidlingsopgaven er det nok det, der 

har fyldt rigtig, rigtig meget i det man kan se Plastic Change. Det er ligesom det man bliver 

frontet med. Man kan ikke rigtig se, hvad der sker nede i maskinrummet. Så det var den anden 

del. Den tredje det er, at vi peger på løsninger. Altså det er fint nok, at vi står og peger fingre, 

men hvis det kun er at pege fingre, så bliver folk trætte af det. Så vi skal også være 

løsningsorienteret og noget af det - og apropos de strategiske samarbejder, som vi skal tale om 

senere -  så er det netop at pege på og vise det gode eksempel på, hvad er det andre gør, som du 

kan blive inspireret af enten som Hr og Fru Danmark eller som andre virksomheder. Det er vel 

de tre ben, vi står på. 

 

[00:06:57.12] LLG: Ja og man kan sige en lille smule om formen. Så udover vi har projekter, så 

noget af det vi arbejder rigtig meget med det er netop at etablere partnerskaberne. Ikke kun 

med virksomheder, men også mellem andre typer af organisationer, myndigheder, 

plastindustrien. Så vi ser os som en partnerskabs orienteret NGO. Og det er  vi måske ikke den 

eneste NGO, der gør i dag, men den tanke at gå i så tæt dialog med industrien og ikke se dem 

som en modpart men som en medspiller, det er en en ny bevægelse inden for det at være en 

NGO. Hele den der med at råbe ad industrien og at gøre dem til "the bad guys", der har vi en 

mere konstruktiv tilgang til det. Nu i går så I også at Netto og Verdensnaturfonden går ud og 

taler om plastikposer, så det ligger meget i tiden det her med at tale om plastik. Man taler om 

shared value, man taler om partnerskaber og den har vi også set på. 

 

[00:07:59.06] MT: Nu har været inde på jeres mission. Det her med at I gerne vil researche og 

forske og møde befolkningen, men hvis vi i stedet taler om jeres vision, altså at folk skal have 
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lov at leve i naturen, som vi har haft mulighed for at leve i naturen, hvordan tror I, at I kan opnå 

det? 

 

[00:08:21.19] LLG: Altså vi taler meget om, at der er rigtig meget fokus på, at der ligger plastik 

i havene. Og det er i virkelig også en del af vores egen fortælling, at vi har en ekspedition, der 

sejler rundt i de syv have, men vi arbejder faktisk ikke ret meget med at skulle rydde op. Det er 

ikke det, der er vores fokus. Vi arbejder rigtig meget mod de her løsninger: hvordan er det, vi 

får slukket for hanen? For ellers er det sådan set symptombehandling. Så der hvor vi tror 

løsningerne ligger, er på land. Så vi vil hellere i virksomheden hellere lade andre om at rydde 

op i havene. Det vil være rigtig dejligt for det er der brug for. Men vi tror på at hvis vi skal løse 

problemet, så er det på land vi skal kigge. 

 

[00:09:08.29] HHH: Og så kan man sige, at det her med at lave en strandrensning eller hvad det 

nu er. Der er gode billeder i det og folk forstår det. Det er simpelt at kommunikere det. Det er 

mere komplekst at kommunikere sammenhængene altså hele kæden, det cirkulære. En stor del 

af opgaven det er at begynde at tage nogle af de her små initiativer i brug, kommunikere godt 

omkring på en måde, hvor vi giver gode eksempler som fx omkring vores returflaskesystem for 

eksempel. Det at introducere et lukket system i stedet for vi bare producerer, forbruger og så 

brænder vi det af. Vi vil gerne have at vi genbruger ressourcer og den dagsorden er også vigtig 

at slå på. 

 

[00:09:58.00] LLG: Egentlig faktisk også vores navn. Altså vi er jo grundlæggende ikke imod 

plastik. Vi er imod dårlig brug af plastik, forkert brug af plastik og så er vi rigtig meget for en 

ændret måde at tænke på plastik ind i værdikæden. Vi vil meget gerne reducere brugen, men vi 

vil i ligeså høj grad arbejde på en ændrede brug. Det ligger også i navnet. Der sådan en dynamisk 

udvikling i Plastic Change. Og sådan ser vi egentlig også os selv. Det er hele tænkningen om 

plast, der skal ændres. 

 

[00:10:37.02] MT: Ja, hvis vi taler lidt om, hvem I prøver at ramme både, når i skal høste 

medlemmer, men også når i skal finde partnerskaber. Kan I prøve at forklare, hvor mange 

medlemmer i har pt? Er det noget, I har tal på? 
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[00:10:57.07] HHH: Ja, og jeg vil måske snakke noget vi gør bevidst og noget vi opnår ubevidst 

og så vil jeg måske også snakke fortid og fremtid. Når man bliver tændt af den hellige ild og 

begynder at kommunikere og viser skildpadder med fiskenet og hvaler med plastikposer og jeg 

skal give dig skal jeg. Så taler vi sådan meget til følelser og sådan noget, ikke. Og jeg tror det som 

skete oprindeligt, da Plastic Change blev født, det var en personlig oplevelse. Vi havde Henrik 

Beha, som var ude på de store have og så problemet in his face. Og han blev totalt indigneret 

over "hvad fanden? Kan man ikke svømme her overhovedet uden at få plastik over sig hele 

tiden?" og det blev så starten til Plastic Change og det I kan se der kommunikeres og måske 

særligt på Facebook er jo noget, der tænder folk. Det har ikke været en målrettet strategi for, 

hvordan vi skal kommunikere til det her segment i den og den aldersklasse, eller det skal være 

på fyn eller det skal være i USA, man har bare kommunikeret. Vi har bare gjort det, og så 

kommer der noget ind, og så må vi se, hvad det er. Kun indtil for nyligt. Det handler også om 

vores beredskab internt her i vores sekretariat. Man har ikke haft fokus på, hvad fx Facebook 

kan hjælpe en med. Vi har bare kigget på "okay, vi får flere followers" eller "vi får flere 

subscribers" eller vi kigger på de medlemmer, vi har fået. Vi begynder at kigge ned i 

demografien og dermed lære noget om, hvordan vi så skal kommunikere for at få dem fanget 

ind, vi måske ikke har fanget ind endnu eller få fanget endnu flere ind af dem, vi allerede har 

fanget ind. Det er først for nyligt at vi er begyndt at kigge ind i det. Det typiske medlem for os er 

en kvinde og der har en lang uddannelse og er omkring 40 år. Mellem 30 og 40 år. Det er den 

typiske. Det kan vi jo se. Det vi gjorde i efteråret var at hive vores medlemsdatabase ind i 

Facebook og medlemsbasen er typisk "jeg har meldt mig ind, og her er min mailadresse og 

måske telefonnummer". Men det fortæller jo ikke noget om, hvem du er, vel. Men det kan 

Facebook jo fortælle en. Så vi hev skidtet ind og så fik vi lige pludselig en masse demografiske 

data, som gav nogle nye indsigter. Så vi er blevet meget klogere på, hvem vores medlemmer er. 

Det er den ene side. På den anden side, så er medlem begrebet lidt et opbrud. Det er ikke sådan, 

at medlemmer som vi traditionelt set ikke er vigtige, det er de bestemt for os. For når folk 

melder sig ind, så betaler de en lille klink, for at melde sig ind. Men den store opbakning, det er 

ikke vores medlemsbase. Det er antallet af followers, vi har på vores kanaler. Det er dem som 

andre også kan se. Folk vi ikke vide, du vil ikke vide, hvis du går ind på en anden NGO's 

hjemmeside, du kan ikke rigtig se, hvor mange medlemmer de har. Det er lidt sådan 

forretningskritisk. Men man vil gerne kunne lave lidt et show off "prøv at se hvor mange, der 

står bag os" altså af followers og "se nu det her indlæg på facebook, hvor mange der har liket og 
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delt det" altså sådan nogle nye metrics, der betyder mere og mere i det 21. århundrede, hvor 

medlemmet som sådan, før internettets tid, var noget andet. Og det er noget nyt i dag. Vi har 

ikke frygtelige mange traditionelle medlemmer. Vi har forbavsende lidt. Vi er også nye. Det er 

vores undskyldning. Men det movement, vi påstår, vi har, kan I se på Facebook og Twitter og 

den er massiv. Kigger vi på den korte tid vi har på bagen og kigger på de NGO'er i kender 

navnene på, er vi ekstremt langt. Det er vigtigt, når vi kommer ind på Christiansborg og siger vi 

kommer fra Plastic change og tænker "chok mand, de har en står megafon til nogen, der vil lytte. 

De har 300.000 følgere" og det giver noget power. Den power skal vi leverage på, kan du jo sige, 

så godt vi jo nu kan. Det er meget sjovt, at når virksomheder så kontakter os, så kontakter de os 

nogle gange med en kommentar om "vi har fulgt jeres arbejde" og det de også har fulgt er den 

follower-skare vi har fået. De er jo også på Facebook og LinkedIn eller hvor de nu er. Det betyder 

for mere for os, at vi er derude end vi har en større volumen på vores medlemsbase for den er 

jo ikke offentlig på den måde. Medlemsdatabasen er en vi skriver til engang imellem og nå ja, 

så er der generalforsamling én gang om året. Thumbs up, ikke. Men det er de andre tal, der også 

betyder noget. 

 

[00:16:32.22] LLG: Men det er også der, der er en udfordring. Nu sidder I jo fra CBS, så I ved jo 

alt om bundlinjer og den slags. Det er den der konvertering, som man jo er nødsaget til for det 

kan jo være dejligt at have mange følgere. Det kan give politisk styrke, men hvordan er det man 

konverterer det til bundlinje. Det er jo ikke nødvendigvis via følgere. Men det kan være. Det kan 

også være til at slå dørene ind til nogle virksomheder og sige "I skal støtte os fordi vi har mange 

følgere", men alligevel med konvertering, hvad er det man bruger det til for at skabe noget 

indtægt i vores drift. Det er noget af det vi sidder og kigger ind i lige nu, som vi skal prøve at 

finde ud af. Så det ikke bliver en passiv følgerskare, vi skal jo på en eller anden måde have skabt 

noget indtægt. 

 

[00:17:24.17] Camilla Sascha Pedersen: Den følgerskare I så har på Facebook. Matcher den med 

det segment, I selv har, eller kommer i endnu længere ud på Facebook? 

 

[00:17:34.24] HHH: Nej, den matcher faktisk enormt godt. Det er den samme fordeling. Det er 

flest kvinder. Jeg ved ikke, hvad kvinder mere eller anderledes på end mænd. Det er jo heller 

ikke en kønsdebat, man skal starte. Vi kan bare konstatere, at det er sådan det er. Det man så 
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kommunikativt kunne begynde at overveje, at hvis vi vil have flere mænd i nogle bestemte 

segmenter, aldersgrupper osv. hvad kan vi så gøre for indsamle dem? eller kommunikere med 

dem? Og det er måske at komplicere sagen. Der er masser af kvinder derude stadigvæk vi kan 

ramme. 

 

[00:18:15.16] LLG: Jeg synes faktisk, at det kunne være sjovt, at stille spørgsmålet den anden 

vej til jer. Hvad tænker I selv, når vi siger, at det her med medlemskabet er en størrelse, som får 

mindre og mindre betydning. Det er vores antagelse. Hvad tænker I om det? Er I medlem? 

 

[00:18:31.13] MT: Jeg fik en mail i morges. 

 

[00:18:35.04] HHH: Var du medlem sidste år? 

 

[00:18:36.01] MT: Ja, det var jeg. 

 

[00:18:37.00] HHH: Så har du fået en mail fra mig i morges, ja. 

 

[00:18:40.00] LLG: For det vi taler om, er om der er forskel på at være medlem af noget og så 

blive indkaldt til en generalforsamling eller at støtte op om noget økonomisk og så igen at følge 

dem. Det er ligesom forskellige kategorier. Har I noget perspektiv på det? 

 

[00:18:54.26] CSP: Jeg vil sige, at der er forskel at være medlem og følge. Det er rigtig nemt at 

følge på Facebook. Det kræver ikke ret meget af dem, der sidder bag skærmen. 

 

[00:19:03.05] MT: Det er mere tomt i hvert fald. Du kan hurtigere bygge en volumen op på 

Facebook end du kan på medlemsbase. 

 

[00:19:11.03] LLG: Hvad så med mellemkategorien? Man kan jo også signe op til at donere til 

gud ved hvad. Hvor man nødvendigvis ikke er medlem. Man bliver ikke indkaldt til en 

generalforsamling, det er ligesom formalia. Du er ikke en del af klubben, men du støtter 

klubben. Giver det mening at tale om den forskel? 
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[00:19:31.16] MT: Ja, reelt set.  

 

[00:19:34.12] CSP: Men det synes jeg igen, at det er en donation. Så er det en engangsbeløb og 

det er stadig nemt at komme ud af igen. Det er noget du behøver at tage stilling til reelt set. Her 

er 25 kroner agtigt. Så der vil helt klart være en forskel. Det er også derfor, når I siger, at det 

giver jer en power at I har mange følgere på Facebook. Giver det jer reelt set power, hvis de 

3000 mennesker har givet jer et like ikke bakker op om det næste projekt i har gang i. Føler I 

det stadig giver noget? 

 

[00:20:09.28] LLG: Det gør det i andre sammenhænge. For det kan vi jo se. Der er, som du siger 

[kigger på HHH], der er grund til, at der kommer nogle meget, meget store virksomheder og 

banker på vores dør. Og faktisk tror [virksomhederne] at vi er meget større end vi reelt er. Og 

det tror de jo baseret et eller andet og det kan være glimrende kommunikation, der er sendt ud. 

Men det har også noget at gøre med, hvad de ser på Facebook. Det er den offentlige virkelighed. 

Så på den måde giver det noget power næsten uanset i princippet om det er de samme 1000 

mennesker, der hele stempler ind og ud, så det ville da være dejligt at konverterer alle til også 

at være medlem, men det giver også power i en anden kontekst. Så det er spørgsmålet, hvor vi 

sætter ind og bruger vores ressourcer. 

 

[00:20:59.01] HHH: Ja, det er jo både og. Vi har jo ikke haft penge til at lave reel markedsføring. 

Det har jo tidligere altid været kapslet ind i projekterne. Men hvis vi nu gik ud og sagde, ét er 

nu at vi ved, hvem vores medlemmer er demografiske og målgruppe og hvad ved jeg, og gjorde 

et arbejde, hvor man laver en tragt. Det kan godt være, man giver et like, så deler du noget, så 

følger du, så subscriber du og så melder du dig og så møder du op til generalforsamling, nu går 

du ud og laver en plastik indsamling. Den der tragt eller ladder of engagement, den har vi ikke 

haft defineret, og jeg tror det handler meget om de ressourcer vores sekretariat har haft. I 

tænker en bestemt måde jer fra CBS, dem fra RUC tænker på en anden måde. Det er en anden 

værktøjskasse, de får med, ikke. Eller hvis du har læst kemi eller du er ingeniør, så er det enten 

et reagensglas eller et regneark, så på den måde har vi ikke haft beredskabet til at tænke på den 

måde tidligere. Så kommer der sådan nogle idioter ind som os [henviser til HHH og LLG] og 

begynder at stille dumme spørgsmål og sådan noget "Don't rock the boat. Det gik jo lige så godt". 

Vi rusker lidt op i støvet og prøver at kigge ind i det på nye måder. 
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[00:22:24.18] LLG: Vi prøver også at forstå nogle sammenhænge. Fordi det der som er gået 

godt. Hvorfor er det gået godt? For det er først når vi forstår nogle sammenhænge, at vi kan 

prøve at gentage selvom man siger, at man aldrig kan planlægge når noget går viralt, men man 

kan godt tænke nogle tanker om noget, der virker kontra noget andet. Så det der at prøve at 

forstå, når gør noget, hvad sker der så. Også sådan try and error. Og det er simpelthen nyt i 

organisationen, at vi prøver at forstå lidt mere bag dynamikken. 

 

[00:23:06.10] MT: Du nævnte lige før det der med, når virksomheder kommer og banker på, at 

de tror, at I er lidt større end I er. Hvad baserer de det ud fra? Nu nævnte du lidt med 

kommunikationen er knivskarp. 

 

[00:23:16.13] LLG: Det er jo mit bedste gæt, så kan jeg jo sidde og rose vores 

kommunikationsfolk, men jeg ved det jo faktisk ikke. Min antagelse er, at - I har sikkert også set 

vores Poseidonfilm, der gik ud og blev set af 51 millioner mennesker, tror jeg. 

 

[00:23:33.05] HHH: Ja og blev delt 1,5 million gange. 

 

[00:23:35.08] LLG: Ja, sådan noget, ikke. Jeg tror nogen af vores aktiviteter. Vores 

tilstedeværelse i medierne relativt hurtigt er blevet nogle to-go-to folk, kan give det indtryk, at 

der sidder et maskineri bag, som faktisk er større. Der er også en flot hjemmeside, som vi gerne 

vil have lavet mere funktionel og vi vil gerne skifte den, men den har været flot og godt ansigt 

udadtil. Der er nogle forskellige ting, der kan give indtryk af at der sidder en maskine bag med 

nogle sekretærer, receptionister og bla bla og et stort kontor, og realiteten er, at indtil sidste 

sommer sad de i en kælder, ikke. Folk havde arbejdet gratis i årevis, så på en eller anden måde 

har de været gode til at bruge de ressourcer, de havde, godt. Og så var der nogle virale 

kampagner, der er noget held og nogle rigtige, der støtter. Der er jo virkelige mange, der gerne 

vil sagen, så der er mange venner derude og der ved jeg også, at der i forbindelse med den der 

film [Poseidon-filmen] var der nogen, der delte dem, som bliver nogle af de der nøglepersoner, 

så hvis de gør noget, så sker der noget. Og det er simpelthen folk, der har sympati for 

organisationen. 
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[00:24:58.09] HHH: Der var også en i sidste uge her omkring, du ved, miljøstyrelsen kom med 

en rapport med plastikposer vs muleposer, den tog vi fordi den var så gral i den måde, den blev 

kommunikeret på, den var vi nødt til at handle på. I går [22/3-2018] var der så hele den her 

Netto-pose ting, som måske et eller andet sted, som var en afledt effekt af det første, hvor vi var 

i TV begge gange og i radioen. På den måde er det nøjagtigt som du siger, Louise, vi har etableret 

os på en måde, hvor folk ringer til os for at få en kommentar på den. Anne, som i så før, var i TV 

på den i går. Der er masser af medvind. Det er et tipping point, man skal nå, før folk begynder 

at ringe til os, end at det er den anden vej rundt. 

 

[00:25:54.27] LLG: Der har været noget timing, ikke også. Plastic Change var en af de første 

herhjemme, der begyndte at tale om plastik før verdensnaturfonden, før Danmarks 

naturfredningsforening. Der har været noget timing, ikke. Det ville være svært at komme og 

lave en organisation nu, da de andre ville have været løbet med den. 

 

[00:26:19.00] HHH: Og så er det rigtigt som du [henvisning til LLG] siger, at det der med, at 

finde dem der i øvrigt måske har en stærkere stemme end vi har. Og så joine op og lave 

partnerskab med dem. Vi bliver jo stærk i vores egen ret på et tidspunkt, men vi har jo ligget os 

op af samarbejder og arbejdsgrupper og andre interesseorganisationer og får mere og mere 

power selv. At bruge vores Poseidon-film, ikke. Richard Branson valgte at dele den et par gange. 

 

[00:26:52.11] LLG: Ja, det var jo ikke tilfældigt. Cyber Games, dem der har lavet Subway Surfers, 

de har læst på animationsskolen, de lagde ideen ind om at man skulle lave noget med plastik. 

De lavede så filmen til os. Så blev de færdige, så deler Cyber Games den. De spiste så frokost 

med Richard Branson. Det er jo også nogen gang nogle ting, der sker lidt udenfor ens egen 

kontrol, men hvor man også må sige, at noget kan man jo selv påvirke også. Nu lyder det sådan 

lidt negativt at snylte på andres legitimitet som sådan, det er jo egentlig bare smart. Kan man 

stille sig skuldre ved skuldre med nogen, som er mere kendte eller større eller et nyt marked, 

så smitter det jo af på vores troværdighed og ethos. Det er smart. Særligt hvis man ikke har en 

masse ressourcer til at fyre den af med markedsføring. 

 

[00:27:51.27] MT: Ja, for at vende lidt tilbage til selve segmentet, I prøver at ramme, så nævnte 

I, at de var 40 år, veluddannet, og kvinder. 
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[00:28:01.27] HHH: Jeg kan sende jer de specifikke. Det vil jeg gerne 

 

[00:28:07.23] MT: Er det også dem, I har lyst til at ramme? Er det dem I altid tænker ind, når 

går ud og kommunikere eller laver partnerskaber med virksomheder? 

 

[00:28:17.10] LLG: Jeg synes, det kommer meget an på hvilken kontekst. Ja, når det kommer til 

medlemskab for eksempel. Det ville være det nemmeste at gå efter dem, kan man sige. Så har 

vi nogle konkrete initiativer. Vi har et program, der hedder Plastic Change Agents, hvor vi skal 

ud og klæde nogle agenter på. Nogen, der gerne vil noget mere med det her. Nogen, der gerne 

vil bringe det ud i lokalområder, til sportsklubber, skoler eller hvor det nu kan være. Det er 

frivillige. Nogen, der er tændt af den hellige ild her. I den sammenhæng er det her interessant 

at kigge på unge. Der er grund til, at vi i går sad med 3 andre CBS-studerende. Vi snakker med 

Ocean Run, som kommer i eftermiddag, der også er studerende. Der er massiv henvendelse til 

os fra folkeskoler og studerende. Der er rigtig mange, der interesserer sig for det her område 

enten om det er fra et markedsføringsperspektiv, eller vi har fået en idé, eller vi skal lave 

smykker, vi vil gerne samle ind til et Ocean Run, Roskilde Festival-deltagere, der vil lave 

happenings dernede. Helt udenfor os. Det er ikke os der driver det. Men den interesse gør 

anledning til vi tænker "gad vide om den her aktivitet, om der ikke kunne være et match her i 

forhold til de unge" om det så er fra 12 til 30. 

 

[00:29:53.29] HHH: Ja, men det komplicerer jo vores kommunikations indsat. For nogle gange 

er det folkeskoleeleven, vi gerne vil ramme. Andre gange er det CSR-direktøren, vi gerne vil 

ramme. Og der er jo meget stor forskel på, hvordan du kommunikere omkring det, du gerne vil 

sige, hvordan du siger det og det har vi ikke været nok bevidste omkring. Vi har sådan set bare 

gjort, som vi har gjort, fordi vi ikke har haft viden om det indtil for nyligt, at det er det her spænd, 

vi talte om før. Det er en erfaring, vi har fået og som vi så indtil videre ikke har besluttet at 

handle specifikt på eller specielt på. Det skal vi jo begynde at gøre. Og vi vil gerne ramme alle. 

Man kunne jo påstå, at du kan sgu ikke lære en gammel hund nye tricks. Så det er én type af 

påvirkning. Hvis vi virkelig skal lave forandringen, så er det måske folkeskoleelever. 
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[00:31:06.21] LLG: Men igen må der være nogle synergier. Kan vi få fat i jer, så er der mange, 

der synes, at vi bliver mere interessante, fordi alle vil have fat i jer. Det vil virksomheder jo også. 

Dem der sælger tøj, der sælger hvad som helst. De vil også have fat i jer. I er jo ligesom 

forbrugerne de næste mange år. Så på den måde, kan det godt give mening at fokusere på nogle 

målgrupper, fordi andre så synes, at vi er interessante. Så sent som for nyligt talte vi med en 

fond og det her agent-program, der sagde, at kan gøre, hvad I vil, så længe I har de unge. Så er 

vi med. Fordi det er der med at komme ud til kysterne og så videre. Som han sagde "det er 

overhovedet ikke svært at få en +60-årig til at bruge sin tid ude langs stranden". Det er 

uinteressant. De skal sgu nok finde derud. De finder nok derud. De vader rundt langs stranden. 

Det er de unge, hvordan får vi dem ud i naturen. Så for os handler det også om, om vi kan være 

smarte. Hvordan kan vi mobilisere den interesse vi helt tydeligt mærker fra jeres målgruppe. 

Synliggøre den og så bruge den strategisk og for andre, der synes det sådan set er meget fedt. 

Hvis vi er hippe og får de unge med, synes de måske, at vi er fede. Så udover at vi kan ændre 

den næste generations tænkning om plastik, så kan vi også opnå på forretningsudvikling delen. 

 

[00:33:05.14] CSP: Nu synes jeg, at det kunne være lidt spændende at tale om partnerskaber. 

Der var en der sagde, at I har kommercielle partnerskaber og så har I strategiske partnerskaber. 

Vil I prøve at forklare forskellen og hvordan I ser forskellen? 

 

[00:33:28.29] LLG: Det er vores sondring for at prøve at kategorisere det internt. Så det er ikke 

noget, I kan slå det op i en bog som sådan. 

 

[00:33:37.05] CSP: Det var også derfor jeg spurgte, hvad om jeres betydning er af det 

 

[00:33:40.01] LLG: Men den måde vi sondrer på det. Vi har ligesom lavet et 

partnerskabsprogram, så alle er partnere. Så vi har de private partnere. Det er dem der er 

medlemmer eller støtter os økonomisk. I virkeligheden måske også følgere. Men individet. Så 

har vi de kommercielle partnerskaber, som er et fast/plast/plads sponsorat, så en virksomhed 

kommer og lægger en portion penge og får deres logo på vores hjemmeside og en lille smule 

eksponering, men det er sådan set det. Vores modydelse er meget klassisk sponsor modydelse. 

De strategiske partnerskaber er det, der ligger mere i end det. Så det kan være alt fra et Naturli' 

samarbejde, som vil være det vi kalder strategisk, vi har et samarbejde, vi går faktisk ind og 
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påvirker deres produkt. Vi tjener nogen penge med det. Det er en forudsætning for at vi kalder 

det et strategisk samarbejde. Det er der, hvor vi har en længere dialog. Vi har måske nogle 

projekter, vi kører sammen, vi har noget fælles kommunikation, vi har sammen, vi har måske 

noget egentlig produktudvikling, der ligger rigtig meget i at være strategisk partner. Det ser ud 

på meget forskellig vis. Så det er alt, hvad der ligger mere end bare en sponsoraftale. 

 

[00:34:55.25] CSP: Okay, når I nu selv nævnte Naturli'. Vil I forklare, hvad samarbejdet med 

Naturli' går ud på. Helt basic. 

 

[00:35:04.29] HHH: Ja, man kan sige, de kom til os lidt sent i deres procesforløb. Jeg tror det de 

tænkte det var "hør, vi kommer med et nyt produkt, vi vil gerne i forhold til vores profil sige, at 

vi støtter en god sag samtidig med" altså at bruge det som et push. Hvis I nu, kære Plastic 

Change, kunne putte et logo på vores pakke, så er I med til at anprise vores produkt. Win-win 

umiddelbart. Vi er så meget bevidst om, hvordan de bruger vores logo fordi nogen vil bare gøre 

dét. Det skinner så meget igennem, at vi bliver brugt som løftestang til at øge deres tal. Det synes 

vi ikke er sjovt. Det vi gjorde med Naturli' var at prøve at forholde os til I hvilken kontekst skal 

vores logo bruges. Hvad er det for et produkt, I har lavet. Vi ved ikke noget om vegansk kød, 

men vi ved noget om den emballage kødet skal puttes i. Og det som var vores bidrag, og det 

kunne have været endnu større, hvis vi var kommet tidligere i gang, men det vores bidrag kunne 

nå at være i denne konkrete situation, det var at sige "Prøv at hør, den der bakke, der er lavet 

af plastik. Hvad er det for en type af plastik?". I har måske hørt det her med, at farven af plastik 

har en betydning for om vores anlæg derude der sorterer plastik om de kan se det eller ikke 

kan se det. Og typisk hvis I går ned i en køledisk, så vil den typiske farve være sort, hvilket er et 

problem, fordi de scannere, der lige nu er i det danske marked ikke kan se sort. Det er en optisk 

scanner, der er på de her renovationsanlæg. Vores bidrag var at farven skulle være en anden 

end sort. Og by the way, hvis vi er enige om, at hvis farven skal være en anden, så skal vi også 

se på, hvilken type plastik, I bruger. Der har vi i dialogen været inde og lave rådgivning omkring 

genanvendelsesgraden af øvrig plastik og den er + 50% og det er jo et skridt. Det er ikke en 

100% løsning. Men det er et skridt. Vi vil også gerne anprise bedstemor, der hækler en ny 

karklud. Det er ikke det, der gør den store forskel, men ved at hækle en karklud, viser man, at 

man i øvrigt er ved at tage det store skridt. Vi vil gerne belønne og skubbe på, at der er mange, 

der tager de små skridt, da det er mange små skridt, der gør det store. Vores rådgivning var her 
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at plastikbokse skulle have en anden farve og den plastbakke i bruger, skal have noget 

genanvendelighed før vi synes, det var attraktivt. Det var vores input. Det output vi får, ved at 

vi står der. Det er en rigtig sjov eksponering i forbindelse med produktet. Så når man går ned 

og køber produktet, er vores logo på. Det er super nice. Der er noget brand awareness og brand 

building i den øvelse og den kommercielle aftale handler om, at hver gang der bliver købt 400 

gram vegansk hakket, ryger der et lille kick-back tilbage til os. Og på den måde har vi give and 

take. Og jeg tror det er vigtigt, at man i de strategiske samarbejder altid tænker i give and take. 

For hvis man hele tiden giver og giver og giver og ikke får noget, så er ens sukkerskål lige 

pludselig tom og alt sukkeret står ovre hos dig. Hvad skete der lige pludselig i det "samarbejde”, 

så det har været øvelsen her. At prøve at finde ud af, hvordan vi kan give noget og samtidig få 

lidt. Det synes vi, er en rigtig god løsning. Naturli' har været hos os igen med nogle andre 

produkter, hvor vi valgte at sige nej. Det gjorde vi fordi den løsning, der var omkring de nye 

produkter, det var sådan nogle to-go drikke altså kakaomælk, soja, kokos, hvad ved jeg. Der 

havde de ikke tænkt retursystemet ind i de her beholdere, og det var lidt for langt væk fra hvad 

vi gerne vil promovere, det cirkulære, det lukkede system, genanvendelighed og ting og sager, 

så der valgte vi at sige nej på den del af det. Det er jo også et partnerskab. Vi arbejder sammen, 

men vi arbejder måske ikke sammen om alle ting. Vi skal have muligheden for at sige nej, hvis 

det ikke giver mening og det har været helt okay. Vi er så ved at etablere andre samarbejder 

med Naturli' på andre fronter. Jeg tror det er det, vil vil på den lange bane. Strategisk. Det der 

ligger i det er jo, er at vi arbejder med større og vedvarende forandringer. Det er ikke et quick 

fix, som måske nogle gange almindelige partnerskaber vil være.  

 

[00:40:16.13] LLG: Ja og på den måde kan man sige, at de strategiske samarbejder er på alle 

måder mere interessant for os. For det er der, vi kan gøre en forskel sammen med 

virksomheden. Hvor det andet i princippet kan du give os nogle penge og den værste 

miljøsvineri og kan nok godt finde på at sætte en grænse et eller andet sted, men vi har ikke 

været i den situation endnu. Men vi har ikke nogen indflydelse på noget, så vores tænkning om 

det er, at vi gerne vil have dem ind i en kanal, hvor vi også kan få lov at kigge ind i virksomheden 

og sige "vi har et par råd". Nogle virksomheder kan man gøre meget med, hvor andre fx 

kontorvirksomheder, der er det måske mere på deres kontorplan, hvordan de selv agere og så 

er der dem, der producerer et eller andet, hvor man har mange ting, hvor man kan sige der og 

der og der.  
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[00:41:10.25] CSP: Så det I går efter i alle de strategiske samarbejder I leder efter, er at der skal 

en fælles værdiskabelse både for jer men også for virksomheden? 

 

[00:41:21.02] HHH: Ja, og en forandring. 

 

[00:41:22.19] CSP: Ja, der skal skabes en forandring. Det er hovedsagen. Så er der også det her 

med, at når I indgår et samarbejde, så går I jo ind med nogle ressourcer og som jeg kunne forstå 

på jer, så den ressource i er gået ind med i samarbejdet med naturli' er at i har delt viden om 

plastik, som naturli måske har manglet. Hvad har Naturli' givet jer? 

 

[00:41:43.08] LLG: Altså de giver os jo flere ting og det går begge veje. Man kan sige, man skaber 

en fælles kommunikation, fælles markedsføring. Vi brander dem, de brander os. Så det vil sige, 

at vi får et bredere reach. De får noget legitimering, men vi får det faktisk også fra dem. Der er 

meget her. Så er der noget økonomi. Vi får simpelthen en indtægt på det her produkt og de har 

fået noget rådgivning, som de sikkert godt kunne have fået andre steder fra. Men andre steder 

kunne måske ikke have givet dem den legitimitet, der ligger i at have talt med Plastic Change. 

Det er jo det vores varemærke er. Det er jo den legitimitet, at vi er uafhængige. Vi har kun én 

dagsorden og det er at gøre noget ved plastik i miljøet. Vi er ikke fedtet ind i andet på den vis. 

Der har vi noget unikt og det er også derfor virksomheder kommer til os. Vi har en 

markedsværdi for dem. Så jeg tror slet ikke at det ville fungere, hvis der ikke var en eller anden 

form for gensidighed, så vil de enten være uinteresseret i os eller vi ville være i dem. Så det er 

meget det her med at finde ud af, hvor vi kan være fælles værdiskabende.  

 

[00:43:01.03] CSP: Og den her værdiskabelse, I har oplevet, i samarbejdet med Naturli'. I sagde 

selv, at den har lagt grobund for at der skulle være mere samarbejde mellem jer og Naturli’ på 

andre produkter. Nu har Naturli' (Hakket) været ude på markedet i et stykke tid. Har I kunne 

mærke på jeres følgere på Facebook at det har givet jer mere opmærksomhed? 

 

43:28 LLG: Jeg tror den kausalitetskæde er meget svær. Fordi samtidig med det gik i luften i 

januar, så har vi haft alle mulige andre aktiviteter og så kom der en EU-plast strategi, så kom 
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der det ene og andet. At finde ud af, hvad der er linket til hvad, tror jeg ikke vi rigtig på nogen 

måde.... Men der hvor vi igen kan bruge det, og har brugt det, og kommer til at bruge det, det er 

som en case for andre virksomheder. For os er det en meget konkret case, det er meget nemt at 

forstå, hvad vi gjorde, hvad skete der osv., hvordan det økonomisk er stykket sammen. Så vi kan 

bruge det til at bygge noget andet ovenpå, som ikke har noget med Naturli at gøre, men har med 

andre partnerskaber at gøre. Så er det nemmere at se årsagssammenhænge der ved at sige. Så 

vil vi kunne sige, at der er en business case, at Naturli har fået noget ud af det. Jeg ved det faktisk 

ikke, det må vi tale med dem om, om de kunne måle noget på det. Det kunne være sjovt at se. 

Og jeg kan se, at det er en model, de har, som de bruger, som de bruger i forhold til andre 

produkter og sager, så det kunne være sjovt at se om de selv kan skille det ene fra det andet.  

 

44:40 HHH: De vil jo have ressourcer, de er jo også en start-up, men hvis man nu var en etableret 

spiller, så vil man gå ud og lave en kundeundersøgelse og se hvad der gjorde, hvad du gjorde 

særligt valgte det produkt frem for andre "jamen det var fordi der stod Plastic Change".  

 

44:56 LLG: Måske skulle vi faktisk til at gøre det. Vi har en fin dialog med dem. Det kunne være 

sjovt at bruge det som ekstra data i forhold til vores egen. 

 

45:02 HHH: Ja, jeg tror mange gange, så er det ekstremt svært at adskille. Lige den her med 

Naturli Hakket, der blev der lavet et ordentligt blop marketing agtigt, så at sige, at det var det 

eller det eller det, der gjorde forskellen, tror jeg også de har svært ved at se. 

 

45:20 LLG: Ja, det blev jo revet væk fra hylderne i starten. Så salget er gået rigtig godt, vi glæder 

os til at få afregnet første kvartal 

 

45:30 HHH: Ja, det der måske er at sige er, at vi har givet noget rådgivning, det har en pris, og 

den måde vi har afregnet den pris på, har været det her med at vi har valgt at sige "Vi kan sende 

en faktura på x antal kroner, men vi kan også vælge at gøre det afhængigt af hvor meget I 

sælger" og hvem vil ikke gerne gøre det afhængigt af, hvor meget man sælger? Det ville vi da 

selv synes var en god idé. 
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45:53 LLG: Det er jo smart. Hvis man ellers kan finde de rigtige steder at gøre det, så er der jo 

ingen, der bliver kede af det, at lave den her slags partnerskaber. DE sælger jo mere, og vi får 

noget eksponering og nogle kroner i kassen. 

 

46:06 HHH: Med det sagt. Det var vores første partnerskab af den type, vi fik etableret og var 

meget alert her internt fordi hvad var det for en shitstorm, der kunne komme ved at det ikke 

var en 100% løsning. "Amen det er jo stadig plastik", ja det er det, men, ikke. Der havde vi lavet 

et stort arbejde i at lave en FAQ, hvis presse eller en kunde kunne finde på at ringe og skrev 

derude, hvor tingene bare kan sprede sig, ik. Det var ikke plastikken, det gik på. Det gik mere 

på, at den soja, der er blevet brugt, hvor den er fra. Der var ikke ret meget om plastik.  

 

46:43 LLG: Vi havde jo overvejelsen inden, hvor meget vi skal stå inde for produktet. Der er vi 

jo nødsaget til på en eller anden måde. Produktet er jo for eksempel ikke økologisk. Bum. Er det 

et problem eller ikke noget problem. Naturli's holdning var at de gerne vil have at det skal være 

det på et tidspunkt, men det var ikke muligt nu. Der endte dialogen der. Skal vi så være dem der 

siger, at det ikke er godt nok? Eller hvad? 

 

47:11 HHH: Vi giver point for øvelsen, ikke. 

 

47:13 LLG: Sætter vi noget over styr, som vi ikke kan tåle? Eller kan vi godt forklare, hvorfor 

går med på den her rejse. Jeg synes ikke, vi har haft de store etiske dilemmaer. Det er klart, når 

det eneste, vi i gåseøjne har, er vores brand, vores navn, vores ry og rygte, så skal vi jo 

selvfølgelig passe på det. 

 

47:41 HHH: I forlængelse af det her, så kunne jeg sige noget omkring et andet samarbejde, som 

vi var ved at gå ind i. Det var en dagligvarekæde, som også havde set det her med plastikposer 

og de kontaktede os allerede i januar og sagde, det havde gang i. Det ville udfase plastikposer 

og introducere papirsposer. Umiddelbart kan man sige, ved kun at kigge på plastik, top. Virkelig 

nice. Men ud fra det samlede footprint er det så en bedre løsning? Og der valgte vi at sige, det 

ville vi ikke være med til, da vi tror den løsning, I er ved at indfase i forhold til det i er ved at 

udfase er en dyrere løsning for miljøet, så der valgte vi at sige nej. Det er bare for at sige, at vi 

tager bestik af de cases, der kommer ind på bordet for at sige "er det her en god løsning for 
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vores miljø eller hvad?" vi er jo som sagt ikke imod plastik, vi er heller ikke imod plastikposer, 

som var i miljøstyrelsens rapport, men vi er imod hvis den ikke går ind i en genanvendelse og 

så videre. På den måde skal vi tænke os godt om. Giver det mening? 

 

49:06 CSP: Det giver rigtig god mening. 

 

51:55 MT: Jeg tror, vi har det, vi ville spørge om med hensyn til Naturli'. Så vil vi gerne høre lidt 

om andre samarbejdsmuligheder fremover, og hvad Naturli' har giver jer af erfaringer, I kan 

bruge videre. Har I andre samarbejder med andre virksomheder i dag, I har lyst til at fortælle 

om? 

 

52:20 LLG: Der er Goodwings. 

 

52:20 HHH: Ja. Goodwings.com er også en start-up ligesom Naturli’ egentlig er det. Det er sjovt, 

at vores ligesom appellerer til andre, der også lige er startet op. Goodwings er en rejseportal, 

som på lige fod med hotels.com eller booking.com tilbyder overnatninger og rejser og den slags. 

Det er sådan den traditionelle branche gør, de bruger utrolig store summer på markedsføring. 

Det er adwords, og jeg ved ikke hvad. Det Goodwings har set er, at de 10%, de ved, at andre 

derude bruger. Dem har de sagt, at dem vil de gerne dele med nogle CSR-gode initiativer og 

blandt andet Plastic Change. De vil gerne give 5% til NGO'en og så bruger vi selv 5% til at drive 

virksomhed for og for kunden er det gratis forstået på den måde, at det ikke er dyrere. Men ved 

at bruge goods wings får de lige pludselig en mulighed mulighed for at støtte en god sag. De er 

on the rise. De er i gang. De går ud og laver aftaler med virksomheder og vi har så lavet en 

præsentation, en beskrivelse af hvem vi er, hvilke projekter vi laver og så videre og så vælger 

virksomheden selv, hvilken NGO de gerne vil støtte. Vi er mange faktisk. Vores tal er, at vores 

cause appellerer bare til mange, som Louise sagde før, så er det nyt og vedkommende og helt 

tæt på. Folk hører om det. Der er masse pathos. Folk synes det er synd for hvalen eller 

skildpadden. Det er smack in your face. Der får vi nogle billige point, hvis man kan sige det 

sådan. Det er en god partner. Der er næsten ugentligt kommer der en ny virksomhed, som rejse 

for måske for 10.000 kr om året eller om 100.000 kr om året, og der får vi så de her 5% af det. 

Så det er mange bække små. Og jeg tror i forhold til Naturli' er det kommercielt, økonomisk er 

det en større aftale. Faktisk. Men den er ikke på den måde forandringsskabende på samme 
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måde. Naturli' der ændrer vi ved at vi har været inde og rådgive, den nye bakke og 

genbrugsplast. Så det er anden type af partnerskab. 

 

55:04 CSP: Men er det den type partnerskaber [Naturli' partnerskabet], I gerne vil have flere af, 

hvor I faktisk kommer ind og laver en forandring? 

 

55:08 LLG: Jeg synes egentlig vi vil rigtig mange forskellige ting. Vi taler med dagligvarekæder, 

vi taler med tøjproducenter, vi taler med alle mulige forskellige. Det bliver meget forskelligt. Vi 

taler også med virksomheder, hvor det er mere på deres kontorplan, vi rådgiver dem og kan 

være med til at udvikle dem. Så jeg tror ikke vi på den måde har haft nogen, vi gerne vil og nogen 

vi ikke vil. Jeg tror vi er meget åbne. 

 

55:41 HHH: Vi sidder med en større virksomhed ude i Lyngby, som er meget bevidste omkring 

det her med plastik. Det er sådan kontorvirksomhed. De har 500 ansatte eller hvad de nu har. 

Det er sådan noget med hvilken emballage vi bruger i kantinen eller den måde vi emballerer 

vores produkter på, eller når der kommer en leverandør med produkter til dem, hvordan de 

emballerer deres produkter. Hvad gør vi med det der plastik? Hvis man kigger på hele 

værdikæden i en virksomhed, så er der rigtig mange nedslagspunkter, man kan slå ned på, og 

man kan være meget mere bevidste omkring. Den bevidsthed vil vi gerne motivere. Det kan 

være liberale erhverv, det kan være produktionsvirksomheder, det kan være detail, 

supermarkeder, der er virkelig mange typer af virksomheder, hvor plastik er et stort problem 

og noget af det er mere synligt end andre steder. Vi har som Louise siger, ikke en præference at 

det skal være virksomheder i olieindustrien, vi kun arbejder sammen med. Eller vi kun vil 

arbejde sammen med supermarkeder. Det er hele vejen. Alle brancher. Alle geografier. Alle 

størrelser. Så længe vi kan lave en påvirkning. 

 

57:07 CSP: Så de steder der er mulighed for forandring er i åbne? 

 

57:10 HHH: Der er massere, så ja, lige præcis. Og vi er kun to [henvisning til sig selv og LLG], 

der har det her specielle fokus. Vi er jo flere, der er nulret ind i det, men det er os der, har det 

her fokus. 
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57:17 CSP: Så I har nok at lave. 

 

57:20 HHH: Ja, det må man sige. 

 

57:24 MT: Er der nogen specifikke ressourcer I kigger efter, når I leder efter partnere? Noget 

hvor I tænker, at I kan få noget tilbage. For eksempel at de gerne må være store, så kan de give 

os en effekt på det punkt og så videre. 

 

57:34 LLG: Ja, når vi selv skal vælge. Nogle gange er der jo nogle, der kommer til os og andre 

gange når vi skal vælge, så giver det mening, at det er nogen, der på en eller anden måde har et 

brand, et navn, et omdømme vi kan bygge ovenpå. Man kan godt finde små nicher, men det får 

vi ikke sådan rigtig noget ud af på den måde. Så der er klart noget I størrelse som betyder noget. 

De store navne, de store dagligvarekæder, de store virksomheder, der kan vi bedre bruge det 

som en historie. Det giver os mere legitimitet. 

 

58:21 MT: Nu skal I til møde. 

 

58:22 LLG: Ja, det skal vi.  

 

58:23 HHH: Ja, og undskyld for det. Jeg tænker, at der en times optagelse. Vi har snakket en del 

af dem. Hvis der er nogle huller, så ring til mig. Jeg er mere accessible end tidligere. 

 

58:40 MT: Vi siger tak for jeres tid, og I må endelig sige til, hvis I har lyst til at læse, hvor jeres 

citater bliver brugt. 

 

58:46 HHH: Altså uanset vil vi gerne. Ud fra jeres perspektiv kunne det være interessant at se 

hvilket udefra-ind perspektiv i har på os.  

 

58:53 LLG: Det er lidt sjovt, at der er så mange studerende, der kommer til os. 

 

58:59 CSP: I er virkelig også oppe i tiden. 
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59:00 LLG: Ja, det er det. Vi har et eller andet. Og det gør os attraktive i andre sammenhænge. 

 

59:05 HHH: Den her gruppe, der var her i går, det var meget interessant. Vi sad her fra 

morgenstunden... 

 

59:09 LLG: Jeg smutter nu. 

 

59:09 MT: Tak for tiden og god påske. 

 

59:12 HHH:... De kom og havde en anden linje end vores, så det er ikke på samme måde 

konkurrence for jer. De skulle lave en forretningside og den ide de kom og præsentere var at 

tænke pant på plastikposer. Så om eftermiddagen kl. 10:35 så fik vi en pressemeddelelse ind ad 

døren at nu er Netto bum bum bum. Det er som du siger meget oppe i tiden. Det er jo superfedt.  
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Appendix 6 – Ottman’s seven winning strategies for green marketing 
 

1. Understand the deeply held environmental and social beliefs and values of your 

consumers and other stakeholders and develop a long-term plan to align with them. 

2. Create new products and services that balance consumers’ desires for quality, 

convenience, and affordability with minimal adverse environmental and social impacts 

over the life of the product. 

3. Develop brands that offer practical benefits while empowering and engaging 

consumers in meaningful ways about the important issues that affect their lives. 

4. Establish credibility for your efforts by communicating your corporate commitment 

and striving for complete transparency. 

5. Be proactive. Go beyond what is expected from stakeholders. Proactively commit to 

doing your share to solve emerging environmental and social problems - and discover 

competitive advantage in the process. 

6. Think holistically. Underscore community with users and with the broad array of 

corporate environmental and societal stakeholders. 

7. Don’t quit. Promote responsible product use and disposal practices. Continuously 

strive for “zero” impact. 

Source: (Ottman, p. 47, 2010) 
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Appendix 7 – The product ”Naturli’ Hakket” 
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Appendix 8 – Calculations of Naturli’ Hakket sales and donations 
 

Naturli' Hakket omsætning  

Naturli's donationer i alt pr 1/1-2018 60.000 kr.  

Plastic Changes' cut 0,20 kr.  

Antal solgte bakker 300.000 

Bakkens pris 25 kr.  

Omsætning i alt på Naturli' Hakket 7.500.000 kr.  

  

  

Naturli' Hakket omsætning på 3 måneder 7.500.000 kr.  

Naturli' Hakket omsætning på 1 måned 2.500.000 kr.  

Procentdel af markedet 0,05 

Den samlede omsætning på kød på 1 måned 50.000.000 kr.  
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Appendix 9 – Questionnaire responses 
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